I. Call to Order: 5:12

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Tyler, Oyuka, Chris, Divyanshi, Golsa, Kayla, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Kathleen, Caren, Vickie, Hang, Nicole, Michelle, Josef, Emily, Dre, Assistant Dean Grace

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Hannah Petyt, Asmita, Dylan, Asmita, Meghna, Emma

III. Approval of Minutes

A. 8-0-0 Passed

IV. Announcements:

A. None

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Ivan Ramirez- AS Select Committee
   - AS Select Committee Proposal (CC)
B. Eduardo
   - AS External Affairs ab/
     - 23-24 hiring process has started, several positions available for advocacy positions
     a. Due May 31st
     - All-Rally, Racial Justice Now Campaign
     a. Equal opportunity for all students regardless of citizenship
     b. May 17th Regents Meeting at UCLA
     c. Costs and transportation are covered by External Office
     - Custodial Union Action
       a. Fighting for increase in hourly wage
       b. In front of Chancellor’s Complex

   - @asucsdexternal on Instagram

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   - Revelle Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - SCAS and final community and reflective spaces
     ➢ From Student Care and Accountability Specialist line item
     ➢ $215.80
     ■ 7-0-1 Passed
   - Revelle Graduation Stickers
     ➢ Graduation Committee line item
     ➢ $400.83
     ■ 7-0-1 Passed
   - Senior Safari Trip
     ➢ Graduation Committee line item
     ➢ $5268.98
     ■ 7-0-1 Passed
   - Spring Week 10 BBQ
     ➢ 10th Week Event line item
     ➢ $6734.38
     ■ 6-0-2 Passed

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   - Nothing to report.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   - We’re gettin a move on
     ➢ Appointments Packet (preliminary)
     ➢ Have one interview next week already!
   - Join Appointments!
Let me know if you are reapplying for Council too and what positions interest you for next year!

Join Committees!

D. **Graduation Committee [Kim Lim]**
   ❖

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
   ❖ Committee meeting tomorrow! Weekly meetings 6:00-6:30pm, Friday via Zoom. I will be sending out the link tonight as usual (although it’s the same link)
   ❖ If your new position places you on the committee or you would like to join, we are glad to have you! Feel free to email me for more details

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   ❖ **Week 10 BBQ: Pupusas, agua frescas, and sprinkles cupcakes!**
     ➢ Week 10 bbq: THURSDAY June 8th 12-2 PM

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
   ❖ Minimum computing requirement survey
   ❖ [https://ucsd.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6ikAGiVQ7YpZdd4](https://ucsd.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6ikAGiVQ7YpZdd4)
   ❖ Anti-Semitism Statement
   ➢ [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesMi6gZo8RIfVmZuL2KYP5JRes0MKFvT3Fv1NhOtrAC/viewform?usp=send_link](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesMi6gZo8RIfVmZuL2KYP5JRes0MKFvT3Fv1NhOtrAC/viewform?usp=send_link)
   ❖ Meeting with George- goal to increase communication between College Councils and AS

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   ❖ Go to Revellution!
   ❖ SIP is looking for exec members to join as well!

C. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   ❖ Please let me or Gage know if you have strong opinions on creating a new Discord
   ❖ The absence form will close at 3:00 PM on Thursday starting next week so please get your absence requests in before then!
   ❖ From your absent council members: [meeting2 absence.png](attachment:meeting2 absence.png)

D. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Nothing to Report.

E. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   ❖ Welcome to RCC Hannah!!
   ❖ Public Input
     ➢ Senate Pro-Tempore Updates
       ■ 5 out of 7 college councils have passed it
       ● 2 TBD
   ❖ Reports of AS Offices
     ➢ Office of Communication
       ■ Select Committee Next Meeting: May 20th from 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
       ● Via zoom
     ➢ Office of Concerts and Events
       ■ Sun God Festival
         ● 5/13, 12 PM - 6 PM, RIMAC Field
         ● SGF23 Merch with TO here
     ➢ Office of Spirit and Athletics
       ■ Spring into Spring - May 22
       ■ Vegas Night - June 1
     ➢ Office of Personnel Affairs
       ■ Applications have been re-opened for Chief Personnel Officer, AVP of Spirits & Athletics, Food & Housing, Local Affairs, and Student Advocacy
     ➢ Office of Academic Affairs
       ■ Davis Resolution
         ● [Resolution Calling on UCD Academic Senate to Move …](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe6kAGiVQ7YpZdd4)
       ■ Tabling 5/11 & 5/12 on Library Walk
         ● Giving out donuts and boba
         ● Come by to learn about following Student Conduct policy during Sun God
Office of the President
- APIMEDA center has been officially approved and announced at Wednesday’s scholarship luncheon
- Concerns about commuter lounge bathrooms

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   - Week 10 bbq: THURSDAY June 8th 12-2 PM

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
   - Nothing to report

H. **Class Representatives**
   - Fourth Year Representative [Kim Lim]
     - Nothing to report
   - Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]
     - Taking a midterm right now booo
     - I vote to not move discord as I saw it mentioned so if we talk about it during the meeting my vote is to stay in the discord we have now as it has all the resources and bots set up
     - I have an event that I planned with the SSC happening May 21st in case anyone is interested

I. **Commuter Representative [-]**
   - Nothing to report

J. **Residential Representative [Vickie Nguyen]**
   - Nothing to report.

K. **Transfer Representatives [Oyuka Otgon-Ochir, Dre Henneken]**
   - Welcome New Board Members!!!
   - Nothing to report.

L. **International Representative [Asmita Bhardwaj]**
   - Nothing to report.

M. **Out of State Representative [-]**
   - Nothing to report

N. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Dylan Hahn]**
   - Nothing to report

O. **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Meghna Pulacode]**
   - Nothing to report

P. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
   - I’ll be out the next 2-½ weeks for vacation. I should be back in the office on June 1
   - Isabel Lopez is the new Executive Assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs; she will transition from Res Life to the Dean’s Office in June after move-out

Q. **Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [Assistant Dean Grace Bagunui]**
   - Nothing to report

R. **Campus-Wide Representatives**
   - **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]**
     - Welcome New Board Members!! Sorry I couldn’t be there I am taking my math midterm booo ;((
     - Sun god is almost here WHOOOOO!
     - Remember to have your ticket ready, along with your empty reusable water bottle and sunscreen.
- AS has some things they are doing to support but folks can also use Dining Dollars for vendors on the field (snacks, beverages and other delicious offerings on the field).
- Spring BBQ lunchtime event on the lawn of Sixth - Wednesday May 17th at lunchtime
- Financial Aid Document Submission extended to June 15th
- Summer Housing Applications are open! [Summer Housing (ucsd.edu)]
- That's all for me, slay your midterms and stay safe! See y'all at Sungod!

**SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [Chris Cardenas, Divyanshi Saha]**
- Went over process for elections and nominated people for Chair and Vice Chair, will be holding elections tomorrow

**UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]**
- Plaza renovation
  - Want to connect indoor and outdoor dining
  - Concrete will be ripped out for more level surface
  - Tiered amphitheater will go away
  - Construction timeline:
    - June (right after finals) - early September: all concrete work
      - No outdoor dining
    - Early September - end of October: planters, canopies, etc
      - PC Theater will be closed in fall qtr
        - No classes or student org events in theater
    - Early November: will be fully open
  - Some vendors will still be open if they have other entrances besides the plaza entrance
  - Concept photos:
SHWAB Representative

- Triton CORE operation hours are Tuesday & Wednesday from 1pm-10pm
- Testing and Assessment will now be done at CAPS to provide support and accommodations to students
- Mental health providers are being looked for the Black student population and APIMEDA student population
- Mental Health Month is now :) there are programming being done to reach more male identified students
- 1500 health and safety kits being distributed by colleges to prevent from the sun and STDs
- Stressors that may impact academic performance reported from the National College Health Assessment (900 total) include problems with roommates, increase use of alcohol, cannabis, and cigarettes, more sexual activity and more unintended pregnancies - but less reports of anxiety and depression

RFAB Representative

- Nothing to report

Sustainability Advocate

- Nothing to report

ASCEO Representative

- Kayla Camargo

- Nothing to report

LSAC Representative

- Hang Liu

- Nothing to report

EDI Advocate

- Golsa Rahbari

- For everyone who heard Eduardo’s comment from the office of VPE, he is the one who introduced me to the Sacramento trip I went to last week, and he is amazing and the office of VPE is working hard to represent the students so I urge you if you are able to, apply to go to UCLA on May 17th.

Basic Needs Advocate

- Emma Luppi

- Nothing to report

VIII. New Business

A. None

IX. Unfinished Business

A. None

X. Announcement

A. Pre-God Event tomorrow!

- 3-6 pm

B. Presentation of the Gavel

XI. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Tyler, Oyuka, Chris, Divyanshi, Golsa, Kayla, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Kathleen, Caren, Vickie, Hang, Nicole, Michelle, Josef, Emily, Dre, Assistant Dean Grace

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Hannah Petyt, Asmita, Dylan, Asmita, Meghna, Emma

ADJOURNED: 5:51
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Maddie, Hannah Nguyen, Caren, Vickie, Asmita, Dylan, Emma, Assistant Dean Grace,

EXCUSED: Gage, Kathleen, Josef, Emily, Hang, Dean Sherry, Chris, Divyanshi, Nicole, Tyler, Dre, Hannah Petyt,

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Oyuka, Meghna, Kayla, Golsa, Michelle

III. Approval of Minutes

IV. Announcements:

A. Birthdays!!! Get your singing voices ready

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Outside Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
   ❖ Company 157
      ➢ There is $400.00 left for outside groups
      ➢ $364.00
      ➢ 0-6-2: does not pass
   ❖ Change the outside groups funding form
      ➢ How many Revelle students are in the organization?
      ➢ Will Revelle students have priority for the programs that will be thrown?

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Janelle Nelson
      ➢ Overall vibe: Amazing!
         ■ Well spoken
         ■ Impressive applicant
         ■ One answer I really liked of hers:
            ● An important aspect of leadership is humility, you need to remember your constituents
            ● Leadership is not about meeting a requirement for future applications; it is about being in the moment and building connections
            ● She says she would be a taco if she is a food because she loves spicy things and “she is spicy”
      ➢ Appoint Janelle to Council as Transfer Representative: 8-0-0

   ❖ Appoint Grace to Appointments: 7-0-1
   ❖ Appoint Asmita to Appointments: 7-0-1
   ❖ Join Appointments Committee losers!

D. Graduation Committee [Kim Lim]
   ❖ Nothing to report

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Student Services meeting tomorrow, 6-6:30pm!
   ❖ I apologize for the confusion and last minute cancellation last week

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
❖ CCP meeting was uneventful except discussion of Disneyland
   ➢ $30,000-$40,000 Disney Trip
   ➢ Students still have to pay for tickets ($100)
   ➢ Since council is funding it, council unintentionally gets priority
   ➢ Not grad specific
❖ All Council Forum tonight 8:30-9:30
   https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/97503417824#success
   ➢ All of the Councils and AS
   ➢ Push for collaboration between councils and AS
   ➢ College council specific

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Again let me know if you want to reapply!
   ❖ Applications are already up with open positions at rcc.ucsd.edu
   ❖ Even if you are in RCC right now you have to reapply for the formality of applying

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Nothing to report

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Keep sending me flyers!

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ Public Input
   ➢ Support for resolution (to be addressed later in the report) : Custodial workers increased wage because they are underappreciated and have long commute from TJ, urgency to push Chancellor
   ➢ CALPIRG representative
   ■ Week 7: cut plastic pollution, punching bag event
   ■ Week 8: hunger and houselessness campaign
   ■ Week 9: movie night for oceans campaign
   ❖ Reports of AS Offices
   ➢ Office of Communication
   ■ Select Committee Next Meeting: May 20th from 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
   ➢ Office of Concert and Events
   ■ Bear Garden is on May 26! If you wish to volunteer at the event, check out their instagram and receive a cute volunteer shirt to go!
   ➢ Office of Spirits and Athletics
   ■ Spring into Spring - May 22
   ■ Vegas Night - June 1
   ❖ Reports of Standing Committees
   ➢ Finance Committee
   ■ F1. Allocation of $499.78 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Pilipinx Undergraduate Society for PUSH End of the Year Banquet. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ● Approved
   ■ F2. Allocation of $169.00 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Indian Student Association for Study Social. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ● Approved
   ■ F3. Allocation of $482.72 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Triton NeuroTech for Triton Neurotech End of Year Banquet. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ● Approved
   ■ F4. Allocation of $865.00 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Intermission Orchestra for The Intermission Orchestra Spring 2023 Concert. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ● Approved
   ■ F5. Allocation of $891.82 from Student Organization Programming Unallocated to Undergraduate Women in Computing at UC San Diego for WIC Banquet. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ● Denied
   ❖ New Business
     ➢ Resolution in Support of AFSCME 3299 Fight for $25/5 Campaign. Sponsored by Senator Elizabeth Lopez.
       ■ Supporting custodial workers in the fight for raising their minimum wage (to reach the cost of living here in La Jolla)
Asking for AS support (ongoing even beyond the resolution)
  ● Go to protests (help out)

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   ❖ Pupusas have been ordered

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

H. **Class Representatives**
   ● **Fourth Year Representative [Kim Lim]**
     ❖ Nothing to report.
   ● **Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]**
     ❖ Specialty Recycling Event 11am-2pm
     ❖ Living Discovery Coast Tour Sunday 11am
     ❖ cooking up fall event ideas 😈
   ● **Second Year Representative [-]**
     ❖
   ● **First Year Representatives [Tyler Porter, Hannah Petyt]**
     ❖ Sorry I can’t be there today, at a Spanish extra credit cultural talk, looking at a tentative movie night, moving quickly to get that finalized!

I. **Commuter Representative [-]**
   ❖

J. **Residential Representative [Vickie Nguyen]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

K. **Transfer Representatives [Oyuka Otgon-Ochir, Dre Henneken]**
   ❖ Congrats on getting Janelle the rockstar into RCC. Dre needs a backiotomy. Sorry I can’t be there tonight because I am in pain. P.S. I knew Janelle would get voted in she’s going to do well in this position.

L. **International Representative [Asmita Bhardwaj]**
   ❖ Nothing to report!

M. **Out of State Representative [-]**
   ❖

N. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Dylan Hahn]**
   ❖ Next RA large scale is summer send of June 2nd 5-8PM. More details to come!

O. **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Meghna Pulacode]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

P. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

Q. **Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [Assistant Dean Grace Bagunu]**
   ● Congrats to RCC, JBoard, RHA and RAs on the collab Pre-GOD!
   ● Revellution is tonight at the EFA at 8PM, doors open at 7!
   ● Honors banquet is this Sunday, May 21st
   ● Last day with the university is June 9, 2023 😭 sorry for crying in meeting, but not sorry cuz I’m gonna miss you all!

R. **Campus-Wide Representatives**
  ● **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]**
  ● Housing update: Move out email and page this week - Ivonne
    https://hdhughousing.ucsd.edu/living-on-campus/move-in/index.html
  ● So sorry for not attending, I just got my job(wooooo getting the bag) and currently changing my work schedule so i can see you beautiful people :>
  ● **SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [Chris Cardenas, Divyanshi Saha]**
    ❖ Listened to Abba for the first 10 minutes
    ❖ Elected Gina Scott from ERC as Chair
    ❖ Elected Lanchi Nguyen from Sixth as Vice Chair
  ● **UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]**
    ❖ Nothing to report.
  ● **SHWAB Representative [-]**
    ❖ Nothing to report
  ● **RFAB Representative [Nicole Li]**
    ❖ Nothing to report
  ● **Sustainability Advocate [-]**
    ❖ Go to Caren’s events
  ● **ASCEO Representative [Kayla Camargo]**
    ❖ Nothing to report
- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  - Nothing to report.
  - HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!

- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - y'all i went to UCLA buffet as some of you may know and… let me share with you:

  ![Buffet Images]

  - i forreal almost cried eating the soft serve it was so good and the fact that the plates are ACTUAL PLATES. Also as you can see they had actual veggies which here at UCSD we barely have and i found many non fried options which again i feel like we don't have much at ucsd. I am advocating for us to have a buffet

- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  - Housing Fair presented by our Off-Campus Housing office and Peer Educator Team will be on Wednesday May 24 at Library Walk from 12-3pm. This is a great opportunity for students to learn talk to property managers, meet potential roommates, and get connected with more resources to support students with the journey of finding off-campus housing
For RCC

Would there be interest, as a council to hold an information session about Basic Needs on campus, how they operate, how to reach them etc.? (this could either for just RCC or for the Revelle Community as a whole)

CCs around campus like Marshall are opening their own mini pantries (we could offer menstrual products here too) for their individual colleges. If this is something that RCC is interested in pursuing, funding would come from UCSD Basic Needs, via the innovation fund that gives out money upon filling out an application and appointment for purposes such as these

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business
X. Announcement
XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Maddie, Hannah Nguyen, Caren, Vickie, Asmita, Dylan, Emma, Assistant Dean Grace, Kayla, Michelle
EXCUSED: Gage, Kathleen, Josef, Emily, Hang, Dean Sherry, Chris, Divyanshi, Nicole, Tyler, Dre, Hannah Petyt

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Oyuka, Meghna, Golsa

ADJOURNED:
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Grace, Maddie, Tyler, Asmita, Dylan, Golsa, Kayla

EXCUSED: Alyssa, Kathleen, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Josef, Hannah Petyt, Vickie, Emily, Chris, Divyanshi, Emma, Michelle, Nicole, Hang, Assistant Dean Grace, Dean Sherry

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Caren, Dre, Oyuka, Meghna

III. Approval of Minutes: 5-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Danny cook - work with public service and library,
   • Task force charged by the EVC for the university to adopt a minimum technology
     requirement

B. Jeffrey, 3rd yr UT Austin student, Grace's boyfriend

C. Sammy, 2nd yr neurobio, looking to apply

D. Jimmy choi, transfer 3rd yr

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   • Revelle Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
   • Student Care and Accountability Specialist Fall Initiatives & Student Assistants for
     Affinity Spaces
     ➢ From Student Care and Accountability Specialist line item
     ➢ $2,329.46
     ■ 4-0-1
   • Week 10 Stickers
     ➢ GU
     ➢ $190.70
     ■ 4-0-1

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   • There are still some things that need edited in the bylaws- small things that were not
     allowed to edit without voting on it (like because we removed election committee,
     we have to edit the election section more thoroughly) BUT we're gonna take a break
     from rules and pick this back up in the fall

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   • Appoint Alyssa to Finance Committee: 4-0-1
   • Appoint Alyssa to Appointments Committee: 4-0-1
   • Appointments Update
     ➢ Some term limits are not up yet and so we will be holding off official
       appointments until Week 1 of the Fall Quarter
     ➢ Interviews and Applications will still remain open and occur throughout
       summer to ensure we hit the ground running in Fall so submit your
       applications as soon as you can to ensure you get the position you want
   • Don't forget to schedule your interview appointment at
     calendly.com/rccvicepresident

D. Graduation Committee [Kim Lim]

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   • Meeting tomorrow! 6-6:30pm
   • If you cannot make meetings either recurrently or for arising circumstances, please
     let me know so that we can accommodate. It’s important to have our committee
     together so we can make our events happen! Thank you to the two who made it last
     week.

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
Nothing to report other than we’re gonna start this in the fall.

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
   ❖ CCP
     ➢ $0 in federal funding for housing and basic needs-state level
     ➢ AANAPISI designation march 2024?
     ➢ Financial aid change EFC to SIA
     ➢ Attend 1 C-level and 5 AVP interviews- opportunity drawing
   ❖ STAC rep?
     ➢ Insert name here

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   ❖ Straw Poll: Do yall wanna have a casual end of year thing at the beach with either burritos or pizzas or sum or do yall wanna do like go somewhere and sit down?
     ➢ Beach or Sit-Down Restaurant: 6-0-1
   ❖ End of Year Banquet is looking to be Sunday June 4th from ~6pm to ~9pm
   ❖ Special Committee Report: This is gonna be lengthy
     ➢ [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gcUDA4D7Ozw2PWvVDiZT0KfZ2WvdsiNswXjTlq-pLk/edit?usp=share_link](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gcUDA4D7Ozw2PWvVDiZT0KfZ2WvdsiNswXjTlq-pLk/edit?usp=share_link)
     ➢ In summary, there are going to be several changes proposed
     ➢ The committee has yet to meet quorum at any meeting

C. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

D. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Changes to flyers/posts on Instagram: I’m going to require additional information before I post anything (Flyer must include specific details rather than just leaving it for the caption, give me a point person of contact for the event to address questions to) any questions on this dm me on discord!

E. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   ❖ CALPIRG
     ➢ Week 8 (this week): Fundraiser for hunger and homelessness
     ➢ Week 9 (next week): Protect our oceans event with art mural
     ➢ Next year campaigns
       ■ Get UCs to commit to 100% clean energy
       ■ New voters project: make 2024 the biggest year for youth voter turnout
         ● make registration button on WebReg
       ■ Textbook affordability
         ● Open textbooks
   ❖ Reports of Senator Projects
     ➢ First-aid kits as well as basic hygiene products potentially to be placed in vending machines
     ➢ Collaboration with Lyft to get access to emergency rooms (codes will only work to access these locations)

   ❖ **Office of the President**
     ➢ AVP updates
       ■ AVP of EJA
Screening of No Place to Grow in the Bear Room Monday night (6-9 pm)
◆ Catering from Mendocino Farms and free plant plushies to the first few attendees

June 6th: LORAX we will be holding a screening on Sun God Lawn
◆ Free sustainability kit distribution, succulents with plant pot decorating, Costco Pizza, and Churros

■ AVP of Transportation and Transformation
● Transit Safety Training
● Summer MTS Pass

❖ Office of Spirit and Athletics
➢ Vegas Night - June 1

❖ Office of Concerts and Events
➢ Last Bear Garden is tomorrow from 4-8pm at Marshall field
■ Adventure Time themed: games, food, drinks, and student performers

❖ Open Forum
➢ Ternansky (tenure) is back on Webreg
■ Office of Academics is on it
■ encourage people to not take the class
➢ Sadly, according to WEBREG Bio discussions will be moved to the same format as SI sessions

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]
❖ Good luck on midterms

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
❖

H. Class Representatives
● Fourth Year Representative [Kim Lim]
❖
● Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]
❖ I vote a beach day, I love a beach day
❖ Nothing to report, good luck on midterms!

● Second Year Representative [-]
❖

● First Year Representatives [Tyler Porter, Hannah Petyt]
❖ Nothing to report

I. Commuter Representative [-]
❖

J. Residential Representative [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Sticker
➢ If my budget is passed, thank you! (:)
➢ Stickers probably won’t arrive in time for week 10 barbecue, but can still be used for next year!
➢ Sticker design (recycled from Gage’s Winter Involvement Fair):

K. Transfer Representatives [Oyuka Otgon-Ochir, Dre Henneken]
❖

L. International Representative [Asmita Bhardwaj]
❖ Nothing to report!

M. Out of State Representative [-]
N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Dylan Hahn]
   ❖ Summer Send Off 5-8 Revelle Plaza
O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Meghna Pulacode]
   ❖
P. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   ❖
Q. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [Assistant Dean Grace Bagunu]
   ❖ Senior Send-off at the last Bear Garden tomorrow from 4-8pm on Marshall field where we will be giving away senior sweatshirts, stickers, pins.
   ❖ If you are looking to do any events for the end of the year, please schedule a time to order your items with me before June 1. Anything after that will need to be ordered using Dean Sherry or Melina’s purchasing and travel cards.
   ❖ Mark your calendars and RSVP for the Leadership Recognition Ceremony happening on June 6th, you should have received an email already.
   ❖ My final day in the office is June 9th, any council related business will shift to other Revelle staff in my absence.
R. Campus-Wide Representatives
   ● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
     ❖ Disabled American Veterans’ (DAV) donation bins will be set up and available for residents to donate starting yesterday through June 19th in every residential community. They will take furniture, clothes, household items and electronics. Promotion about donating will be shared over social media. If there are specific questions about locations for your area contact ahattala@ucsd.edu.
     ❖ Once again, we are partnering with Triton Food Pantry and Dining to collect non-perishable food items. Food donation bins for non-perishable, unopened items will be set up by Dining Services starting June 7th through 17th at Roger’s, John’s, 6th, Oceanview, 7th, Earl’s, and Great Hall. The donations will go to the Triton Food Pantry locations to serve students through summer and the academic year.
   ● SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [Chris Cardenas, Divyanshi Saha]
     ❖ Nothing to report :/
   ● UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
     ❖
   ● SHWAB Representative [-]
     ❖
   ● RFAB Representative[Nicole Li]
     ❖ Nothing to report.
   ● Sustainability Advocate [-]
     ❖
   ● ASCEO Representative[Kayla Camargo]
- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  - Nothing to replace
- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - go to avp interviews 😭
  - nothing to report i also want beach day i love beach)
- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business
X. Announcement
XI. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Grace, Maddie, Tyler, Asmita, Dylan, Golsa, Kayla, Assistant Dean Grace
EXCUSED: Alyssa, Kathleen, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Josef, Hannah Petyt, Vickie, Emily, Chris, Divyanshi, Emma, Michelle, Nicole, Hang, Dean Sherry
UNEXCUSED: Kim, Caren, Dre, Oyuka, Meghna
ADJOURNED: 5:52
I. Call to Order: 5:05

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Caren, Tyler, Vickie, Asmita, Dylan, Emily, Chris, Michelle, Emma,

EXCUSED: Kathleen, Josef, Hannah Petyt, Kayla,

UNEXCUSED: Kim, Dre, Oyuka, Divyanshi, Meghna, Nicole, Hang, Golsa, Assistant Dean Grace, Dean Sherry

III. Approval of Minutes

A. Passed 9-0-0

IV. Announcements:

A. Just wanted to wish all queer-identifying council members a Happy Pride month!

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Jordan Z:
   - 3rd year Human Bio major
   - Linguistics Minor, concentration in ASL
   - Prospective Applicant

B. Sabrina
   - Moral support

C. Pawee
   - Moral support

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]

   ❖ Weeks of Welcome Budget discussion
     ➢ Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
     ➢ The Line item is $21,000
     ➢ Events in the ‘Super Week‘ council is not allowed to fund
     ➢ Bon(d) Fire I would not recommend funding because it is against San Diego law
     ➢ Melina asked if we could temporarily suspend the bylaws to pass this budget

   ❖ Open form:
     ■ Events likely wont have a high attendance
     ■ A lot of people are not able to attend
     ■ Quarterly income is 45000-60000
     ■ No student group would come in to ask us to suspend the bylaws
     ■ Theres no point in having council if they just want to overrule us
     ■ Admin are changing budgets without creator permission
     ■ Not accurate estimate
     ■ RAs are also having events, there is no need to have this many events
     ■ Almost an entire quarters worth of fees spent on this week
     ■ Line items are created for fairness to give other orgs an opportunity to throw events

   ❖ Week 10 BBQ budget amendment
     ➢ Reveille Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
     ➢ $1,728 to use full line item
B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**
   ❖ Appoint Kat to Appointments: 8-0-1
   ❖ Several interviews have taken place and are looking solid
   ❖ Starting to create an appointments “presentation” if you will to prepare for the start of fall
   ❖ Reminder to reapply as soon as you can to cement what positions you want! Several positions have quite a few applicants already

D. **Graduation Committee [Kim Lim]**
   ❖

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
   ❖ Last meeting of the SP quarter tomorrow, 6-6:30! Please come 😊

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Nothing to Report.

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   ❖ Remember week 10 bbq is a mandatory event. If you can’t attend to help set up or hand out food let Kat know!
     ➢ Thursday June 8th from 12-1 PM
     ➢ Setup begins 10:30 AM
   ❖ Pupusas, Sprinkles, and All Things Ube

### VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
   ❖ Still need a STAC rep. Meetings during the summer are every third Friday of the month & on Zoom.

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   ❖ RCC Banquet this Sunday 7-9pm at La Jolla Shores
   ❖ Please sign up to bring something on this spreadsheet!
   ❖ This is open to the 22-23 council as well!

C. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   ❖ Nothing to Report

D. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

E. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   ❖ AS Period Pilot Project. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
     ➢ Have been providing period products on the first two floors of Geisel (ends this quarter)
     ➢ Student feedback was largely positive
     ➢ Expansion on the pilot program
     ■ Potential locations:
       ● RIMAC, Geisel, Center Hall, Solis Hall, Mandler Hall, Galbraith Hall, Warren Lecture Hall, Peterson Hall, Rady School of Management, Pepper Canyon
     ■ Asking for $26,00 from Mandate Reserves
   ❖ **Tritons Unite Service**. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez
     ➢ **Formation of the Tritons Unite service**
     ➢ An online service that takes in information on all active organizations on campus and through the use of AI and student workers, petitions can be made to connect student orgs to one another as well as to individual students
       ■ Makes it easier for students to join/take part in student orgs they might be interested in
     ➢ Wants AS resources and support
       ■ Make the program more trustworthy to orgs and can help with setting up the website
   ❖ **Office of the President**
     ➢ Allocation of whatever is left of the 40K Initiative Budget and 20K of NYT Subscription to Triton Food Pantry
   ❖ **Office of Communications**
     ➢ Vegas Night - June 1
   ❖ **Reports of Standing Committees**
Legislative

  - Tabled indefinitely
  - Tabled indefinitely
  - Passed

Finance

- F1. Approval of 2023-24 Stipend Budget. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
  - Motion to add a line item to add $2,000 to Office of the President for travel
    - 15 - 3 - 5 Passes
  - Motion to add under Office of the President
    - Chief of staff - $70 x 34 week
    - Director of Initiatives - $50 x 34 week
    - Initiatives coordinator - $20 x 29 week
    - Director of Media - $40 x 34 week
    - Media coordinator - $20 x 29 week
    - Director of Outreach - $40 x 34 week
    - Outreach coordinator - $20 x 29 week
    - 1 - 19 - 3 Not Passed
  - Motion to add under Office of the Vice President of External Affairs
    - Internal Director - $60 x 35 week
    - External Director - $60 x 35 week
    - Legislative Director - $100 x 35 week
    - Organizing Director - $60 x 35 week
    - Communications Director - $40 x 35 week
    - 12 - 1 - 10 Passes
  - Motion to above the 2023-2024 Stipend Budget
    - 16 - 2 - 5 Passed

New Business

- (Finance Item) Allocation of $26,000 from Mandate Reserves to AS Period Pilot Project. Sponsored by CFO Steven Shuster
  - Passed
- (Legislative Item) Formation of the Tritons Unite service. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez
  - 0 - 18 - 2 Not Passed
- (Legislative Item) Tritons Together Initiative. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez and Senator Vaishnavi Ventrapragada
  - 5 - 11 - 4 Not Passed

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]

- Remember week 10 bbq is a mandatory event. If you can’t attend to help set up or hand out food let Kat know!
  - Thursday June 8th from 12-1 PM
  - Setup begins 10:30 AM
- Pupusas, Sprinkles, and All Things Ube

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]

H. Class Representatives
- Fourth Year Representative [Kim Lim]
- Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]
  - Clothing drive June 7th 11am-2pm
Second Year Representative [-]

First Year Representatives [Tyler Porter, Hannah Petyt]
  • Have an event planned for next week, date tbd….will just be using things in the leadership space for a little study break/giveaway/destress event again

I. Commuter Representative [-]

J. Residential Representative [Vickie Nguyen]
  • Nothing to report.

K. Transfer Representatives [Oyuka Otgon-Ochir, Dre Henneken]

L. International Representative [Asmita Bhardwaj]

M. Out of State Representative [-]

N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Dylan Hahn]
  • Summer Send Off is tomorrow in the Plaza from 5-8PM! There will be a lot of fun games, activities, churros, ice cream, and more!

O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Meghna Pulacode]

P. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherryl Mallory]

Q. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [Assistant Dean Grace Bagunu]
  • Please RSVP for the Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony happening next Tuesday, June 6!
  • Sorry I am not there with you tonight, but will be back next week for my last RCC meeting! 😢

R. Campus-Wide Representatives
  • UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
    • No meeting on monday so nothing to report ;)
  • SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [Chris Cardenas, Divyanshi Saha]
    • Nothing to report
  • UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
    • Nothing to report
  • SHWAB Representative [-]
    •
  • RFAB Representative[Nicole Li]
    •
  • Sustainability Advocate [-]
    •
  • ASCEO Representative[Kayla Camargo]
    • Nothing to report
  • LSAC Representative[Hang Liu]
    • Nothing to report
VIII. New Business
   A. (Discussion Item) Triton Together Initiative.
      ● Concerns about power as explained by the president
      ● Meetings could be consolidated into emails
      ● Not all positions see the need to collaborate with other colleges
      ● Confusion as to the purpose of this initiative and the extra meetings
      ● Questions the role of the senator who is supposed to be the liaison
      ● Learning from each other about events, but not all positions need that
      ● Already existing meetings (ex: Zoom groups to discuss issues)

IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcements

XI. Roll Call
   PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Caren, Tyler, Vickie, Dylan, Emily, Chris, Michelle, Emma
   EXCUSED: Kathleen, Josef, Hannah Petyt, Kayla
   UNEXCUSED: Kim, Dre, Oyuka, Asmita, Divyanshi, Meghna, Nicole, Hang, Golsa, Assistant Dean Grace, Dean Sherry
   ADJOURNED: 5:50 pm
I. **Call to Order:** 5:05
II. **Roll Call**
   PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Tyler, Vickie, Dylan, Sam P., Michelle, Emily, Chris, Hang, Golsa, Assistant Dean Grace, Dean Sherry
   EXCUSED: Kathleen, Divyanshi, Nicole, Kayla
   UNEXCUSED: Kim, Caren, Josef, Meghna, Emma, Hannah Petyt, Dre, Oyuka, Asmita
III. **Approval of Minutes**
   A.
IV. **Announcements:**
V. **Public Input and Introduction:**
   A. Pablo
      ● WOW Questions
   B. Pawee
      ● Ex-president
      ● Moral supporter
      ● Sunburnt
   C. Sabrina
      ● Moral support
      ● Also sunburnt
VI. **Committee Reports**
   A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**
      ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
      ❖ Sip Fall Budget
         ➢ $10,013.46
         ➢ Without recruitment: $9763.46
         ➢ From the SIP line item
         ➢ Passed $9763.46 : 6-0-3
      ❖ Spill the Coffee
         ➢ $486.75
         ➢ From GU
         ➢ Passed $486.75: 8-0-1
      ❖ SIP WoW
         ➢ $34,152.48
         ➢ $21,000 from the SIP WoW line item, $13,152.48 from GU/ The other one (AS Revelle Reserve?)
         ➢ Finance Committee Recommendation:
            ■ Approve $21,000
         ➢ Passed $21,000 : 5-3-1
         ➢ Straw Poll:
            ■ Pass in Full: 2
            ■ Pass with a compromised budget in between Full Budget for WoW and Line Item: 8
            ■ Line Item: 5
         ➢ Motion to approve $26,000 for WoW, $21,000 from their line item and $5,000 from GU
            ■ Objection raised by the EDI Advocate as to where budget above will be drawn from
            ■ Motion to end discussion on the aforementioned objection: 9-0-0
         ➢ Motion to approve $21,000 from SIP WoW line item for Fall WoW
            ■ Passed $21,000: 5-3-1
   B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
      ❖ Nothing to report.
C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   - Just catching up on interviews and applicants
   - Almost wrapped up for the quarter
   - Please still reapply so we can get a jumpstart on fall!!
   - Appoint Maddie to Finance Committee
     ➢ 5-0-3

D. Graduation Committee [Kim Lim]
   ❖

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]
   - Thank y'all for a great year

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   - Welcome to our new members!
   - Congrats Jenn on another successful W10 BBQ

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   - Nothing to report

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Increased Instagram following today

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   - Congrats to Jen and everyone for another amazing week 10 bbq!!
   - Apply to work with First-year Fellows on the AS website
     ➢ Due June 10th
   - Reports of Senator Projects
     ➢ Revamping the AS website
     ➢ Improving campus blue-lights
   - Discussion for Expanding AS Safe Rides for Summer 2023 Emergency Use.
     Sponsored by Senator Vaishnavi Ventrapragada
     ➢ AS should be sponsoring rides to ANY hospital or emergency room locations
       (not just UCSHIP eligible ones)
       ■ The code will be given out and the honor code will be used to
         ensure that students are using it correctly
     ➢ We do not get activities fees over the summer
       ■ Fee would be coming from the school year funds

   - Legislative Committee
       ■ Not Passed
       ■ BYLAWS AMENDMENT: Add Senator Responsibility Of Introducing One Piece Of Legislation Per Term Presentation
         ■ Tabled indefinitely
     ➢ L4. Measure for Efficient and Maximized Onboarding. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez; Co-Sponsored by Senator Vaishnavi Ventrapragada
       ■ Tabled to next meeting
     ➢ L5. Resolution To More Regularly Update AS.UCSD.EDU. Sponsored by Senator Jared Blackwell
       ■ Tabled indefinitely

F. Finance Committee
   ➢ F1. Allocation of $7500 from Senator Funds to AS Lyft Emergency Safe Rides. Sponsored by Senator Vaishnavi Ventrapragada
     ■ Approved

G. Appointments
   ➢ Associate Vice President of College Affairs
     ■ William Maggin
   ➢ Associate Vice President of Student Organizations
     ■ Cesar Orellana
➢ Associate Vice President of Health and Well-Being
  ■ Vaishnavi Ventrapagada
➢ Associate Vice President of Food and Housing
  ■ Rafael Gonzalez Martinez
➢ Associate Vice President of Transportation and Transformation
  ■ Sevan Derderian
➢ Associate Vice President of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
  ■ Leticia Guzman
➢ Associate Vice President of Environmental Justice Affairs
  ■ Albert Chang
➢ Associate Vice President of Concerts and Events
  ■ Chayla Venzon
➢ Associate Vice President of Enterprises and Services
  ■ Xavier Lopez
➢ Associate Vice President of Local Affairs
  ■ Alexander Ross
➢ Associate Vice President of Civic Engagement
  ■ Nicholas Tappin
➢ Associate Vice President of Student Advocacy
  ■ Sukham Sidhu
➢ Associate Vice President of Spirit and Athletics
  ■ Kaitlyn Rim
➢ Chief Communications Officer for the Office of Chief Communication Officer
  ■ Jonaiyshia McCadney
➢ Chief Financial Officer for the Office of Chief Financial Officer
  ■ Asha Krishna
➢ Chief Personnel Officer for the Office of Chief Personnel Officer.
  ■ Kristen Eng

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Jennifer Ajanel-Camacho]**
   ❖ Thank you to everyone for helping today and at other events.

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

H. **Class Representatives**
   ● **Fourth Year Representative [Kim Lim]**
     ❖ Nothing to report
   ● **Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]**
     ❖ Nothing to report
   ● **Second Year Representative [-]**
     ❖
   ● **First Year Representatives [Tyler Porter, Hannah Petyt]**
     ❖ Nothing to report, thank you guys for all of your help not only in council but in life helping both Hannah and me adapt to college life.

I. **Commuter Representative [-]**
   ❖

J. **Residential Representative [Vickie Nguyen]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

K. **Transfer Representatives [Oyuka Otgon-Ochir, Dre Henneken]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

L. **International Representative [Asmita Bhardwaj]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

M. **Out of State Representative [-]**
   ❖

N. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Dylan Hahn]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

O. **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Meghna Pulacode]**
   ❖ Nothing to report

P. **Student-Initiated Programs Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]**
   ❖ Watermelon Drop is happening tomorrow, 11am-1pm! Drop is at 12pm. If anyone wants to help out, please contact me!

Q. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
   ❖

R. **Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [Assistant Dean Grace Bagunu]**
   ❖ Thank you for being AMAZING student leaders in Revelle College. I’m so proud of all
of you and what you have accomplished (and will accomplish!) Thank you for making my time at Revelle College so memorable. Even today’s events will go down in history as unforgettable!

S. Campus-Wide Representatives
- UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
  - Summer Housing Applications are open! Summer Housing (ucsd.edu)
  - https://fas.ucsd.edu/summer-session/index.html Summer Financial aid info
  - It was a blast being your UHAC Representative! Thank you everyone for an amazing year! This is my first year here at UCSD and I have learned so much from each and every one of you and I felt welcomed here at Revelle and that was because of you guys. I hope to see everyone again next year for the 2023-2024 year!
  - Have a Great and Safe Summer! Catch you guys at the CupcakKe Concert 😩カップ
- SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [Chris Cardenas, Divyanshi Saha]
  - Nothing to report
- UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
  - Nothing to report.
- SHWAB Representative [-]
  -
- RFAB Representative [Nicole Li]
  -
- Sustainability Advocate [-]
  -
- ASCEO Representative [Kayla Camargo]
  - Nothing to report.
- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  - Nothing to report
- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - Nothing to report other than another L I took 😁
- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  - Nothing to report

VIII. New Business
- AS Academic Affairs - Disability Justice

IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcement
  A. Dean Grace 🎉

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Jennifer, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Tyler, Vickie, Dylan, Sam P., Michelle, Emily, Chris, Golsa, Assistant Dean Grace, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Kathleen, Divyanshi, Nicole, Kayla
UNEXCUSED: Kim, Carem, Josef, Meghna, Emma, Hannah Petyt, Dre, Oyuka, Asmita, Hang
ADJOURNED: 6:38
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Maddie, Caren, Josef, Janelle, Dean Sherry, Carter, Jacob
EXCUSED: Kathleen, Samantha, Hannah Nguyen
UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes

A. 7-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Golsa
B. Isabelle
C. Felicia
D. Emily
E. Elan

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Funding Request
      ➢ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
      ▪ Move to Approve $872.12 From GU
         ● 6-0-1
   ❖ 2023-2024 Budget
      ➢ RCC Budget 2023-2024
      ➢ Roll over of $300
B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Join rules please
C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Appointments Timeline
      ➢ Last Applications due Friday, 10.13.2023
      ➢ Last Interviews Saturday 10.14.2023
      ➢ Appointments Meeting:
         ■ In-person on Saturday, 10.14.2023 from 5pm-8pm
         ■ Will be off-campus
   ❖ Appoint Josef to Appointments Committee
      ➢ 5 - 0 - 2
   ❖ Appoint Maddie to Appointments Committee
      ➢ 5 - 0 - 2
   ❖ Appoint Jacob to Finance Committee
      ➢ 5 - 0 - 2
   ❖ Appoint Gage to Rules Committee
      ➢ 6 - 0 - 1
D. Graduation Committee [-]
   ❖
E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Beginning quarter planning - likely one brief meeting with those currently on to cover a few specifics
   ❖ Meeting time to be determined when appointments are finalized
   ❖ Please join!
F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to report but join early so we can start meeting
G. Spirit and Events Committee [-]
VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ VCSA/CCP meeting
      ➢ Out at the Amphitheater Dec 7, want input from college councils on collabing on it.
      ➢ AS Barbie themed roller skating event collabing with college councils
      ➢ Housing crisis- recommended to lobby sacramento, emailing, etc.
   ❖ CCP meetings
      ➢ Collaboration big on everyone’s minds this year
      ➢ College Council event fund
      ➢ College Council Liaisons
      ➢ All council slack
      ➢ AS paying for sungod kits (hopefully)
      ➢ Potential college council website
      ➢ 8th college council- community based, currently have an advisory board/making one
   ❖ Convocation, Involvement Fair, and AS Chill n Grill = THANK YOU!!
   ❖ Gavel :)
      ➢ Gavel passed to someone at the end (or beginning) of the meeting who made a notable contribution to RCC – either in meeting or coordinating activities outside

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Resolution to Raise Student Fees
      ❖ Resolution is based off of other recent referendums by Seventh and Marshall
         ➢ Seventh College Student Activity Fee Referendum
         ➢ Thurgood Marshall Student Activity Fee Referendum
      ❖ Looking to raise Revelle College Student Activity Fee to match rising cost of events and goods and to put us on a similar level as other Colleges
      ❖ Would require approval by 20% of the Revelle Student Body
      ❖ College’s Activity Fees
         ➢ Muir, $17.00 per quarter
         ➢ Eleanor Roosevelt, $15.00 per quarter
         ➢ Sixth, $14.23 per quarter
         ➢ Potential Revelle Fee, $13.50
         ➢ Seventh, $12.48 per quarter
         ➢ Thurgood Marshall, $12.36 per quarter
         ➢ Warren, $10.41 per quarter
         ➢ Revelle, $9.00 per quarter
      ❖ Thoughts and Comments please, including potential amount to raise the fee
         ➢ Publicize to be well informed
         ➢ Highlight where the money will be going, i.e. financial aid and student events
         ➢ Education will be huge!

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Nameplates
      ➢ AS Example:

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Instagram is back to being active. Exec will start to be posted soon and continue to push application…publicize what RCC is and what we do
   ❖ Going to email HUM department to ensure they’re okay with rough draft of HUM pins

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
Haven't had Senate yet but have undergone AS training
We have been working on scheduling our outreach hours as well as tabling

F. Director of Spirit and Events [-]

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   - Reevaluation of Interdepartmental Student Services Event – moved to Spring Quarter
     ➢ Allow further planning and coordination with departments
     ➢ Serve as a combination of a student services and involvement fair as previously presented
   - Books from last HUM book drive to be turned in to College Center now that open
   - Continuation of ‘quarterly’ HUM book drive to Winter & Spring quarters (removed from Fall quarter)

H. Class Representatives
   ● Fourth Year Representative [-]
   ● Third Year Representative [Caren Aguirre]
     Resigned
     RIP
   ● Second Year Representative [-]
   ● First Year Representatives [-]

I. Commuter Representative [-]

J. Residential Representative [-]

K. Transfer Representatives [Janelle Nelson, ___]
   - Nothing to report

L. International Representative [-]

M. Out of State Representative [-]

N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   - Decline in RHA members (Point out that RHA is not exclusive to just Revelle RAs, but to the Revelle public community)

O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Planning a Fall event regarding housing policies, promoting J-board, and general information including but not limited to RCC engagement and voting guidance

P. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - SIP has had a couple meetings so far. We are just trying to get our footing for this quarter
   - We do have a fall festival event coming up (Thursday, Oct. 19th 2-4pm), we will have pizza, mochinuts, pumpkin painting, and much more

Q. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Update on Coordinator of Student Activities search: invited two candidates to campus, hope to move forward with hiring a new CSA before end of the quarter
     ➢ Once the new CSA is on board, they’ll serve as Co-Advisor to RCC with me this year
   - Shout-out to members who participated at Convocation, Involvement Fair & Welcome BBQ as well as OLs and Week-of-Welcome volunteers!
   - New Assistant Dean of Student Affairs - Melina Merrie Remesha
   - New Executive Assistant of Student Affairs - Isabel Lopez

R. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [-]

S. Campus-Wide Representatives
   ● UHAC Representative [-]
   ● SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [-]
   ● UCAB Representative [-]
● SHWAB Representative [-]
❖
● RFAB Representative[Nicole Li]
❖
● Sustainability Advocate [-]
❖
● ASCEO Representative[-]
❖
● LSAC Representative[-]
❖
● EDI Advocate [-]
❖
● Basic Needs Advocate [-]
❖

VIII. **New Business**
IX. **Unfinished Business**
   A. Presentation of the Gavel *(given to Janelle!)*

X. **Announcement**
   A. Retreat will be November 4th, tentatively

XI. **Roll Call**
   PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Caren, Josef, Janelle, Dean Sherry, Jacob, Carter
   EXCUSED: Kathleen, Grace, Samantha
   UNEXCUSED:
   ADJOURNED: 6:44
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Josef, Janelle, Jacob, Samantha, Dean Sherry

UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

- Golsa: RCC Applicant

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   - No Budgets
   - Potentially only have $90,000 to spend this year
   - DO NOT EDIT THIS SHEET!!!!!!! RCC Budget 2023-2024
   - We need to cut line items significantly
     - Currently have no money to spend on RCC events that do not have a line item
     - SIP agrees to cut Revellution budget, possibly collaborate with Marshall

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   - Rules needs to amend line item amounts, but is not at quorum. Please join rules because this ideally would be done ASAP.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   - Appoint Maddie to Finance Committee
     - 4-0-3
   - Appoint Maddie to Rules Committee
     - 6-0-2
   - Appoint Kathleen to Rules Committee
     - 6-0-2
   - Appoint Sam to Finance Committee
     - 6-0-2
   - Appoint Sam to Rules Committee
     - 6-0-2
   - Appoint Jacob to Rules Committee
     - 7-0-1
   - Appointments Meeting this Saturday at 4:30pm-approximately 9:00pm

D. Graduation Committee [-]

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   - Nothing to report –
   - Potential meeting for next week ~10-15 min brief discussion and planning ahead of appointments

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Let me or Gage know if you want to join so we can establish a meeting time and start engaging with the Revelle community.
     - Grace wants to join

G. Spirit and Events Committee [-]

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
CCP

➢ Lighting issues in ERC and Muir in the process of being addressed
  ▪ Med school campus transfer housing (by pharm school).
➢ Audreys now accepting dining dollars, trying to bring back old recipes
➢ CCL hiring- offers sent out, unsure who will be Revelle CCL
➢ All council collabs
  ▪ CARE at SARC
  ▪ Warren midterms event later in quarter (programming 101 for new council members)
➢ Google Drive storage- Michael Drake negotiating deal for UCs
  ▪ Storage needs to be cut by June 2024 or google will do it
  ▪ Students participating in research can be sponsored by advisor for more storage space
  ▪ Student orgs will get accounts with 50 gigs of storage
➢ Warren also seeking student fee increase
➢ College Council Event fund proposed increase
  ▪ Only ~1k left in the fund to spend this quarter

Quick Robert’s Rules reminder

➢ Must be called on by me to speak
  ▪ Raise hand (horizontally)
➢ Anyone can make a motion or second a motion
➢ Must be a voting member to vote (names underlined in attendance portion of agenda)

Poster room key. (an OL has it)

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]

➢ Read Above and let me know if you want to join any committees!
➢ Nothing additional to report

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]

➢ Absence form for future reference: https://forms.gle/pijh2wEbZfz9r41i7
➢ Please fill out name placard details/preferences: https://forms.gle/b4unWy6NWkMydoaV9

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]

➢ Nothing to report.

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]

➢ PUBLIC INPUT
  ▪ La Familia Organization (LatinX group)
    ▪ Asking for funding for programs
    ▪ Asking to promote and advocate for smaller organizations
  ▪ CCM (LatinX Organization)
    ▪ Empower young Latinos working towards a health career
    ▪ Want exposure -> more conference
    ▪ Asking for more funding for student resources and culture as well as fundraising events

➢ SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
  ▪ UCSD Keyboard Club AS Senate Presentation.pptx (amended)
    ▪ Asking for an increase in funding as well as money specifically for stickers
    ▪ Want help gaining and retaining student attention
    ▪ Asking for trust; feel that AS change in funding policies came out of nowhere and lead to mistrust
  ▪ ACM A.S. Presentation.pptx (amended)
    ▪ Asking for an increase in funding -> funding cap would be detrimental to their org
    ▪ Asks that student orgs be involved in the conversations when changing the funding guides (feel that it was done abruptly)
    ▪ Want to be able to petition for more money and voice their concerts throughout the course of the year
  ▪ HKN AS Senate Presentation.pptx (amended)
Asking for an increase in funding
- Lost funding from departments (change in values)

➢ **Triton Gaming AS Senate Presentation.pptx** (amended)
- Asking for an increase in funding
- Asks that funding change gets better communicated in the future
  - Feels that AS has abandoned student interests

➢ **DVC AS Senate Presentation.pptx** (amended)
- Feel that AS change in funding policies came out of nowhere
  (was forced to backtrack on events that have been in motion since last school year)
- Need higher funding to amount for necessary security in events
  (rates have increased in the passed years)
- Find the new caps insultingly low, especially for such a large school
  - “Frequency, quality, and safety of student org events will disappear.”
- Doesn’t feel it is right that they must come into senate and argue for their funding

❖ **UNFINISHED BUSINESS**

➢ ACTION: **Allocation of $250,000.00 from AS Mandated Reserves for the Expansion of Enterprises.** Sponsored by President Lo.
  - (1.7M Dollars currently in Mandate & 5% must always be there)
    - Mandate Reserves are only to be used for one time initiatives, construction, and budget shortfalls
    - Tabled to next week

❖ **NEW BUSINESS**

➢ DISCUSSION: Election System Renewal for Associated Students.
  Sponsored by President Lo.
  - Deadline at end of month so ITS can work on it
  - 3 options => report back to college councils

➢ DISCUSSION: Changes to the AS Funding Guide (amended)
  - Apology from CFO for lack of communication
  - Plans to work more closely with senate in the future before making decisions like this in the future
  - New proposition: capping funds depending on the orgs’ membership
  - Tabled to next week

➢ ACTION ITEM: **ASA Letter of Support** (amended)
  - Passed

❖ **REPORTS**

➢ AS Offices
  - Office of the President
    - Office update
      - Coffee with George tabling events will happen on Library Walk bi-weekly (starting this Friday)
      - Oct 13th, 2:30 - 4 PM
      - Most AS offices have extended the application deadline
      - Go check them out on [https://as.ucsd.edu/Applicant/ListOpenPositions](https://as.ucsd.edu/Applicant/ListOpenPositions)
    - Campus-wide update
      - Transportation
      - Actively monitoring the parking availability
      - Students can check parking
availability in each lot using 
https://transportation.ucsd.edu/commute/availability.html

◆ DEI
➢ The unveiling of the National Pan-Hellenic Council Plaza is happening on Saturday, October 21st at 10:30 am
■ Students can RSVP using 

◆ Alumni
➢ Triton 5K is on Sunday, Oct. 22, 2023 at 9:00 a.m. —11:30 a.m

■ Office of the Executive Vice President
● Concha-landia

◆ Office of the Chief Financial Officer
● Implement an appeal process in which any student organization can submit an online request that will go through the finance portal and reviewed by the CFO and moved to sent meeting under CFO report

■ Office of the Vice President of External Affairs
● The Office of External Affairs secured a bid to host a UC Student Association Board meeting at UC San Diego on February 17-18, 2024.
◆ Part of our wider effort to gain more UC San Diego representation at the UC wide level.

● August Board Meeting Updates
◆ The UCSA Board passed a resolution condemning the UCs involvement in the development of the atomic bomb and asking for programs that support people affected by nuclear testing and cutting ties with specific entities.
Language Here.

● Applications for the Committee for Undergraduate Labor at the 9 UCs are open! Apply Here.

● Join us on November 6th at 6pm on Zoom for a Town Hall to talk about the issues that affect Latine students in the UC system the most. This will be a cross campus
event where students from all 9 UCs will have the opportunity to share their stories and thoughts on where they would like to see change happen in our student experiences. Register now at: https://tinyurl.com/uclatinetownhall

- Yesterday (10/11), UCSA Released a statement addressing the attacks against Palestinian and Israeli citizens. The statement honors the humanity of the deaths of Israeli civilians including 11 Americans and the innocent Palestinian civilians who have been affected by the violence and upheaval. The resolution condemns comments towards Palestinians and the siege of Gaza by the Israeli Defence Minister. It also reaffirms UCSA committed to supporting the liberation of Palestinians against Israel’s apartheid.

F. Director of Spirit and Events [-]

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   - Nothing to Report

H. Class Representatives
   - Fourth Year Representative [-]
   - Third Year Representative [-]
   - Second Year Representative [-]
   - First Year Representatives [-]

I. Commuter Representative [-]

J. Residential Representative [-]

K. Transfer Representatives [Janelle Nelson, TBD]
   - I have a meeting with Melina Merrie Remesh on October 23rd. Will orient and discuss the first transfer event this fall.

L. International Representative [-]

M. Out of State Representative [-]

N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   - Mentioned the concerns of finance within RCC to Revelle RAs at our staff meeting. More specifically, I mentioned the current news of raising the Revelle Student Activity fund. RAs will be ready to spread awareness, knowledge, and other information that concerns this financial situation!
   - RAs have agreed to only share information that is shared by RCC directly

O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Still in the process of ideating an event for this quarter, we should have an idea finalized by next week.
   - The current ideas are to hold an event at the end of the quarter to raise awareness about test/academic integrity policies and the Judicial Board’s role at the school

P. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - Fall Festival from 2-4pm on Oct 19th
   - Working on forming the culture of SIP

Q. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Isabel (Executive Assistant to the Dean) and I are working on trying to figure out how much RCC has already allocated for fall quarter. The spreadsheet the Colleges Business Office provided is missing some detail on expenses, so we’re in the process of scheduling a meeting with them. We’ll keep Anna and Grace updated.

R. Campus-Wide Representatives
   - UHAC Representative [-]
VIII. **New Business**

A. **Discussion Item: New ASFunding Guide**
- What about groups that spend most of their money in the first few weeks
- Pro-tier system (how many members)

B. **Discussion Item: Allocation of $250,000.00 from AS Mandated Reserves for the Expansion of Enterprises**
- Replacing sustainability resource center
  - Wouldn't be visible (should be using money towards visibility)
- Renovate both places instead if it’s molding and ceiling is breaking down, not fair to give them a place with safety hazards
- SRC was shut down because they needed pro-staff and they were told last minute, not because they decided (given an unreasonable deadline)
- Combining with bookstore?
- Since they are already decided to move in, the money should be going to updating the place they were originally
- If argument is visibility, then SRC is no longer visible
- WHO decided they were going to move in? Is this preliminary or not official?
- Make it known that SRC is going to be moved
- Since funding goes towards AS, is there a way for AS to give back to SRC

C. **Discussion Item: Election System Renewal for Associated Students**
- eBallot
  - Works better per year even though more expensive in the long run
- Current
- Qualtrics
  - Why can’t we do ranked voting? If this is possible, this would be ideal

D. **Discussion Item: Change Presentation Order**
- Open to discussion; option to do on a meeting-by-meeting basis on days needing to depart early

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**
A. Presentation of the Gavel (*given to Samantha!*)

XI. Roll Call

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Josef, Janelle, Dean Sherry, Carter, Samantha

**EXCUSED:** Jacob

**UNEXCUSED:**

**ADJOURNED:**
I. **Call to Order:**

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Josef, Samantha, Jacob, Carter

**EXCUSED:** Dean Sherry

**UNEXCUSED:** Grace

III. **Approval of Minutes**

IV. **Announcements:**

A. Janelle’s Resignation

B. Robert and his rules!

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

A. Alex OL

B. AVP of Office of College Affairs

C. Elan RCC Candidate

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**
   - What budgets to pass
     - Cheap grab and go events
     - Low advertising
   - Budget we passed week 2
     - Will be passed in/funded by student affairs

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   - Rules will be meeting sometime in the next week to amend line item amounts. If you’re on rules and have not filled out this lettuce meet pls do so now.
   - [https://lettucemeet.com/l/Eovrd](https://lettucemeet.com/l/Eovrd)

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**
   - **Motion to recorder:** 5-0-1
     - Get ready y’all: [Appointments Slideshow](#)
     - **Motion to enter an executive session for the duration of the Appointments Committee report**
       - 6-0-1

D. **Graduation Committee [-]**

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
   - Brief meeting tomorrow, Friday 10/20 3:00-3:15pm
     - Discuss general overview and use as a forum to address some attendance considerations

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
   - Information on how I want to run this committee in order to convince you to join
     *subject to change when/if I choose so*:
     - Meet occasionally (maybe biweekly)
     - Brainstorm Instagram/story posts (theme or no theme)
     - Polls/Giveaways
     - You will not be responsible for the creation of material
     - Give me ideas and I’ll try to implement them and will request help as needed

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [-]**

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
   - Please join the all council slack if you haven’t already
   - [https://join.slack.com/t/allcouncil/shared_invite/zt-255Ibe5hi-G7Wu~1wyzgXqWT](https://join.slack.com/t/allcouncil/shared_invite/zt-255Ibe5hi-G7Wu~1wyzgXqWT)
CCEF money needs used by week 4 ~$1,900

Shoutout Grace, Maddie, Hannah

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   - Straw Poll: Sandwiches for Retreat
     - 6-0-2

C. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   - Please make sure to attend committees so that we have sufficient members to plan events/pass budgets
   - If you’re not on the Discord, please let me know/talk to me after council

D. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   - Humanities Enamel Pins Update
     - I have emailed the HUM directors for their thoughts to ensure they’re okay with the message and don’t yell at me
     - Idea: Sisyphus pushing the boulder, the importance of giving situations that you’re in meaning rather than someone else. Some can describe his situation as a punishment with an impossible task or focus on Sisyphus to describe his strength for his continuous effort on the task. Specific to Revelle students: other colleges view the Humanities requirement as tough but Revellians come out of the program knowing how to write papers regardless of major
     - Response from Lyon: good message but text is from HUM 5 and sometimes not even covered in most classes. Playing with a new idea …

E. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   - PUBLIC INPUT
     - Justice for Palestine
       - sipucsd@gmail.com
   - SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
     - Special Presentation: [ASUCSD Latine Conference Fund](#), Sponsored by Senator Lopez, Senator Valdez, Senator Green and Senator Limon.
       - UCSD will soon be a hispanic serving institution > funding for Latine conferences (Emphasis on building community because it’s very hard to find)
       - Will be voted on week 5
     - Special Presentation: [Making a recommendation for a minimum computing requirement for UC San Diego students in future years](#), Sponsored by President Lo. (Amended).
       - The Task Force recommends a laptop requirement for incoming students
       - Also looking to expand programs that provide students with access to laptops
     - Special Presentation: [Stipend Adjustment for the Office of Food & Housing Resources](#), Sponsored by Senator Ramirez. (Amended)
       - 5 new positions
         - $1,320 total increase
   - UNFINISHED BUSINESS
     - ACTION: Nomination and Election of the AS Senate Pro Tempore Under Title III of the ASUCSD Standing Rules. Sponsored by Executive Vice President Vallejo-Avia.
       - Nomination and passing on Senator Barkhordar
     - DISCUSSION: [Election System Renewal for Associated Students](#), Sponsored by President Lo.
       - Strawpoll: pretty split (mostly between option 1-2)
     - DISCUSSION: Changes to the AS Funding Guide. Sponsored by CFO Krishna. [AS Funding Guide Address](#)
     - ACTION: Allocation of $250,000 from AS Mandate Reserves for the Expansion of Enterprises. Sponsored by President Lo.
       - Passed
   - NEW BUSINESS
     - ACTION: Stipend Adjustment for the Office of Food & Housing Resources. Sponsored by President Lo. (Amended)
       - Passed

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [-]**
G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   ¬ Nothing additional to report

H. Class Representatives
   ● Fourth Year Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● Third Year Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● Second Year Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● First Year Representatives [-]
   ¬

I. Commuter Representative [-]
   ¬

J. Residential Representative [-]
   ¬

K. Transfer Representatives [-]
   ¬

L. International Representative [-]
   ¬

M. Out of State Representative [-]
   ¬

N. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   ¬ Student leaders in Revelle, please clean up after yourselves in places like the poster room!

O. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   ¬ We have decided on doing a week 9 event for finals preparation and finals well-being.

P. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   ¬ SIP updates with Advisor
   ¬ The Fall Festival went great!

Q. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   ¬ First Spill the Coffee/Tea tomorrow 10/20 from 10-12 PM to meet the student affairs staff

R. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [-]
   ¬

S. Campus-Wide Representatives
   ● UHAC Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● SFAC Representative and Ex-Officio [-]
   ¬
   ● UCAB Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● SHWAB Representative [-]
   ¬
   ● RFAB Representative[-]
   ¬
   ● Sustainability Advocate [-]
   ¬
   ● ASCEO Representative[-]
   ¬
   ● LSAC Representative[-]
   ¬
   Check out the new Calm Cave in Geisel Room 621. Offered as a mediation and reflection space for students, the room provides comfortable seating, a great view, a relaxing vibe, amenities like yoga mats and floor cushions, and a variety of meditation and mindfulness-related books
   ¬ Try another new space, the Leisure Lounge in Geisel’s 1st Floor Southwest. This space offers board games, coloring, origami, and other tools for a brief distraction from studying. Enjoy it alone or with friends. Want the room to offer something more? Let us know through the QR code survey posted in the space.
   ¬ The Library’s De-Stress with Pups events occur every quarter in Geisel’s Classroom 1. Learn more here about these and other fun offerings or watch this page for dates. Another option for a quick de-stress break in the Library is to work on one of the
three Shared Puzzle stations in Geisel or the one in WongAvery Library

- EDI Advocate [-]
- Basic Needs Advocate [-]

VIII. **New Business**
   A. Concerns about new markets with less stock compared to old markets

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**
   A. Presentation of the gavel
      - (given to Gage!)
   B. Retreat 11/4
      - 10:00am-6:00pm in the Dolores Huerta Conference Room near Mandeville Auditorium

XI. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Josef, Samantha, Jacob, Carter, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:**

**UNEXCUSED:**

**ADJOURNED:** 6:39 P.M.
I. Call to Order: 5:08

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Josef, Vickie, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzales, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Tyler

UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes: 15-0-0

IV. Announcements:

A. Very quick Roger’s Rules
   • RCC’s Robert’s Rules Cheat Sheet

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Bridgette- Zero Waste Events presentation (bmwalker@ucsd.edu)
B. Kayla Camargo

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   • Nothing to Report

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   • Formatted (1/2023): RCC Bylaws

   ➢ Please never edit the bylaws! Even if they’re grammatical, spacing, spelling errors, etc, that is not allowed!!

   ➢ ¾ votes needed to pass amendments

   ➢ Motion to Table to Next week: 19-0-0

   ➢ Motion to amend Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 10 to Director of Student Services instead of Director of Student Involvement

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 8 Revellution line item to $35,000

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 3 10th Week Event line item to $7,500

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 14 SIP line item to $15,000

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 6 Revelle Welcome Week Committee to be renamed as Triton Weeks of Welcome (TWOW)

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 6 Triton Weeks of Welcome (TWOW) line item to $10,000

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 1 President’s Discretionary Fund line item to $2,000

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 4 RCC Retreat line item to $1,200

   ➢ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 5 Revelle Spirit Week line item to $4,000
Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 7 Emerging Leaders Program line item to $2,000

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 10 RCC Involvement Fair line item to $2,500

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 11 Revelle Judicial Board line item to $500

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 12 Revelle Graduation Committee line item to $11,000

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 13 Muir Musical line item to $200

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 15 Revellations line item to $800

Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 16 Revelle Transfer Student Network line item $3,500

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]

Welcome everyone!

We will be going over what each of the committees are at Retreat, so hold off on joining a Committee for the first couple weeks

Out of everyone we accepted, we only had 1 person turn down their position, so applications will be open in Winter to appoint a UCAB Representative and hopefully an Out of State Representative

Appointment: Golsa to Engagement Committee

Appointment: Golsa to Finance Committee

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]

Nothing to report

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]

Welcome to Council everyone! We are so glad to have you joining us!

Be on the lookout for a Google-Form this coming weekend (likely Sunday)

Evaluate interest to join Student Services Committee & plan a meeting time (likely Fridays via Zoom)

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]

Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]

Nothing to report.

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]

UCAB Proxy (meetings are on Tuesdays from 2-3:30pm via Zoom)

All Council Slack

[link]

CCP (College Council Presidents)

AVC of Student Life

- >200 basic needs forms sent in, ~150 of them housing based, student placed in emergency housing
- Target will be accepting Triton Cash soon
- Money still in Basic Needs Innovation Grant Program
- EFA and artpower tickets free for all students
- EFA being opened to public roam space during week
- EFA stage available to be used by student orgs

AVP of Food and Housing
Hunger and homelessness awareness week - competition between colleges for food collection

- Discussion on unbecoming behavior during Senate and concerns on maintaining a safe environment for all students regardless of race, ethnicity, or position.
- Accusations on failure of EVP to enforce rules, misuse of position

SJP letter
- CCP Current Statement
- Reference UCSA letter potentially
- Straw Poll for Releasing A Statement: 21-0-4

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
- Retreat Info
  - Mandatory, Absence Form will be sent out the week of
  - Saturday, November 4th, 10:30am-5:30pm
  - Retreat Budget is finalized
  - Retreat Itinerary is TBA

Please introduce yourself before your report as well!

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
- Please try to fill out the agenda/absence form by Wednesday 11:59 PM.
- Meeting Absence Request: https://forms.gle/5S1rHiyueGbNrUBC7
- Fill out roster:
  - https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1MVCXm010NnKgGrMiGULrhjFm8C3D3R
  - https://forms.gle/M9yKtB6RHtR9t3wO9
- Name Plate Change Request: https://forms.gle/GHxvL4k6K2nhL93L8
- Join Discord

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
- Plugging the Instagram account … all should follow because you’re active members of it and we love supporting each other @officialucsdrccc
- Once headshots are done (more details soon), I will be making individual posts highlighting who you all are [given that you’re comfortable with being posted]
- Campus wide reps … I’ll start turning my calendly on so that we can start having our one on ones!

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
- Welcome new council members! We are super excited to meet you all and hopefully collaborate with you!
- We are your AS Senators; feel free to reach out to us if you have any AS related questions, comments, or concerts!

PUBLIC INPUT
- KEEBS (Keyboard Club @ UC San Diego) President
  - Their contribution to the school is immeasurable and gives students many networking opportunities
  - Funding guideline is harming them

- 2 hours of Students for Justice for Palestine speaking out and sharing their concerns

NEW BUSINESS
- ACTION ITEM: Endorsement of the SJP 2023. Sponsored by Senator Li. Passed
  - Eliminate AVP Office of Civic Engagement
    - Duties would be taken over by the Office of External Affairs
    - Funding would be directed to the Office of External Affairs
    - AVP of Civic Engagement would step down and a new position in the Office of External Affairs would be implemented

  - Passed

  - Move all of the responsibilities of AVP of Civic Engagement to External Affairs

  - Passed
AS Senators

- **Warren Senator Ramirez**
  - Warren student council is majority in support of keeping our current voting system and spending 100k to re-do the website run by UCSD

- **Transfer Senator Chen**
  - Transfer students (and commuters), particularly those living in transfer housing, off campus, or on campus assigned in a space not in their college do not have access to spaces for their respective colleges
    - Reduces integration, engagement, and sense of belonging/socialization with their peers

- **Campus-wide Senators (Valdez, Lopez, Lujan, Green, and Limon)**
  - [Public Apology Request in Response to the Behavior by ASUCSD Student Body President George Chi Ioi Lo on October 18th, 2023 in Regards to Proposed Latine Student Organization Conference Fund Presentation.](https://child.ucsd.edu/resources/ccampis.html)

- **Campus-wide Senator Lopez**
  - **Operation Xo**
    - Meeting with Facilities management 11/6/2023 to establish how much facilities management can cover.
    - Had a meeting with Triton outfitters to raise funds for toddler seats by fundraising with the Early Childhood Education Center! Watch out for new merch.
  - **Students With Dependents Committee Updates**
    - After the passing of bill AB-789 CCAMPIS has been approved!
    - UCSD will receive funds to fully fund childcare to a certain number of families.

AS Offices

- **Office of External Affairs**
  - **Offices Updates**
    - Yesterday was the annual Immigrant Day of Action and the office has recognized the day by acknowledging the contributions of immigrants made across the world. View the post [HERE.](https://child.ucsd.edu/resources/ccampis.html)
    - VP Tapia Jr-Urbieta plans to address concerns of Satellite Campuses towards indigenous voices, academic reparations for black students through recruitment and retention investments, lack of medical services near the UC Campuses, and the UCs voter friendly infrastructure at the Quarterly Vice-President of External Affairs meeting with the UC Office of the President.
    - The Office of External Affairs and the Office of Academic Affairs will be hosting an informational AS Trick or Treat
      - October 31st, 12 - 3 PM. Photo ops, candy, board games, and music.
    - Destress with AS
      - November 1st, 12 - 3 PM at Library Walk; painting totes and canvases.
    - Extended applications for campaign coordinators and directors
    - Hosting Congressman Scott Peters for students, faculty, and staff of UC San Diego [postponed!]
    - Hosting an in-person component for the Latine Student Town Hall on November 6th at the Governance Chamber at 6pm
      - Allow Latine students to build community
and speak about priorities they would like to see changed at the UC system
➢ Serving Pan Dulce and Hot Chocolate to the first 40 people.

- **UCSA Updates**
  - **UCSA is committed to working towards Dis­ability Justice initiatives and wants to hear from the disabled student populations across the UC system**
  - Invite you to fill out this anonymous survey and share your story and student experience to help guide our advocacy as we seek to improve accessibility, inclusion and representation of disabled students throughout the UC.
    - Fill out the Survey [HERE](#).
  - **Latine students Town Hall (Cross campus event)**
    - November 6th at 6PM via zoom
    - Talk about the issues that affect Latine students in the UC system the most.
    - Register now at: [https://tinyurl.com/uclatinetownhall](https://tinyurl.com/uclatinetownhall)

- **Local Affairs Updates**
  - Currently working on brainstorming our advocacy project
  - Watch AS meetings here!
    - [https://www.facebook.com/ASUCSD/videos](https://www.facebook.com/ASUCSD/videos)

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
  - Scheduled a meeting with Janet to discuss Spirit Week
  - Looking into cheaper alternatives like crewnecks, tote bags, hats, etc… Open to better suggestions!

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
  - Year long changes from last Student Services Meeting
    - HUM Book Drive – to support the HUM Book Lending Program – will be reallocated to a once annual event in Spring quarter.
    - Interdepartmental Student Services and Involvement Fair to be postponed to Spring as well
    - An expansion of the former ‘Spring Involvement Fair’

H. **Class Representatives**
  - **Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]**
    - Nothing to report
  - **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
    - Nothing to report
  - **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
    - Nothing to report
    - Apologies for my absence at the beginning, should not happen again for the foreseeable future
  - **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
    - Nothing to report

I. **Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]**
  - Student Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) meeting canceled for this week.

J. **Residential Representative [Chris Anjanel]**
  - Nothing to report
K. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   - Nothing to report

L. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   - Nothing to report

M. First Gen. First Year [Rafael Mejia-Ramos]
   - Nothing to report

N. First Gen. Continuing [Topher Huerta]
   - Nothing to Report

O. Out of State Representative [-]

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   - Revelle’s “Cup of Culture” 11/8 6-8:30PM @ Revelle Conference Rooms

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Revelle Judicial Board has decided to hold its event on Monday November 27, which is the Monday of week 9. The event will be in the Revelle Plaza and we are working on organizing some sort of relaxation activity such as yoga, but we have confirmed that we will be handing out self-care goodie bags.

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - Fall Festival went great, I believe about 220 people came and all the food and pumpkins ran out

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Welcome to all of our new council members!
   - Reminder: tomorrow (Friday, October 27) is the last day to drop a course without a "W"
   - Student Affairs staffing updates

T. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [-]

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   - UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
     - Nothing to report but Welcome to RCC! :)))
   - SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
     - Nothing to report
   - UCAB Representative [-]
   - SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
     - Nothing to report
   - RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
     - Nothing to report
   - Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
     - The Green Initiative Fund is Open!
       - Got some sustainability ideas that need funding?
         - Previous people funded were solar cars, green new deal, che-cafe etc
       - application is open till Friday November 10th at 11:59 pm
       - TGIF related questions please email ssc-tgif@ucsd.edu,
         - Or Text Grace 9107288052
       - Post with more details
SSC is hiring interns!
- 7 campaigns, $50 stipend weekly
- Deadline: SUNDAY, Nov 5th, 2023 at 11:59 PM PST
- [post with more information](Application Link)

EBE Club Event: SD Seal Tour
- [post with more information](EBE Club Event: SD Seal Tour)
- Sunday, November 12 at 10:30 am to 12 pm. Carol from San Diego Seal Society
- Tour at La Jolla Cove
- [RSVP to event](EBE Club Event: SD Seal Tour)

Community cleanup and Restoration events
- Want to get involved in the San Diego community? Join SDCoastKeeper and do a clean up at Otay Valley Regional Park
  - Where: Otay Valley Regional Park - 273 Rancho Drive/I-805 crossing
  - Date: Saturday, October 28th, 2023
  - Time: 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
  - [Post w/more details](Community cleanup and Restoration events)
- Otay is too far?
  - Join us this Saturday - or any future 4th Saturday of the month @ Tamarack Beach
  - 9am-11am
  - [Surfrider Clean Up Post](Community cleanup and Restoration events)

ASCEO Representative[Nic Tappin]
- As part of AS External Affairs, am working with the Executive Vice President and Sixth College on a civic engagement event for November 16, 2023
- Hopefully, if this event goes well, I want to emulate that for Revelle College
- Will update the board on potential planning and logistics in the future (most likely will happen Winter Quarter in order to be close to the Primary Elections in June)
- Want to set up a meeting with Associated Students professional staff to potentially see if the independent colleges can be involved with TritonsVOTE in the likes of SOVAC – will update the Council in the near future
- Follow @asucdsexternal and @tritonlobbycorps

LSAC Representative[Hang Liu]
- The Library Student Advisory Council
- Geisel 621 meditation room.
- Leisure room Geisel’s 1st Floor Southwest.

EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
- A question maybe dean sherry can answer, I wanted to know if there is any way for Revelle to speak on or create support events about the Palestine-Israel conflict since I feel like there hasn’t been any support in part of the university as a whole. I felt this same lack of support last year when as a first year student I had to push through my classes while everything unfolded in Iran.
  - I was there for part of the senate meeting last night and like Hannah and Maddie mentioned earlier in their report the students for justice for Palestine spoke one by one and it was very moving. It made me feel guilty to know that we as representatives of our student population stay silent and don’t uphold the university to 1) educate on issues around the world, and 2) to properly support the entire student population. I ask each of you to make sure you support both Palestinian and Israeli students, and make sure to not be a bystander if you see hate towards either of the communities. We all earned our ability to be a student here at UCSD and we need to make an environment that is fair to all students.
  - Lastly I wanted to thank Maddie and Hannah for being amazing.

Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
- Nothing to report → I have my first college wide basic needs meeting on Nov. 16 so more to say then!

New Business
B. Action Item: Election System Renewal for Associated Students, Sponsored by Senator
Mercado.

- Straw Poll:
  - Option 1: 0
  - Option 2: 27
  - Option 3: 1

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**
   
   A. Come to senate meetings! Wednesdays 6pm on the 4th floor of Price Center
   B. Passing of the gavel
      
      • [given to Hannah]!

XI. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT**: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Josef, Vickie, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzales, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:**

**UNEXCUSED**: Emma

**ADJOURNED**: 6:32 P.M.
I. **Call to Order:** 5:08

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Chris, Alex, Elan, Nic, Emily, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** Vickie, Josef, Pablo, Raphael, Christopher, Hang

**UNEXCUSED:** Shriya, Carter,

III. **Approval of Minutes**

A. October 26th Meeting #10 Agenda: 10/26/2023 New Council
   - Motion to approve 14-0-0
B. October 12th Meeting 8 Agenda: 10/12/2023 New Council
   - Motion to approve 13-0-1
C. October 5th Meeting 7 Agenda: 10/05/2023 New Council
   - Motion to approve 13-0-1
D. October 19th Meeting 9 Agenda: 10/19/2023 New Council
   - Motion to amend minutes to remove notes taken during executive session 13-0-1

IV. **Announcements:**

A. Robert’s Rules Cheat Sheet

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantin]**
   - Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
     - Move to approve $172.40 for Reveille Creative ID badges from GU (you can object budgets after a motion if you disagree)
     - 8-0-7

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   - Formatted (1/2023): RCC Bylaws
     - Please never edit the bylaws! Even if they’re grammatical, spacing, spelling errors, etc, that is not allowed!!
   - ¾ votes needed to pass amendments
   - Motion to amend Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 10 to Director of Student Services instead of Director of Student Involvement
     - 15-0-0
   - Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 8 Revellution line item to $35,000
     - 14-0-1
   - Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 3 10th Week Event line item to $7,500
     - 13-0-2
   - Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 14 SIP line item to $15,000
     - 11-1-2
   - Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 6 Reveille Welcome Week Committee to be renamed as Student Initiated Programs-Triton Weeks of Welcome (SIP-TWOW)
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 6 Student Initiated Programs-Triton Weeks of Welcome (SIP-TWOW) line item to $10,000
  ➢ 12-0-3
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 1 President’s Discretionary Fund line item to $2,000
  ➢ 13-0-2
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 4 RCC Retreat line item to $1,200
  ➢ 13-0-2
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 5 Revelle Spirit Week line item to $4,000
  ➢ 14-0-1
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 7 Emerging Leaders Program line item to $2,000
  ➢ 14-0-1
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 10 RCC Involvement Fair line item to $2,500
  ➢ 13-0-2
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 11 Revelle Judicial Board line item to $500
  ➢ 14-0-1
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 12 Revelle Graduation Committee line item to $11,000
  ➢ 13-0-2
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 13 Muir Musical line item to $200
  ➢ 14-0-1
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 15 Revellations line item to $800
  ➢ 14-0-1
❖ Motion to amend the Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 16 Revelle Transfer Student Network line item $3,500
  ➢ 14-0-1

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Appoint Pablo as UCAB Proxy
  ➢ 14-0-1

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
❖ Nothing to report.

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
❖ Form for interest & time
  ➢ https://forms.gle/xZgbTynC9RbPn1dK6

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
❖ Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Nothing to report.

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
❖ CCP (College Council Presidents)
  ➢ All Council Slack
    ■ https://join.slack.com/t/allcouncil/shared_invite/zt-255lbe5hj-G7Wu~jwyzgXqWtJlklJ3aZ3w
  ➢ College Council Liaison still open
    ■ https://as.ucsd.edu/Applicant/ViewPosition/2786
  ➢ Israel/Palestine Conflict Letter

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Retreat Timeline
  ➢ Start at 10:15am
  ➢ Dolores Huerta Conference Room (Old Student Center)
  ➢ For those of you who did not fill out the form in the discord, you get a bean
and cheese burrito
➢ Tentatively finishing at 5:00pm

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
❖ Retreat Absence Request: https://forms.gle/wyrGXNvp4CCiChW17

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
❖ Nothing to report.

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
❖ PUBLIC INPUT
➢ Heard input from SJP (Students for Justice in Palestine), T4I (Tritons for Israel), and other members of the community on the letter AS passed last senate
➢ Heard from student organizations
■ Made their case as to why their funding cap should be raised

❖ SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
➢ Special Presentation: Executive Budget 2023-2024 Sponsored by Chief Financial Officer Krishna.
■ If you guys would like to look through the presentation and bring up any questions, we would be happy to look into it for you (will soon have an google form for Senate to submit questions to these offices)
■ Please let us know if you do not have access to the presentation

❖ UNFINISHED BUSINESS
➢ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Funding Maximum of $60,000.00 from ACM at UC San Diego. Sponsored by Chief Financial Officer Krishna.
■ Passed

❖ NEW BUSINESS
➢ ACTION ITEM: ASUCSD Elections System Confirmation. Sponsored by Executive Vice President Vallejo-Avila.
■ Option 3 (Qualtrics Option) Passed
➢ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Funding Maximum Adjustment for Keyboard Club to $16,500.00 Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
■ Passed
➢ AMENDED ACTION ITEM: Resolution Condemning Anti Semitism and Committing to Fair and Equal Representation of the Jewish Community at UC San Diego. Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
■ Failed
➢ AMENDED DISCUSSION ITEM: AS Letter Condemning All On-Campus Harassment or Discrimination Towards Students Affected by the Israel-Palestine Violence . Sponsored by Senator Li.
■ Closed Session

❖ REPORTS
➢ AS OFFICES
■ OFFICE OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
◆ Harm Reduction Teach-in
◆ Bear Room in PC Nov 11 from 5-6PM
◆ Collaboration with UCSD Collegiate Recovery Program (CRP)
◆ Quarterly Vice-President of External Affairs meeting reached these commitments
◆ Drake will bring up to the Chancellors and Global Climate Leadership Council their need to consult with Indigenous communities as they advance the
university’s climate action efforts and adaptation strategies.
◆ Look into the Global Health Black Lives Matter Initiative.
◆ UCOP will organize an information session that brings together UCSA and experts in financial aid, endowments, and Prop 209.
◆ UCOP will invite the (undetermined) point of contact for UC’s Anti-Discrimination Policy to the next UCSA budget consultation meeting (or other space).

❖ Office hours on Thursdays at 4-5PM in front of Roger’s!!

F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
❖ Spirit Night hoodies are too expensive and not a possibility this year.
❖ Other merch options:
  ➢ Crewnecks: a small downgrade from hoodies, but would go over line item after ordering everything (total event budget would be around $5,000)
  ➢ T-Shirts: not as cool as crewnecks, but cheaper (~$4,000)
  ➢ Straw poll to see which we prefer?
    ■ Crewnecks: 7
    ■ Shirts: 4
    ■ Other: 12
❖ Attending a meeting with other spirit directors soon to discuss Spirit Night and what changes we want to see. If anyone has any suggestions, please type them here or message me on Discord so I can relay the information! (:

❖ **Suggestions:**

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
❖ Please fill out the above poll if you are interested in joining the student services committee!
❖ Nothing additional to report.

H. **Class Representatives**
● **Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]**
  ❖ Nothing to report.
● **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
  ❖ Nothing to Report
● **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
  ❖ Nothing to report
  ➢ Props Hannah and Maddie on an extremely long meeting
  ➢ Golsa delivered a very good, unbiased speech I encourage everyone to go watch it
● **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
  ❖ Nothing to report

I. **Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]**
  ❖ Nothing to report.
J. **Residential Representative [Chris Anjanel]**
  ❖ Nothing to Report
K. **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**
  ❖ Nothing to report.
L. **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**
  ❖ Nothing to report
M. **First Gen. First Year [Rafael Mejia-Ramos]**
  ❖ Nothing to report.
N. **First Gen. Continuing [Topher Huerta]**
  ❖ Nothing to report
O. **Out of State Representative [-]**
  ❖
P. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**
Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   ❖ Nothing to report

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   ❖ Dia De Los Muertos Event went great

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   ❖ Reminder re: Medical Amnesty Protocol
     https://sage.ucsd.edu/_files/policies-process/other/medical-amnesty-program.pdf

T. Revelle College Assistant Dean of Student Affairs [-]
   ❖

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   ● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]
     ❖ Umi grand opening - wooooo! Open for dinner now! Serving sustainable seafood and excited to offer more for students. Adding even more options and future rolls! It’s so sushi-sational! 🍣 😋 (I had to cook a while for this pun tehehe)
     ❖ Student Feedback Wanted! Spread the word to attend feedback sessions on the campus expansion project for living, learning and working environments. All are welcome - sessions on November 16th at Price Center! Your voice matters!!!(will put the time soon my bad :();)
     ❖ Reminder for Transfer Rec Events: Crate Stacking Event Next Week 11/8
       ➢ HDH Transfer Rec Events Fall 2023.pdf
     ❖ November 27th is the last day to request a room change for the Fall Quarter
       - Room Selection is coming! Look out for emails and info to come!
     ❖ Plug in for housing issues:
       - ResnetWIFI issues? Report them here:
         https://resnet.ucsd.edu/get-help/index.html
       - Something broken? Contact the Fix It Hotline or put in a ticket: Fix It Ticket

   ● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
     ❖ Orientation Meeting held last Friday, October 27
     ❖ Learned about our responsibilities as members of SFAC
     ❖ Assistant Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs - John Hughes - Faculty on Committee
       ➢ Campus Activation project: creating an active campus – green space for students to do sports and be active

   ● UCAB Representative [-]
   ❖

   ● SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
     ❖ Nothing to report.

   ● RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
     ❖ Nothing to report.

   ● LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
     ❖ Nothing to report

   ● Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
     ❖ Nothing to report.

   ● Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
     ❖ The Green Initiative Fund is Open!
       ➢ Got some sustainability ideas that need funding?
         ■ Previous people funded were solar cars, green new deal, che-cafe etc
       ➢ application is open till Friday November 10th at 11:59 pm
       ➢ TGIF related questions please email ssc-tgif@ucsd.edu.
SSC is hiring interns!
- 7 campaigns, $50 stipend weekly
- Deadline: **SUNDAY, Nov 5th, 2023** at 11:59 PM PST
- [post with more information](#)
- [Application Link](#)

EBE Club Event: SD Seal Tour
- [post w/ more information](#)
- **Sunday, November 12 at 10:30 am to 12 pm.** Carol from San Diego Seal Society
- Tour at La Jolla Cove
- [RVSP to event](#)

SSC Vegan Soup Cook Off
- have an amazing vegan soup recipe and want to compete to win cool prizes? Compete at our Vegan Cook Off
- when? November 11th from 1pm @ che cafe
- [registration deadline: November 8th](#)
- [Vegan Cook Off Sign Up Sheet](#)

Community cleanup and Restoration events
- Want to get involved in the San Diego community?

- **San Diego River Clean Up**
- **Saturday, November 4th 9 am-12 pm**
- [Sign up sheet](#)

Event planning? Feel free to talk with me on how to make your event as close to zero waste as possible especially if you are giving away food!!
- i want to bring back bouquet bar and the free farmers market so while i’m happy to help anyone who wants to plan that!

**EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**

- Firstly, again, thank you Maddie and Hannah for being amazing through these long senate meetings. Also for anyone who showed up I’m proud of you.
- Talked to Humanities Program (Rodriguez who took it to the program) to see if they could extend support for Revelle students since it’s one of Revelle’s most community building programs.
- Went to the senate meeting last night, the meeting was capped and like high-security, capped to 60 people.
  - Members of T4I (Tritons for Israel) as well as Hillel, as well as SJP (Students for Justice for Palestine)
  - Both sides talked, each public input was 3 minutes and no motions to extend individual times were allowed
  - T4I and Hillel asked AS to equally represent both sides
  - Talked to many students/ representatives from both sides and connected to get perspectives on students HERE on campus.
  - Generally positive response to my speech?
    - To read what i mostly said [here](#) it is
    - To watch entire meeting [here](#) is the link (my speech starts at 1:29:00 in case you wanna listen to it)

**Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
Nothing to report
Still open for collaboration about the food pantry
More info to come after my Nov 16 collegewide basic needs meeting

VIII. New Business
A. Discussion Item: RCC Statement on Israel/Palestine Conflict
   ● Suggestions:
      ❖ Just supporting students in statement, how we can offer support student as a student government
      ❖ Obligation to say we're supporting students, won’t stand for harassment, etc
      ❖ See what AS says and see if we want to endorse what AS says, wait for things to cool down until we release something
      ❖ Statement shows that student are caring, not just executives in power
      ❖ Offer solutions in a way- were here for you and how, act on what we say
      ❖ Support circles for students/affinity spaces, community is needed and spaces to learn and share
         a. Research where they can be provided and share that with students
         b. Not RCC facilitating that - collaborating with admin
      ❖ No spaces for students to go to, create space specific for Revelle students
      ❖ Separate ourselves from AS statements
      ❖ Not Revelle or admin facilitating spaces, potentially ombuds/CAPS liaisons and bringing that into Revelle
      ❖ RCC shouldn’t be getting involved right now, do something eventually
      ❖ Concern over bringing target to student with affinity spaces, etc
         a. Potentially online spaces where anonymity is more possible
         b. In person spaces could go differently than intended- people expressing personal opinions rather than being a safe space
      ❖ Online form where people can share stories, ask for consent to share, and then put those out anonymously so people feel heard and seen
         a. Question of what stories and biases are being shared
      ❖ Asking affected groups what support they want
   ● Straw Poll: To Release RCC Statement
      ❖ 15-6-2
   ● Straw Poll: Reach out to Affected Group
      ❖ 20-3-1
   ● Straw Poll: Reaching out to Affected Groups this week
      ❖ Yes: 0
      ❖ No: 23
      ❖ Abstain 1:

B. VPI: Apparel for RCC Straw Poll
   ● Hoodie, Crewneck, or Polo
      ❖ Hoodie: 12
      ❖ Crewnecks: 9
      ❖ Polo: 2

C. VPI: Student Fee Referendum
   ● Need someone to help me draft the Con statement and rebuttals
      ❖ Grace Constantian vs Gage Mowrey

IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcement
A. Retreat
B. Current resources/support available for students impacted by the conflict in Israel and Palestine on Revelle website
   https://revelle.ucsd.edu/_files/about/israel%20and%20palestine%20support%20resources.pdf
C. Gave,( given to Golsa)!!

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah Nguyen, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Chris, Elan, Shriya, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Vickie, Josef, Pablo, Raphael, Christopher, Hang, Alex Gilden, Sophia
UNEXCUSED: Carter
ADJOURNED: 6:45
I. **Call to Order:**

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Caren, Carter, Jacob, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** Kathleen, Vickie, Emily, Gage, Sammy, Christopher, Josef, Emma

**UNEXCUSED:** Samantha

III. **Approval of Minutes**

A. Motion to Approve 15-0-0 pass

IV. **Announcements:**

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

- Kayla
  - Likes blue (it's a lie, likes pink)

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**
   - Revelle Creative Art Gallery
     - Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
     - $687.85 recommended by Finance Committee
     - Total is $1017.5
     - Motion to Approve $1017.5 from GU
     - 0-5-10
     - Motion to Approve $687.85 from GU
     - 8-5-2
   - Bingo Budget
     - Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
     - Motion to Approve $23.69 from GU
     - 14-0-1
   - If you want are part of RCC and want to purchase items you must get your budget approved 4 weeks before your event and talk to Isabel

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   - Join Rules #Rules

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**
   - Get ready folks
   - Appoint Nic to Rules
     - 14-0-0
   - Appoint Kyli to Appointments
     - 14-0-0
   - Appoint Tophier to Appointments
     - 14-0-0
   - Appoint Sophia to Finance
     - 13-0-1
   - Appoint Elan to Finance
     - 12-0-2
   - Appoint Isaac to Finance
     - 12-0-2
   - Appoint Sharlene to Finance
     - 12-0-2
     - resigned
   - Appoint Alexis to Finance
     - 13-0-1
   - Appoint Nic to Finance
     - 13-0-1
Appoint Emily to Engagement
  ➢ 13-0-1
Appoint Elan to Engagement
  ➢ 12-0-2
Appoint Kyli to Engagement
  ➢ 12-0-2
Appoint Sharlene to Engagement
  ➢ 12-0-2
Appoint Alexis to Engagement
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Vickie to Student Services
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Emily to Student Services
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Golsa to Student Services
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Chris to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Isaac to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Ludwig to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Pablo to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Kyli to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Topher to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Golsa to Spirits and Events
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Shriya to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Alexandra to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Anna to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Alyssa to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Kathleen to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Josef to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1
Appoint Hang to Graduation
  ➢ 12-0-1

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ Nothing to report

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Please fill out the form for those who have not yet!
   ❖ Form for interest & time
     ➢ https://forms.gle/xZgbTynC9RbPn1dK6
   ❖ Meetings will begin next Friday! (next week, 11/17)

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ New members = We can set a meeting time! ON ZOOM
     ➢ https://lettucemeet.com/l/XGoBN
     ➢ Fill with availability for a regular school week this fall

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Welcome new committee members! :D If you haven’t yet, join the Spirit and Events channel on Discord through #roles because I’ll be sending information there.
   ❖ Meetings will be about Spirit Week/Night so most will take place during winter quarter. I’ll send a form to decide on a meeting time soon.

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Please meet with Isabel if you are planning an event!
https://calendly.com/eaisabelllopez

her business hours: MWF 8-4:30, TTH 6:30-3:00, in person MTTH, zoom WF

Bingo! If you would like to help, please let me know! - especially if you’re a new Council member and want to learn how to set up for, run, and clean up an event!

Maddie wants to help

Discussion on Senate Relations meeting

CCP

J-board vacancies

AVP of Food and Housing position open

Website preferred names (let Anna or Kathleen know to make the change)

Retreat slides and Leadership summit slides

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]

Thank you to everyone who attended Retreat

For those of you who did not attend, you must review the slides in the Google Drive and complete the required task assigned by exec (Kathleen will reach out) so you are equipped for RCC meetings in the future

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]

Nothing to Report

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]

AS Senators asked to be recognized on Instagram :) .. this is potentially how things work!

Tell me you want something posted and post flyers in the correct discord channel, #flyers

We can work on post together

I post with given caption (if applicable)

HUM enamel pins update

Different idea has already been sent to Revelle Creative to help with the design process

Idea: the book of Genesis is used widely in HUM1 so more Revelle students would be able to understand any references

Retreat Problems/Solutions that were brought up

Compiled it into this doc

Use it as a guide to how you want to serve your term possibly .. these aren’t rules or guidelines that are mandatory but hopefully are a starting point

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]

PUBLIC INPUT

Call for the impeachment of President Lo

- Has sided with Israel (and was endorsed by them) which has made students feel not equally represented
- Allegedly harassed multiple people on campus

SJP

- Have been receiving harassment
  - Palestinians feel unsafe on campus
- Condemn antisemitism while not walking back on SJP’s letter

TFI

- Asking to stand up for their safety on campus
- Rise of Jew hatred on campus
- In favor of the Anti-Semitic Resolution

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

DISCUSSION ITEM: Parking Issues Around Campus. Sponsored by Senator Lopez and Senator Valdez.

- Issues:
  - S spots being changed to A spots
  - Limited all-day parking
  - Parking tickets went up from $65 to $80
  - Overallocation of parking permits to on-campus students

- Solutions
  - Increase carpool parking spots
  - Promote awareness of A/B spot use for students (students with a valid parking permit can use these spaces from 4:30 PM - 7:30 AM)
  - Encourage carpooling among commuter students

If you want to help out with this project please email
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS

➢ Special Presentation: **Rising Jew-Hatred in the United States on University Campuses**. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez. (Link might not be working for everyone- will get back to y’all)

➢ Special Presentation: **Triton Television Budget**. Sponsored by Chief Financial Officer Asha Krishna.
  - Raising their budget to $49,973.72 (from $25,743.14)
  - Comparable to their pre-covid numbers of $34,251.86
  - Asking for a higher allocation due to higher costs after the pandemic (inflation and other cost increases) and increased clientele with campus groups and student orgs

NEW BUSINESS

➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: Addressing Rising Jew-Hatred at UC San Diego. 
  - Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez.
  - Do no want to give SJP a bad rep based off this new resolution
  - Upset with the statement:
  - **LET IT FURTHER BE RESOLVED THAT** the Associated Students of UC San Diego apologizes for not properly researching and reviewing content contained in the Students for Justice in Palestine Statement Release and for not ensuring proper consideration and representation of the Jewish community at UC San Diego before approving an endorsement of the Students for Justice in Palestine Statement Release.

➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: **Discussion on the AS Letter Condemning All On-Campus Harassment or Discrimination Towards Students Affected by the Israel-Palestine Violence**. Sponsored by Senator Hovland.
  - Some senators believe this is a better alternative to the resolution above
  - Clarification that this does not refer to any acts of antisemitism and should not be used to replace the Resolution Condemning Jew-Hatred…

➢ ACTION ITEM: **Resolution Condemning Jew-Hatred and Committing to Fair and Equal Representation of the Jewish Community at UC San Diego**. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez.
  - Remove first, “LET IT BE RESOLVED”
  - Passed

➢ ACTION ITEM: Approval of the 2023-2024 AS Executive Budget. Sponsored by CFO Asha Krishna.
  - Office of the President
    - Decrease travel line by 3k
      - Failed
    - Increase travel line item by 2k
      - Failed
  - Office of College Affairs
    - Increase programming line by 30k
      - Passed
    - Increase college council event fund by 30k
      - Passed
    - Reduce programming line by 20k
      - Passed
    - Overall budget: Passed
  - Office of Food and Housing Resources
    - Increase produce distribution line item by 15k
      - Passed
    - Overall budget: Passed
  - Office of Environmental Justice Affairs
    - Overall budget: Passed

RECESS UNTIL NEXT WEDNESDAY

➢ Come to our office hours on Thurs 4-5 PM in front of Rogers and tell people to follow us on Instagram!!! (@officialucsdccc) We want to hear their thoughts on AS!
F. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
   - If you need to host an event for your position, feel free to reach out to me for more information or help. I’m down to collab on an event too!

G. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
   - Many events this year will focus on outreach and communication of existing services to our student body (as opposed to introducing new ones). If you have any that you think would be particularly notable to highlight, let me know as we begin to plan!

H. **Class Representatives**
   - **Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]**
     - Nothing to report
   - **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
     - Nothing to Report
   - **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
     - Nothing to report
   - **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
     - Nothing to report

I. **Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]**
   - Nothing to report

J. **Residential Representative [Chris Anjuel]**
   - Nothing to report

K. **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**
   - First meeting with TSAC (Transfer Advisory Committee) on 11/13
   - Meeting with ast. dean of student affairs to discuss RTSN (Revelle Transfer Student Network)

L. **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**
   - Nothing to report

M. **First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]**
   - We met with the First-Gen and Finest Committee led by Revelle Faculty!
     - Have been delegated the responsibility of preparing the First-Gen Friday posts
     - Our first post will be on 11/17, hoping to create something more engaging

N. **Out of State Representative [-]**
   - 

O. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**
   - Cup of Culture went well!
   - RAs are working on a plan to best purchase markers for the poster room that will be economically sustainable, eco friendly, and not make people lose brain cells.

P. **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]**
   - Nothing to report

Q. **Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]**
   - Thinking about having a Revelle’s Got Talent Event
   - Going to collab with Caren for the bouquet bar
   - We have other event budgets in the works

R. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
   - To schedule a meeting with me: [https://calendly.com/deansherry/support](https://calendly.com/deansherry/support) (default is Zoom, but I’m happy to meet in person instead)
❖ Student Experience Charrette:
❖ Calling all UC San Diego students and community members!
As campus continues to undergo a period of unprecedented expansion in support of our students' living, learning, and working environments, we want to ensure that students’ voices, ideas and experiences are taken into account while we plan future student facilities and programs.

We’re kicking this endeavor off by way of a student-majority “charrette” – on Nov. 16 from 5 - 6:30pm or 7-8:30pm in the Price Center East Ballroom – during which students will be invited to share their insights with a team of architects and planners so that future projects reflect the evolving needs of UC San Diego’s students and community members. Free food will be provided.

RSVP at: tinyurl.com/ucsdcharrette

S. Coordinator of Student Activities [-]
❖

T. Campus-Wide Representatives
● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
❖ Nothing to report ;((
● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
❖ Nothing to Report
● UCAB Representative [Pablo]
❖ Nothing to report
● SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
❖ Nothing to report.
● RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
❖ Period Project
  ➢ Sustainable and organic period products
  ➢ Pad dispensers (free, sponsored by AS)
  ➢ Period Products $5,000 per quarter
    ■ 35 cases = 7,500 pads
    ➢ https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ui=2&ik=5cb5af8995&attid=0.2&permmsgid=msg-f:1782135600879965937&th=18bb6ae3080716f1&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=f_lorw5dg1
❖ RIMAC expansion, projected to 2026, with a student focus group
❖ Muir field is getting synthetic turf
❖ E-Sports will be getting a new space in Ridge Walk North Living and Learning Center
❖ Minimum wage is going to be $16.85 as campus will be following San Diego county wide change
❖ Fall season sports are almost done and basketball season has started this week
● LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
❖ Nothing to report.
Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
- Had a meeting with a member of UCSD’s Government and Community Relations Team yesterday morning
- Discussed recent developments on Election Day 2023 (outcomes and Virginia State Legislature results)
- Discussed future strategies to consider when planning voter registration drives and voter engagement events come Spring Quarter 2024 (student turnout, the future of the 50th Congressional District, and other messaging to get out the vote)
- Discussed a potential event of UCSD hosting the top 2 candidates from the 2024 March US Senate Primary

Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
- Sustainability Resource Center Grand Re-opening!
  - Tuesday, November 14th, 2023 4pm-6pm
  - Insomnia Cookies
  - Learn about sustainability resources on campus
  - Sewing Station
  - Grand Re-Opening! (instagram post)
- SSC Volunteer System coming soon!
  - Collaboration with FM and AS
  - Waste Sorters
- The Green Initiative Fund is Open!
  - Do you have some sustainability ideas that need funding?
    - Previous people funded were solar cars, Green New Deal, che-cafe etc
  - application is open till Friday November 10th at 11:59 pm
  - TGIF-related questions please email ssc-tgif@ucsd.edu.
    - Or Text Grace 9107288052
- EBE Club Event: SD Seal Tour
  - post w/ more information
  - Sunday, November 12 at 10:30 am to 12 pm. Carol from the San Diego Seal Society
  - Tour at La Jolla Cove
  - RSVP to event
- SSC Vegan Soup Cook-Off
  - have an amazing vegan soup recipe and want to compete to win cool prizes?
    - Compete at our Vegan cook-off
  - when? November 11th from 1pm @ che cafe

EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
- Nothing to report.

Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
- Nothing to report.

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business
   A. Passing of gavel
      - Given to Alyssa b/c had objected budget

X. Announcement
XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Elan, Shriya, Raphael, Nic, Emily, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Emma, Caren, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Kathleen, Vickie, Gage, Sammy, Christopher, Josef, Carter, Sophia, Alex, Alex
UNEXCUSED: Golsa, Chris
ADJOURNED: 6:21pm
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Grace, Alyssa, Kathleen, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Rafael, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Vickie, Shriya, Caren

UNEXCUSED: Pablo, Christopher

III. Approval of Minutes: 16-0-1

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

   o Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
     ❖ Nothing to report.

   o Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
     ❖ If you’d like to join rules, please do! I’ll be sending out a when to meet sometime in the next week to schedule a meeting time!

   o Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
     ❖ Appoint Tyler to Rules Committee
       ➢ 14-0-2
     ❖ Appoint Anna to Student Services Committee
       ➢ 14-0-2

   o Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
     ❖ Nothing to report

   o Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
     ❖ Committee meetings will be held Friday's from 6:30-7:00 pm (Zoom) - marginally flexible
       ➢ I apologize for the delay in committee information; I was quite sick last week and into this week
       ➢ As such, the next meeting will be when we return from Thanksgiving break, Friday Dec. 1st! Come with ideas for how you would like to see RCC give back to our student body!

   o Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
     ❖ Monday at 6pm on Zoom - discord will have the link

   o Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
     ❖ Committee members please fill out this When 2 Meet with your fall quarter availability so I can pick a good meeting time and date! (: First meeting will be in week 9. https://www.when2meet.com/?22422050-kjndE
     ❖ Reminder to join the Spirit and Events committee channel on Discord if you haven’t yet!

VII. Reports

   o President [Anna McSorley]
     ❖ Website and nameplate changes
     ❖ Bingo!

   o Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
     ❖ Nothing to report

   o Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
     ❖ Name plates

   o Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
     ❖ Events or things that you want posted on the Instagram have to go through the discord #flyers channel. That’s the proper way to “submit” them.
     ❖ Campus reps: you have to meet with me once a quarter. Please sign up 48 hrs before your desired slot. If it’s not within these rules, I’m going to ask you to reschedule.
Here is my calendly: https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one

- **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
  - PUBLIC INPUT
    - Heard different perspectives on the possible impeachment of President Lo
  - UNFINISHED BUSINESS
    - ACTION ITEM: Approval of 2023-2024 AS Executive Budget. Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
      - Office of the Vice President of Academic Affairs
        - Increased Initiative and Project line item by $5,000
        - Increased Outreach and Marketing line item by $4,500
        - Passed
      - Office of Student Advocacy
        - Increased Outreach and Marketing line item by $2,000
        - Passed
      - Office of Enterprises and Services
        - Increased Equipment (repairs) line item to $27,338.23
        - Increased Studio Operations line item to $7,452.72
        - Passed
      - Office of Communications
        - Passed
      - Office of Concerts and Events
        - Increased Sun God line item by $10,000
        - Increased Special Events line item by $18,000
        - Passed
      - Office of Spirit and Athletics
        - Increased Vegas Night line item by $7,000
        - Increased Spring into Spring line item by $5,000
        - Increased Programming line item by $10,000
        - Passed
      - Office Personnel
        - Add line item “Fellowship leadership development” with budget of $2,000
        - Reduced Promotional Items line item by $8,000
        - Passed
      - Additional Funds
        - Denied Senate Pro-tempore Stipend into Staff Stipend for $79/week x 37 weeks
        - Increased Senator Funds by $10,000
        - Passed
    - ACTION ITEM: AS Mandate Reserves Request for the 2023-2024 Academic Year. Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
      - Request from Mandate Reserves of $612,955.92
      - Passed
  - NEW BUSINESS
    - ACTION ITEM: Letter Condemning All On-Campus Harassment or Discrimination Towards Students Affected by the Israel-Palestine Violence. Sponsored by Senator Li.
      - Passed

- **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
  - Contacted Chicago Fire Grill for Week 10 BBQ and was told they can provide 250 meals for $2,500 (line item). Domino’s or Papa John’s will be a second option if it doesn’t work out.

- **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
  - Nothing additional to report

- **Class Representatives**
  - Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
    - Nothing to report
  - Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
    - Nothing To Report
  - Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
    - Nothing to report
  - First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
    - Nothing to report
- Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
  - Nothing to report
- Residential Representative [Chris Anjanel]
  - Nothing to report
- Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
  - First meeting with the Transfer Advisory Committee (TAC) this Monday. Mainly discussed goals for what each representative aimed to accomplish and ways to advocate for transfer on campus this year.
- International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
  - Nothing to report
- First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
  - Nothing to report
- Out of State Representative [-]
- Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
  - Nothing to report.
- Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
  - Nothing to report.
- Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
  - Finalizing our budgets
- Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
  - Revelle Student Affairs staff will be holding “Spill the Coffee (Tea)” on Friday November 17 from 10-11am at BCB (Big City Bagels) in Revelle Plaza
  - A lot of students are struggling right now. If it’s ever helpful to talk to someone, know that CAPS has urgent care M-F from 8am-4pm in Galbraith Hall 190. When CAPS is closed, you can reach a counselor by calling 858-534-3755 and selecting option 2
  - Likewise, when you’re sick, all students (whether you have UC SHIP or not) have access to talk with an advice nurse when Student Health Services is closed. You can reach them by calling 858-534-3300 and selecting the option for "after hours advice"
- Coordinator of Student Activities [-]
- Campus-Wide Representatives
  - UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]
    - 11/18 - Bowling @ SDSU - 10:30am -4pm RSVP required
    - ICRA Instagram: @ucsdicra
    - 11/30 - Blood Drive 9am-3:30pm in Pepper Canyon Lodge
    - Dining halls and Market Hours for Thanksgiving Week 🦃
      - UHAC 11.15.23 Dining Info.pptx
    - Student Feedback Wanted! Attend feedback sessions TODAY on the campus expansion project for living, learning and working environments. All are welcome - sessions on November 16th at Price Center. Link to sign up to attend below: https://forms.gle/qZEBAmKk4nT0lOqVh8
    - Food & Housing Resource Fair - Tuesday, November 21st from 11 to 2 pm @ Dolores Huerta Room in Old Student Center
      - Produce distribution, free food, live music, tabling from many basic needs stakeholders
    - Now onto the hot chisme on campus about…Parking! 🚗
    - Problem: Folks concerned about the removal of S parking spots. Removal has, per the feedback we’ve received, not been paired with adequate communication regarding the intention behind the change AND the increased feasibility of the spots which are otherwise far less convenient at East Campus.
    - Response by UCSD Transportation:Changes to allocation changes - lots of construction going on, tried to look at recalibration for faculty and the traffic on campus, did see more need - pulled the number of permits and parking sales for each area and looked at areas available, also looked at needs for Commuters. When the TDLLN (aka theater district) parking structure opens it will add 12% more spaces to the campus parking inventory.
    - That’s all from me, please let me know any concerns or questions you want to ask about housing or dining and I’ll report them to the ✨jefe✨
- SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
Nothing to Report

- **UCAB Representative [Pablo Shimizu]**
  - Nothing to report.

- **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]**
  - First SHWAB Meeting tmr!

- **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
  - Passed Period Pilot Project for Rimac and Canyonview
  - Possible creating a new wellness building
    - Location is Main Gym parking lot
  - Muir field will be closed 11/27 to 1/6

- **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
  - Our virtual feedback fest, *The Geisel Review*, is now open! If you complete 3 surveys a week, you are eligible to enter a weekly raffle, and if you enter all nine, you are eligible for our grand prize. The surveys are short, and inform our spaces and services. Please feel free to share widely – college councils, friends, roommates, the person working out next to you in RIMAC! The more responses, the better.
  - Redesign tunnel.

- **Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]**
  - The civic engagement event at Sixth College went very well
  - Will most likely host something similar during Winter Quarter before the March Primaries
    - I foresee it happening sometime in February so we’re closer to the March primaries
    - All registered voters are eligible to vote in the primaries!
  - Will most likely come up with logistics plan before the end of this quarter (Fall 2023)
  - Negotiations still ongoing for a college council for TritonsVOTE
  - Good luck on midterms! Have a great break!

- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - SRC grand opening went amazing!
    - Thank you to those who went
    - SRC space is now open 11 am-4 pm Mon-Thurs
  - Community rehabilitation
    - *Imperial Beach cleanup* 10am-12pm & Moonlight Beach beach 9am-11am cleanup + Reusable Bag Drive on November 18th
    - *Surfrider overall calendar*
    - Check out your local wetland! Kendall Frost Marshall at Mission Bay through the following event
      - "Join us every 2nd and 4th Saturday for Wander the Wetlands from 9 am - 11 am at Crown Point Park North, Mission Bay! See you there for bird watching! “
      - [Link to Instagram post]
  - As we approach Black Friday, I encourage you to sit with what you want to buy and ask if you truly need it/want it and its role long term because as consumerism rises this season so does carbon emission via transportation and overproduction of goods
  - There is a balance here! Prioritize items with long-term value since “In fact, an estimated 1 in every 3 shoppers return what they buy on Black Friday.”
    - *Impact of Black Friday on the Environment Article*
    - *Decoding Black Friday Shopping Behavior: From Impulse Buys to Thoughtful Choices*
  - RAs I’d appreciate it if you let residents know that there is a Halloween costume collection at the SRC space happening right now
    - Trying to collect costumes so students can have access to free Halloween costumes next year for a few reasons
      - Stop the overconsumption, especially with all the plastic packaging involved
      - Help bridge cultural divides since Halloween is a very American Halloween
      - Foster a sense of community with our own “Halloween store pop-up” that was made by students for students
      - And more in an article that UCSD Action is writing that will be released soon…

- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
Take care of yourselves and rest during the break and be safe and don’t spend too much money and eat all the good food:)

Students of Color Conference application [here]
  ➢ #let me know if the link doesn’t work
  ➢ Due November 20th
  ➢ From January 26-28 in UC Merced
  ➢ All food, transportation, lodging provided for free
  ➢ Grace and I went last year and it was good? Experience… I will be applying again and encourage you to apply!

**Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**

College-wide Basic Needs Meeting took place today - I was in class but I will be sent notes so that I can report any important information back

I planned a canned food drive to donate non-perishable food to the food pantry in this time where they need it the most

The food drive started yesterday and will continue until next Wednesday (Nov. 22)

I would really appreciate any sort of donations and spreading the word

Donation boxes are located outside of Roger’s Market, 64 Degrees, and Revelle Parcel Center

Here is the flyer :)
ADJOURNED: 5:38pm
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

Present: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Sharlene, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

Excused: Hannah, Maddie, Kyli, Christopher, Emma, Caren, Vickie, Josef, Golsa

UNEXCUSED: Carter

III. Approval of Minutes:

A. Motion to approve last meeting minutes
   • 14-0-0 passed

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

A. Haley - Concert Co-Chair from SIP

B. Tiffany - Socials and Traditions from SIP

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   • Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   • Revelle Student Affairs Spill the Coffee or Tea
     ➢ Move to approve $521.25 From GU
     ➢ 12-0-2 passed
   • Sip Winter S&T
     ➢ Move to approve $751.13 from SIP line item
     ➢ 11-0-3 passed
   • Sip Winter S&O
     ➢ Move to approve $304.38 from SIP line item
     ➢ 12-0-2 passed
   • SIP Winter 2023 Revelle’s Got Talent
     ➢ Move to approve $806.43 from SIP line item
     ➢ 11-0-2 passed
   • Revelle Creative Stickers
     ➢ Move to approve $256.45 from GU
     ➢ 5-5-4 failed
   • Week 10 BBQ
     ➢ Move to approve $550.65 from Week 10 event line item
     ➢ 12-1-1 passed

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   • Rules meeting on Sunday at 7pm! Zoom link will be sent in the discord.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   • Appoint Hang to Spirits and Events
     ➢ 13-0-1

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   • Please fill out this Lettuce Meet for your winter quarter availability!
     ➢ We will meet bi-weekly on Zoom-
     ➢ Each meeting should take around 30 minutes- 1 hour

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   • Meeting this Friday! 6:30-7:00pm
     ➢ New member introduction meeting and Winter quarter planning

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   • First Meeting was used as a brainstorming session. Here’s a recap if you’re interested:
G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Our first meeting will be tomorrow on Friday, Dec. 1 at 4:00pm.
   ❖ Committee members, please fill out this When2Meet for next quarter!
     https://www.when2meet.com/?22624312-vc29j

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Period Pilot Program
     ■ Asking for $2,500 MOU from RCC to stock pad/tampon dispensers in Geisel
     ❖ Straw Poll on supporting a MOU: 0-15-6
   ❖ 7CSC Transfer Community Equity Committee
     ■ Trying to analyze attendance data to better tailor events to transfer and commuter students
   ❖ Event/programs- start planning! Need to meet with Isabel 4 weeks out and most of your positions require you to do one per quarter
     ❖ Isabel Calendly: https://calendly.com/eaisabellopez
     ❖ Don’t know where to start, are very confused, or just want/need some extra help with your event feel free to contact me and I can help
       ■ Email: rccpresident@ucsd.edu
       ■ Discord: annamcsorley
B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ I am working on two projects to bring to you all next quarter, one fun and one logistical, so more info on those to come
C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Committee absences
   ❖ Name Cards
   ❖ Week 10 BBQ Absence Request: https://forms.gle/ri7mKBaEkxRUEVEu6
D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Emphasizing importance of #flyers. If it is a flyer/media for the feed, it needs to go here a week in advance to the desired post date, no exceptions. @ me in the channel with the flyer
   ❖ One to ones with Campus Reps Reminder.
     ■ These are MANDATORY to your position. It is not my responsibility to continue to remind you as you are aware from retreat. Refer to previous agendas for info and links or message me directly.
     ■ You will be mandated to make two meetings next quarter. No more meetings this quarter.
E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ UNFINISHED BUSINESS
     ■ ACTION ITEM: Article of Impeachment of the President of the Associated Students of UC San Diego George Chi Lo. Sponsored by Senator Lopez.
       ■ Went into a Closed Vote
       ❖ Rejected
     ■ ACTION ITEM: Standardization of Senate Time. Sponsored by VP Academic Affairs Hwang.
Important considering
● Commuter senators driving home
● Voting on important issues so late at night

Need to get to the roots of the problems
● Extending time too often
● Maybe have Assembly every other week again
● Have more communication before meetings

9-11-4
● Does not pass

NEW BUSINESS
➢ ACTION ITEM: Appointment of Lino Leon as Transfer Senator for 2023-2024. Sponsored by EVP Vallejo-Avila.
  ■ Passed
➢ ACTION ITEM: Appointment of Sophia Di Stefano as First Year Senator for 2023-2024. Sponsored by EVP Vallejo-Avila.
  ■ Passed
➢ ACTION ITEM: Appointment of Ryan Coryea as First Year Senator for 2023-2024. Sponsored by EVP Vallejo-Avila.
  ■ Passed
➢ ACTION ITEM: Appointment of Selena-Marie Espinoza as J-Board member. Sponsored by President Lo.
  ■ Passed
➢ ACTION ITEM: Appointment of Ansh Tripathi as J-Board member. Sponsored by President Lo.
  ■ Passed
➢ ACTION ITEM: Reaffirming the Resolution in Support of University of California San Diego Corporate Accountability through Divestment from Corporations Profiting from the Illegal Occupation, Siege, and Blockade of Palestine. Sponsored by Senator Lopez.
  ■ Passed

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
➢ The week 10 BBQ will be on Thursday, Dec. 7 from 12:00pm to 2:00pm.
  ➢ Set up begins at 11:00am.
  ➢ This is a mandatory event for RCC members so if you aren’t able to make it, please let Kathleen know!
  ➢ Flyer graphics!

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
➢ Planning more events focused on information and outreach - working to bring more awareness to existing student services

H. Class Representatives
● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
  ❖ Nothing to report
● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
  ❖ Nothing to Report
● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
  ❖ Nothing to report
● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
  ❖ Nothing to report

I. Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
  ❖ Undergraduate Commuter Student Financial Assistance
    ➢ Provide financial gasoline grants for commuter students
    ➢ Will be reviewed on a case by case basis
  ❖ MachForm submitted– will be marketed on Infolink and potentially Instagram

J. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
  ❖ Fill Out Wifi Experience Survey due tomorrow

K. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
  ❖ Nothing to report

L. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
  ❖ Nothing to report

M. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
  ● First-Gen Friday (tomorrow) on @allthingsrevelle
    ○ Working on video to be uploaded this Friday on @allthingsrevelle that introduces us and the role
      ■ Can this be reposted on @officialucsdrc ? - yes send through #flyers

N. Out of State Representative [-]
  ❖ Nothing to report

O. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
  ❖ Revelle Rewind:
    - Join the Revelle Residence Life team to look back and celebrate 2023 Pop Culture with Karaoke, Crafts, Trivia, "Girl Dinner", and PINK!
    - Fri, 12/01, 6-8PM
    - Conference Rooms, Formal Lounge, Courtyard
  ❖ RA Application/Selection:
    - Application is live and closes 1/2/24 at 11:59PM

P. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
  ❖ Nothing to report

Q. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
  ❖ We, unfortunately, do not currently have culture co-chairs for SIP. We will be finding new co-chairs before the start of the next quarter.
  ❖ We have a new advisor! Wesley Palau!!

R. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
  ❖ Revelle’s new Coordinator of Student Activities, Wesley Palau, started last week.
  ❖ Come to Spill the Coffee (or Tea) with Revelle Student Affairs staff on Friday (12/1) at 9am at BCB in Revelle Plaza

S. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
  ❖ Won’t join council until next quarter

T. Campus-Wide Representatives
● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
  ❖ Happy (Or not so happy haha) Week 9! Hope everyone’s midterms are cooking good <3
  ❖ We had a guest speaker, HDH Sustainability- Andy Hattala
  ❖ Overview of program and initiatives
- How to request a program:  
  https://hdhsustainability.ucsd.edu/competition/index.html
- Green Grants:  
  https://hdhsustainability.ucsd.edu/what-we-do/green-grants.html
- Contact information: econauts@ucsd.edu

- Winter break hours for dining halls and markets  

- Destress Brunch at all Dining Halls Sunday December 10th featuring a special menu  
  including Moco Loco, French Toast, Croque Monsieur and much more!
- Finals Week Dinner Specials for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

  The time has come....

- Financial Aid: FAFSA is coming out by December 31st - look out for that!
- Reminder that there will be limited custodial needs for the winter break
- As always, take care of yourselves! Just two more weeks :)

- SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
  - SFAC wants to expand and pursue a campaign/project this year
    - GOAL: provide access, awareness, and/or resources to UCSD students
    - IDEAS:
      - Providing mental health support for those affected by the Israel-Palestine conflict
      - Collaboration with AVP Food & Housing to address food insecurity
      - Social Media Campaign
    - ANY IDEAS? Really appreciated, does not have to be limited to these examples, can be completely different, but must address student needs.
      - Period products
      - Seasonal depression
      - Housing
      - Addressing UC hatred
      - Section for anonymity - online methods of seeking assistance
  - Straw Poll for the ideas listed above
    - Straw Poll for Israel/Palestine Support:
      - 18-2-1
    - Straw Poll for Food and Housing Insecurity:
      - 16-0-5
    - Straw Poll for Social Media Campaign:
      - 8-0-12
    - Straw Poll for Seasonal Depression Program Support
      - 19-0-2

- UCAB Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
  - Underbelly struggled and will not return
    - Will be replaced by The Shores Diner (breakfast, brunch, lower cost menu for students by Spring Quarter) *Underbelly will "assign" the lease to The Shores Diner who is affiliated with Dirty Birds
  - Seed + Sprout also unsuccessful, planning to work with Santorini
  - Menu changes
  - Changes to Salon 101 to better accommodate students
  - Want to start cutting black hair
  - Y Mas WAS going to get a panaderia– but was lost due to effects of the pandemic

- SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
  - At our last meeting, SHWAB voted in favor of combining SMHAC (Student Mental Health Advisory Committee) with SHWAB as SMHAC has not been active for 2+ years.
    - Vote allows SHWAB to serve as the Student Mental Health Advisory Committee and provide oversight of the student mental health fee funds.

- RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
  - Period Project Update:
    - Rimac: Products will be in Women's restrooms 3rd and 4th floor, each gender inclusive restroom, and the women's locker room
    - Canyonview: Athletics and Women's locker room
  - Muir field renovation has started, will open in Winter Week 1
  - Club Men's water polo won national champions again this year, makes it back to back
  - Men's and Women's basketball non conference schedule season has begun
Men’s plays tomorrow at 7pm against SDSU
Women’s played SDSU on Tuesday and we won

- **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - Nothing to report.

VIII. **New Business**

IX. **Unfinished Business**

A. VPI: Vacant Council Seats
   - Reopening applications next quarter for a new Out of State Representative and UCAB Representative

X. **Announcement**
   A. Passing of the gavel
   - Passed to Jacob!

XI. **Roll Call**

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Sharlene, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Hannah, Maddie, Kyli, Christopher, Emma, Caren, Alex Gilden, Vickie, Josef, Golsa, UNEXCUSED: Carter
ADJOURNED: 6:14 PM
REVELLE COLLEGE COUNCIL
Thursday, December 7, 2023
Meeting #15

I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Grace, Alyssa, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Chris, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry, Wesley

EXCUSED: Josef, Alex Gilden, Emily, Christopher

UNEXCUSED: Pablo, Elan

III. Approval of Minutes: 14-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]

- Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
  - Affinity Spaces Winter 2024
    - Move to approve $518.92 from GU
    - 13-0-2
  - SIP Winter Weeks of Welcome
    - Move to approve $688.59 from GU
    - 13-1-1
  - RCC Spirit Week
    - Recommended from committee to cut stickers from the budget since we have not been funding Revelle Creative stickers and other marketing materials/grab and go items
    - Full amount is $3946.47
    - Suggested amount of money to approve is $3455.11
    - Total shirt amount $3577.96
    - Move to Approve $3946.47 from Spirit Week Line item
    - 7-2-6
  - SIP Winter S&O
    - Needs extra funding for their mental health Monday event
    - Move to approve $15.00 from SIP line item
    - 14-0-2

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]

- Rules met last week, but bylaw revisions will be coming to Council winter quarter!

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]

- Appoint Jimmy to Engagement Committee
  - 13-0-2
- Join Appointments!
- Application for:
  - Out of State Representative
  - University Center Activities Board Representative
- Will open in the new year!

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]

- Please fill out your winter quarter availability by 12/19!
  - Lettuce Meet
E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Our first meeting was on December 1st and here are the minutes if you missed it or want to see what we discussed: Meeting #1
   ❖ Mascot, merch design & sticker designs (if the budget for them passes …)
     ➢ Mascot’s name is Wilson! (: 

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ CCP
     ➢ SJP- sponsored by SCERC President
       ■ Asked college councils to recognize the genocide in formal statement
       ■ Would like to give educational workshops or teachings to students within colleges
       ■ Asked for support for students through safe spaces, room
reservations, community based events

➢ MLK Day Parade
   ■ Will request funding from all Councils
   ■ Want support from College Councils on publicity and turnout
   ■ January 14th!
➢ AVP of Food and Housing campus wide food drive
➢ Election Committee Rep from each college (cannot be running in election)
➢ March 8- basic needs cooking contest, want college councils to be there
➢ CCL (Member of public or at table?)
   ■ 0-27-0
➢ Spirit Night January 25th! Mandatory for RCC members

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Sizes for Merch
   ❖ Assassins😈
      ➢ Assassins Rules Sheet
   ❖ Happy Hanukkah and an early Merry Christmas!

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Fall Attendance:
     https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1klAyHoYW-OgHb8HVCYuwaSFPBIF65lsWmgPpYR_pfaE/edit?usp=sharing
   ❖ Possible Attendance Changes

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ ACTION ITEMS
      ➢ Women in Computing (WIC) Funding Maximum, Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
         ■ Mission is to inspire the next generation of women programmers and increase retention for careers in tech.
         ■ Women in Computing Funding Maximum Appeal to $20,000.
         ■ 26 - 0 - 6 (Passed)
      ➢ Muslim Student Association (MSA) Funding Maximum, Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
         ■ Second largest most active student organization with a regular attendance of over 135+ for each event
         ■ Muslim Student Association Funding Maximum Appeal to $60,066.21.
         ■ 32 - 0 - 0 (Passed)
      ➢ Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) Funding Maximum, Sponsored by CFO Krishna.
         ■ Engineering Honors Society
         ■ Eta Kappa Nu Funding Maximum Appeal to $19,000.
         ■ 30 - 0 - 1 (Passed)
      ➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title III, Sections 1-2 of the ASUCSD Standing Rules, Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
         ■ 20 - 0 - 3 (Passed)
      ➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title IV, Section 1 of the ASUCSD Standing Rules, Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
         ■ 26 - 1 - 4 (Passed)
   ❖ RESOURCES DISCUSSED DURING OLD BUSINESS AND SPECIAL PRES.
      ➢ CALPIRG Quarterly Presentation, Sponsored by Senator Li.
         ■ Mission: Train student leaders to act on problems that affect lives of all Californians and to promote solutions.
         ■ Campaigns
            ● Get SD City Council to pass an ordinance banning plastic bags in retail stores and restaurants
            ● Register and turn out our campuses at record breaking numbers for the Midterm Elections
            ● Collect food donations for the Triton Food Pantry and raise money for local homeless shelters
      ➢ The Hub Basic Needs Center Overview of Services and General Information.
Sponsored by Vice President of Academic Affairs Hwang.

- Focus on: House insecurity, Food insecurity, Basic Needs insecurity
- Different ways they can help:
  - Triton Food Pantry
  - Food Recovery Network
  - CalFresh
  - Personal Hygiene Program
  - Grocery Shuttle
  - Educational Campaign
  - Housing Booklet
  - Off Campus Website
  - Assistance Forms
  - Other programs (see slides)

➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: Sexual Assault Awareness. Sponsored by Senator Lopez.

- Rise of sexual assault on campus (at UCSD)
- Increase awareness and training for senators since we are mandated reporters
  - Similar training to that of Orientation Leaders
- Questions on the sharing of resources such as CARE at college orientations (Rev)

❖ REPORTS

➢ Office of External Affairs

- Office Updates
  - The students of color conference delegation have been selected.
  - Will be working on getting the Police Accountability Board established on campus, which has been delayed and has not been assembled within its timeline.

- UCSA Updates
  - November Board Meeting Nov 17-19
    - Passed a Resolution addressing the Rise of Doxing and Hate Crimes on College Campuses
    - Had a feedback session with the Center for Equitable Higher Education
    - Passed a Resolution for Resolution in Support of AFSCME 3299's & UC-AFT's Contract Negotiations
  - We will continue to work on addressing Islamophobia and Antisemitism at the UC-wide level and ensuring the proper allocation of UCOP funds towards these efforts.

- Local Affairs
  - Housing 2.0 Package:
NEW BUSINESS

- ACTION ITEM: Resolution in Support of Increased Funding Toward Collegiate Recovery Services. Sponsored by the Vice-President of External Affairs Eduardo Tapia.
  a. 32 - 0 - 0
  i. Passed

- LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title IV, V, VIII of the ASUCSD Standing Rules. Sponsored by Senator Ivan J. Ramirez.
  a. 18 - 2 - 11
  i. Passed

  a. 24 - 4 - 2
  i. Passed

- DISCUSSION ITEM: Resolution in support of 100% Renewable Energy by 2035 at UCSD. Sponsored by Senator Li.
a. Already been accepted by other UC’s
b. UCSD currently holds a commitment to be 90% renewable by 2045

❖ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Triton Gaming Funding Maximum Appeal to $24,953. Sponsored by Senator Li.
a. 9 - 10 - 10
i. Denied

❖ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Standardizing Appointments (Standing Rules), Sponsored by Chief Personnel Officer Kristen Eng.
a. 20 - 5 - 3
i. Passed

❖ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Standardizing Appointments (Constitutional), Sponsored by Chief Personnel Officer Kristen Eng.
a. 28 - 4 - 0
i. Passed

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Thanks to everyone who attended and helped at the Week 10 BBQ! <3

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
❖ Nothing to report

H. Class Representatives
● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
❖ Nothing to Report but good luck on finals!
● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
❖ Nothing to Report
● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
❖ Nothing to Report
● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
❖ Nothing to Report

I. Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
❖ Nothing to report

J. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
❖ Nothing to Report

K. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
❖ Nothing to report

L. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
❖ Nothing to report

M. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
❖ Nothing to Report.

N. Out of State Representative [-]
❖

O. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
❖ 24/7 Quiet Hours for Fall Quarter start December 8th, 2023
❖ RA/HA applications are still live and close 1/2/2024
❖ Residents are ALLOWED to stay on campus during break! :)

P. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
❖ We had our event last week and it was very successful. Many students came and learned about the Revelle Judicial Board while decorating a mug or tote bag.

Q. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
❖ Nothing to report

R. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
❖ Thank you for all of your hard work this quarter on behalf of Revelle students
❖ Best wishes with the end of the quarter and finals. You’ve got this!

S. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
❖ Thank you for welcoming me today, it’s really nice to meet you!
❖ Need support? Email me: wpalau@ucsd.edu
❖ Enjoy your break!

T. Campus-Wide Representatives
● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
❖ Nothing to Report
● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
❖ Nothing to report.
• UCAB Representative [-]  
  ❖ Nothing to report
• SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]  
  ❖ Nothing to report.
• RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]  
  ❖ Nothing to report.
• LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]  
  ❖ Nothing to report.
• Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]  
  ❖ Nothing to report.
• Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]  
  ❖ Zero Waste Event Program
    ➢ Collaboration with SSC, FM, ASCE 
    ➢ If you need waste sorting at your event, message me
• EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]  
  ❖ Good luck on finals pookies :) Nothing to report
• Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]  
  ❖ I just counted over 75 canned good items for the food drive! Thank you so much to everyone that was able to donate!
  ❖ I have the Dec. College Wide Basic Needs Meeting next week so more info to come! - food pantry has been in the talks especially now that we have extra $500!

VIII. **New Business**
   A. **ACTION ITEM:** [Standardizing Appointments (Constitutional)] Sponsored by Senator Mercado and Senator Nguyen
      • Suggestion for checks & balances: Sergeant at Arms
      • Question of credibility of the 4 randomly selected senate members
      • Putting in names should be included for transparency and background checks
      • Extra work for senators
        ❖ Straw Poll All Council: 0-22-4
        ❖ Straw Poll Voting Members Only: 0-13-3
   B. **Golsa:** some of the blocks in the plaza are missing which can lead to scooter accidents i remember they did last year

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**
   A. **Passing of the gavel**
      • Passed to Carter!

XI. **Roll Call**
   PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry, Wesley
   EXCUSED: Josef, Alex Gilden, Emily, Christopher
   UNEXCUSED: Elan
   ADJOURNED: 6:14 PM
I. Call to Order: 5:03pm

II. Roll Call
  PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Christopher, Kyli, Sammy, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley
  EXCUSED: Hang, Emily, Dean Sherry
  UNEXCUSED: Rafael

III. Approval of Minutes
  A. 19-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports
  A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
    1. Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
       - RCC be a kid day budget
         - $912.39
         - Move to approve $912.39 from GU
         - 16-0-3
       - RCC Name Plate
         - $71.10
         - Move to approve $71.10 from RCC operating budget
         - 17-0-2
  B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
    - Nothing to report.
  C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
    - Appointment of Revelle Seniors to Graduation Committee
      - Emily Dinh
        - 16-0-2
      - Xuan Feldman
        - 16-0-2
      - Melodie Aria
        - 16-0-2
    - Appoint Vickie to the Appointments Committee
      - 17-0-2
  D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
    - Thank you to those who could make it to our first Grad Committee meeting!
    - Next meeting will be on Sunday, January 21 from 6:30pm-7:30pm
    - If you have friends who would like to join, please encourage them to do so!
      - shy017@ucsd.edu
  E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
    - Meetings will resume week 3 - I have prior commitments to attend all day Friday for these first two weeks. Anticipate another poll to determine the meeting time within that span.
    - If you have not already, please add your event idea to the student services discord channel to count for your attendance to the last meeting we had.
  F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
    - New quarter = new schedules and availability. Fill out the lettucometby by Wednesday (1/17) so that I can announce the meeting time at next week’s meeting. These meetings will be held on Zoom. Keep in mind that attendance is mandatory so fill the
schedule accordingly. If you'd like to join, fill it out and message me and Gage to be appointed next meeting.

❖ [Link to schedule]

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]**

❖ New meeting time will be Mondays 4:00-5:00pm

➢ Next meeting: Monday, January 15 at 4:00-5:00pm.[Link to meeting]

❖ Spirit Committee opened to the Revelle student body for Spirit Week/Night

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**

❖ CCP (College Council Presidents)

➢ All Council Retreat Saturday Feb 24th 1-4pm, will be mandatory for RCC members!

➢ MLK Day Parade this Sunday bus pickup from Mandeville Loop at 9am. Free shirts and lunch provided!

▪ [Link to MLK Day Parade]

➢ CSI planning campus wide leadership conference for April 21st in PC ballrooms - if you’d like to be involved in planning contact AVC Patty Mahaffey pmahaffey@ucsd.edu

➢ AS Constitutional error- College Council Amendment ratification power was unconstitutional removed, has been remedied

➢ Elections Committee Representative- cannot be running/slating in the upcoming election.

▪ Elan, pablo

➢ Spirit Night 1/25, Mandatory for all RCC members!

➢ Period Project- Geisel to be funded by AS Office of the President

▪ Extra dispensers, is getting dispensers in Revelle areas and stocking them something we want to look into until FM can fund it?

▪ Bathroom next to Rogers, York, second floor Galbraith, place products outside of bathrooms, place in gender neutral bathrooms in York

❖ RCC Feedback form

➢ [Link to RCC Feedback form]

❖ Mark your calendars for RCC/SIP game night! Monday January 22 from 5-7 in Revelle Conference Rooms. Bring a game if you’ve got one!

❖ Reminder that voting members are required to plan events and non voting members are encouraged- start planning if you haven’t because it takes a while

➢ If you’re having trouble or need help, feel free to reach out to Gage, Isabel, or me!

❖ Added pronouns section on the roster, please update it with your preferred pronouns

➢ Roster can be found in the drive and in the discord.

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**

❖ Voting Members: I will be setting up meetings with each of you on a quarterly basis similar to how the VP External does with the Campus-Wide Representatives in order to better facilitate any help and support you may need with events and with anything RCC

❖ Assassins:

➢ If you’re not playing, let me know right now

▪ Sophia, Emma, Nic

➢ I will send you your targets on Monday

➢ We will be starting the game next Tuesday

❖ Applications for Out of State Rep and UCAB Rep is open and I will be publicizing starting next week

❖ Merchandise designs: [Link]

➢ Straw Poll: Option 1-Option 2-Option 3

➢ 21-6-5

C. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
Nothing to Report

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Quarterly reminder: Flyers for events should be posted in the discord channel a week ahead of the event and @ me in the channel. This allows me to repost the flyer consistently until the event to increase visibility to the Revelle community. Given that Isabel requires you to meet with her in advance, this deadline that I have set is reasonable to meet if you plan accordingly. I want your events to succeed, so this deadline is to help the turnout, not harm it. Please respect my procedures and guidelines and communicate with me as needed.

   - Campus Reps! You are required to meet with me per the bylaws. There was only one scheduled meeting last quarter out of the group. You all are required to meet with me TWICE this quarter now as a result (unless you were the one person I met with in the fall). Please schedule at least 48 hours in advance so that I can add the meeting into my calendar. These meetings will be held on Zoom M/W/F and the calendly updated every two weeks - my work hours vary so apologies. The meetings must be separate meetings and not back to back so plan accordingly: https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   - Special Presentations
     - Theatre District Parking Structure (Josh Kavanagh - Transportation Director)
       - P1 and 2 done but the rest is still behind (Not allowed to park yet due to safety)
       - Planned to have bike storage with cameras for UCPD and linked card access
       - Increased Student Resident (SR) spaces
       - Increase central campus parking by $1 and decreased Regents by $1
     - Special Presentation: DVC Funding Presentation, Senator Hovland.
       - Argument to be granted $13.5k for one event
         - One event for 500 students is usually only granted $4.5k
     - Special Presentation: Revisions to the Election Code, Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
       - Removal of single transferable voting due to election system changes
       - Aim = provide financial relief for undergraduate students that may need it the most and who commit long-distance travel for their education
       - Want budget of $25k
         - Planning to collaborate with different offices
       - 1,000 gasoline gift cards of $25
       - Committee
         - Members of the senate, prof staff, three presenters, and AVP's who contribute financially
       - Determining eligibility
         - Maybe using financial aid office
         - Make a threshold of definition of "financial need"
- Internal/external communication, marketing/outreach issues and recommended actions
- Solutions
  - Creation of centralized AS Project Directory in connection with the Advocacy Agenda for internal use containing information on all projects within ASUCSD
  - Creating a Standardized Onboarding Practice for internal use containing information on the History and Structure of Associated Students; A.S. Constitution and Standing Rules; A.S. Financial Policies and Procedures, A.S. Enterprises, Services, and Commissions; A.S. Social Media and Marketing Policies; and Event Planning
  - Developing a clear set of rules and expectations for Senators in collaboration with the College Councils to ensure that all Senators and College Councils are on the same page regarding Senators and College Councils are on the same page regarding Senator expectations from Associated Students and their respective College Councils
  - Designating one Assembly meeting per quarter as an AS General Body Meeting for all students to attend and give their feedback, in which they can hear directly from all Executive Officers, Associate Vice Presidents, and Senators
  - Implementing clear planning guidelines within the association to ensure events are planned with adequate time for ordering and preparation; utilizing and maintaining the AS Master Calendar when planning events to reduce the number of overlapping events
  - Encouraging AVP's to each out to College Council members with similar responsibilities to share ideas and plan collaborative projects and initiatives
  - Maintaining a Feedback Survey for student organizations to provide regular feedback to the Office of Student Organizations and the Office of Student Organizations and the Office of Finance and Resources on the funding process and other key aspects of the association that impact student organization
  - Creating an Onboarding Memo for all members of the College Councils about what Associated Students offices that are relevant to their roles
  - Improvements to the Advocacy Agenda survey, defining
what the “undergraduate experience” is to the student population

- Developing supplementary materials to the Associated Students Funding guide, including video guides on how to apply for funding and what funding resources are available on campus (both AS and CC funding)

- Creating a unified newsletter between Associated Students, College Councils, Core Orgs, and Student Organizations with over fifty members to create a centralized source of information on recent decisions and upcoming events

- Improved quality of outreach and marketing efforts through coordination of internal messaging and working with campus partners to access new groups of students not involved in the Associated

- Improving the quality and effectiveness of Senator outreach and office hours to ensure the time is used effectively to create meaningful engagement with their constituents

- Centralizing all marketing under the Office of Communications, with all marketing personnel being a member of the Office of Communications and being designated by the Chief Communications Officer and Associate Vice President of each office

- Phasing out individual office logos except those used by the Office of the College Affairs and Office of Concerts and Events; creating a uniform AS Instagram reposting process to ensure organized outreach

❖ Committees

➢ Finance

- **DVC Funding Maximum Appeal**
  - Funding Maximum to $13,478 Request
    - **APPROVED**
  - DVC Valentines Day Event: 4,500 -> $13,478.41
    - **DENIED**

- **Triton Gaming Funding Maximum Appeal**
  - Funding Maximum to $24,953 Request
    - **APPROVED**

❖ New Business

➢ **LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM**: Revision of Ballot Petition to Clarify Election Signature Requirements (Discharged from Legislative Committee to Senate). Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
  - **DENIED**

➢ **LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM**: Removal of Single Transferable Voting Due to Election System Changes (Discharged from Legislative Committee to Senate. Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
  - Amendment: In order to be elected, a candidate running for executive office must receive a simple majority (50%+1) of the votes cast for the office in question. If no candidate for executive office receives a simple majority of the votes cast for the office in question, a runoff election will be held between the two (2) candidates within one week of the election results receiving the largest number of votes in the general elections. In the case where there are only two (2) candidates and neither receives a simple majority (50%+1), the candidate receiving the largest number of votes shall be declared the winner.
    - 27 - 1 - 0
      - **PASSED**
  - **17 - 2 - 9**
    - **PASSED**
LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Consistency of Standing Rule Changes and Revisions, Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
- 12 - 8 - 8
  - PASSED

ACTION ITEM: Resolution Condemning On-Campus Islamophobia and Ethnicity-Based Discrimination and Affirming Inclusivity, Sponsored by Senator Elbanany.
- Friendly amendment: Forward this resolution to the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, urging their immediate attention and action. The Vice Chancellor is hereby called upon to ensure accountability in the implementation of the proposed measures.
- 29 - 0 - 0
  - PASSED

Reports
- Office of the President
  - The Elections Manager application is live
    - Closing on Jan 19th
  - Seeking (1) Elections Committee Representative per college
- Office of External Affairs
  - Updates from the UCSA January Board Meeting
    - A UCSA Statement on People's Park at UC Berkeley will be released soon. UCSA donated $500 to them and will provide support. [Here](#) is a link with more info on the situation.
    - A [Resolution on Protecting Free Speech](#) was passed by the Board. We will be working on implementing action items in our work.
  - We are on track to have a delegation of 42 students representing UC San Diego at the Students of Color Conference.
  - Will be having meetings with administrators and conversations with relevant UCSA parties on the establishment of the UCSA Police Accountability Board on Campus which has been delayed.
  - We are on track to have a full delegation for UCSA's first Latine Lobby Day as we continue our outreach to Latine Student organizations of all backgrounds.
- AVP of Environmental Justice Affairs
  - Sustainability documentary (cumulative winter + spring quarters) with each sustainability advocates, SSC, and any additional events other offices/orgs want to highlight (if interested, please email alc010@ucsd.edu or avpenvironmental@ucsd.edu)
- AVP of Student Advocacy
  - Tabling next week (01/16), free donuts
- AVP of Enterprises and Services
  - [Triton Photography Studio Proposal](#)
    - Student Associate Job Posting on Handshake soon
    - UCAB to review proposal and allocate space within the month.
  - [AS Safe Rides for Winter quarter now live!](#)
- AVP of Concerts and Events
  - Horizon Concert 2/17-2/18
    - Tabling for Horizon 2/06 & 2/07
    - Sun God Committees
      - A way to get involved with one aspect of the Sun God Festival (ranging from Art & decor, Vendors, Sun God 4 a Cause, etc.). Will require GBM attendance, an application, and hands-on work during the festival.
      - [SUN GOD SURVEY](#)
- Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
  - Spirit Week is on week 3 and Spirit Night is Thursday, January 25!
➢ Monday (1/22): Poster Contest in the conference rooms 3:00-6:00pm
➢ Tuesday (1/23): Chalk the Walk at the Revelle Plaza 12:00-2:30pm
➢ Wednesday (1/24): Trivia Night at Dirty Birds 6:00pm
➢ Thursday (1/25):
  ■ Tailgate at the Revelle Plaza 4:30-5:30pm
  ■ Spirit Night game at LionTree Arena 7:00pm
❖ Cup of Cheer criteria
  ➢ Game attendance - double points
  ➢ Halftime musical chairs
  ➢ Chalk the Walk - Theme is “Tides are changing”
  ➢ Trivia Night
  ➢ Instagram Spirit Night Post (1/16-1/25)
❖ Spirit Week shirts ordered and arriving next week

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
  ❖ Involvement Fair Tuesday Week 4 (Jan. 30th) from 1-3pm
    ➢ Will introduce stamp sheet to get food to facilitate interaction with organizations rather than grab-and-go
    ➢ Food still being finalized but will be done by next week’s Finance!!
  ❖ Interdepartmental… Event still set for Spring quarter.

H. Class Representatives
  ● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
    ❖ Thank you for passing the budget!
    ❖ I will let Kyli take it away for our upcoming event :)  
    ❖ Also if you would like to help out that day please let us know <3
  ● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
    ❖ If Be a Kid Day passed in the finance portion
      ➢ First event!
      ➢ Collaboration with Sharlene (Fourth-year rep) that is set for Wednesday, January 31, from 12-1:30 PM, in the Revelle Plaza
      ➢ Arts and Crafts geared towards upperclassmen.
    ❖ If Be a Kid Day didn't pass
      ➢ Nothing to Report lol
  ● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
    ❖ Nothing to Report
  ● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
    ❖ Nothing to Report

I. Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
  ❖ Nothing to report.

J. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
  ❖ Nothing to report

K. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
  ❖ Nothing to report

L. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
  ❖ Nothing to report

M. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
  ❖ Happy Winter Quarter 💖💖
  ❖ First-Gen Friday -
    ➢ Will be posting a first-gen student spotlight tomorrow on @allthingsrevelle
  ❖ Meeting w/ Revelle’s First-Gen & Finest Committee on 1/18

N. Out of State Representative [-]

O. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
  ❖ RAs will be hosting another LSP, to celebrate the Lunar New Year. 01/22/2024, 7:30-9:00PM, Revelle Plaza, ~150 attendees.
P. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Nothing to Report

Q. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - Nothing to report

R. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]

S. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
   - Time Capsule Art Show, January 19th (4:30-6:30 pm) Conference Rooms A, B, and C.

T. Campus-Wide Representatives
   - **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]**
     - Hii everyone, I hope you’re winter break was relaxing and I hope y’all got some good Christmas presents🎁
     - I have nothing to report but just wanna Wish everyone a great weekend and welcome back wooho💕
   - **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
     - Nothing to Report
   - **UCAB Representative [Pablo Shimizu (proxy)]**
     - Karaoke bar
     - Panadería in “Y Más”
   - **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]**
     - Working with the AS Office of External Affairs to bring Representative Scott Peters to campus for a brief campus tour and townhall (most likely will be held in the Student Governance Chambers
       a. Most likely at the end of January
       b. Most likely around early afternoon
       c. Will be submitting an RSVP form relatively soon with the AS Office of
External Affairs (limited spots available)

d. Will update the Council more when I confirm more information on my end

- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - **Changemaker**
    - “Road to Regeneration”
    - Jan 17th 1pm-3pm
  - [https://www.kpbs.org/events/2024/02/03/love-your-wetlands-day-2024](https://www.kpbs.org/events/2024/02/03/love-your-wetlands-day-2024)
  - Love your Wetlands Day
  - Compost bins around campus!
  - Any environmental concerns let me know

- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
  - Reaching out to the AVP of EDI in AS to schedule a meeting hopefully it works…
  - Trying to discuss connecting the EDI positions in all councils and AS together to tackle issues that rise more effectively together rather than one by one.

- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - Nothing to report
  - Weekly Collegewide Basic Needs meetings will start back up soon - so more to report when I attend those

VIII. **New Business**

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**

A. **VPI**: Voting members, please [cancel](#) your meetings with the VPE, Alyssa, and schedule with our VPI, Gage, with this link

B. **Voting Member Check-In**

C. **VPE**: Clarification on campus rep one to ones: there's only 7 of them and they have to meet twice this quarter meaning 14 meetings in my schedule. Please give them priority scheduling. [UHAC, SFAC and shadow, UCAB, SHWAB, RFAB, LSAC] advocates - tbd I'll get you an answer next week so any scheduled meetings as an advocate is canceled until I provide a response

D. Anna: I forgot to say thank you to bingo people, thank you!!!

E. **Passing of the gavel**
  - Passed to Vickie!

XI. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT**: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex, Elan, Shriya, Christopher, Nic, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob

**EXCUSED**: Hang, Emily, Dean Sherry

**UNEXCUSED**: Rafael

**ADJOURNED**: 5:55 P.M.
I. Call to Order:

II. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Shariene, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry, Sammy, Kyli
EXCUSED: Josef, Hang
UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes
   A. 19-0-0

IV. Announcements:
   A. Social with SIP next Monday 1/22 from 5-7pm

V. Public Input and Introduction:
   A. Ivan Ramirez- Select Committee for the Improvement of Communications

VI. Committee Reports
   A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
      ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
      ❖ Involvement Fair
         ➢ $338.04
         ➢ Move to approve - from the RCC Involvement Fairs line item
         ➢ 18-0-1
         ■ PASSED
   B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
      ❖ Rules will begin meeting weekly/biweekly. If you are in the committee please fill out this lettuce meet ASAP so I can choose a time that works for the most people
         ➢ https://lettucemeet.com/l/Pb3B6
   C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
      ❖ Appoint Isaac to Rules Committee
         ➢ 17-0-2
         ■ PASSED
D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ Meeting this Sunday, January 21st 6:30-7:30pm on zoom
     ➢ Dean Sherry sent out the zoom link, let me know if you did or didn’t get it
   ❖ We will be talking about expectations, having a discussion about potential alternatives for the Disneyland trip, and deciding on top three senior merch choices

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Meeting next Friday (1/25)! Poll for time will be sent out this weekend.
   ❖ Involvement fair Jan 30!

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Meeting time: Mondays 6:00pm-7:00 pm biweekly starting next week. If you’re not already in the channel pls let me know as zoom links will be sent there.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Spirit Committee opened to Revelle students
   ❖ Reminder: Committee members required to help at least one other event outside of Spirit Night 🎉Spirit Week/Night 2024 🎉
   ❖ Reach out to me if you did not attend this week’s meeting

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ No CCP last week
   ❖ All Council Slack- feel free to reach out to other representatives in the channel you’re in.
     ➢ Very hard for me to go through and identify who is and isn’t in their role channel, so please drop your name here if you are not in a position specific channel in the slack
   ❖ Voting- please extend your hand fully, it’s hard to count votes if they’re resting on the table or not fully out
   ❖ Bingo- tell your friends so we can get attendance higher
   ❖ If you have not met with Isabel to start planning an event by the end of Week 3 ( you will be required to have a 1:1 with me to discuss why you aren’t fulfilling your responsibilities.
     ➢ Isabel’s Calendly link https://calendly.com/eaisabellopez
     ➢ Isabel’s email: i1lopez@ucsd.edu
   ❖ Hunger and Homelessness awareness week money needs to be used
   ❖ We will not be meeting next week- the Spirit Night Tailgate is during council time and everyone will be expected to attend the tailgate in place of the RCC meeting.

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ At the behest of the President, I am declaring frozen yogurt bonding an official and safe RCC event for our game of assassins
   ❖ Merch is being finalized and I am coordinating with Isabel to get the store set up
   ❖ Applications are open for Out of State and UCAB Reps
     ➢ Let your friends or residents know if they want to be involved in RCC
     ➢ Publicity will be out next week on Infolink and Instagram
   ❖ Voting Member Check-Ins:
     ➢ Calendly is finalized so please schedule your appointments
     ➢ Times and dates are open for the rest of the quarter so find a time that works best for you
     ➢ https://calendly.com/gmowrey-2024/30min

C. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ New name plates by Week 4.
   ❖ Attendance Reminders
   ❖ Name Plate Change Request: https://forms.gle/WMxSpsCrzJXiB6u77

D. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Campus Reps continue setting up meetings with me if you haven’t already. You must meet with me first before you schedule your second meeting (https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one)
   ❖ Spirit Night posts are starting to go up! Tell friends, roommates, suitemates [RAs pls repost on stories to residents] to follow and participate

E. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ Special Presentations
       ■ Human Rights Advisory Board: Incorporating research and
ensuring that different identities are being represented when AS is making decisions

- WORTH (Women Organizing for Rights, Triumph, and Harmony) Commission
- UPLIFT (Undocumented People’s Liberation and Inclusion for Future Transformation) Commission
- GAIN (Global Advocacy and Inclusion Network) Commission
- SAFE (Student Allies for Families: Advancing Student-Parent Excellence) Commission
- PULSE (People United for Leadership, Solidarity, and Empowerment) Commission
- SOAR (Sexual Orientation and Respect) Commission

  - Create a library of donations for students to give away and lend school supplies
    - $100 ask for a gift card to be raffled off to students who donate (incentives)

  - Aimed to equally distribute funds to basic needs projects per college

❖ Old Business

➢ ACTION ITEM: Resolution in Support of the UC Student Association’s Racial Justice Now Campaign for Academic Reparations and the Establishment of a Permanent $1 Billion Endowment Fund to Improve Afrikan UC Student Access, Retention, and Graduation Rates. Sponsored by the Vice-President of External Affairs Tapia Jr-Urbiea.
  - PASSED

❖ New Business

➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: Education and Support for Survivors of Sexual Assault and Harassment. Sponsored by VP Academic Affairs Hwang.
  - How to coordinate school-wide efforts/ use our resources to help survivors
  - CARE at SARC
  - Having sexual assault training

➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Formation of the Select Committee for the Improvement of Student Organization Funding. Sponsored by Senator Vats.
  - Committee composition
    - One rep from each top 5 spending student orgs
    - One rep from all student orgs that have appealed funding maximums
    - One rep from any student orgs that applies to join the committee and is approved by the chair or a simple majority of the members
    - Rep from the Office of Finance and Resources
    - Rep from the Office of Student Organizations
    - Members of the Associated Students Senate
  - Address access and understanding funding guidelines as well as possibly adjusting the guide to better fit student org needs
  - 9 - 16 - 5
  - NOT PASSED

❖ Reports

➢ AS Offices
  - Office of the President
    - Elections Manager application due Friday evening
    - Partnering with AVC Mahaffrey and HDH to expand availability of menstrual products in res halls
    - Health Hearts event (Office of Food & Housing Resources and Health & Well-being)
      - February 14th 12-2PM @ Town Square

➢ AS Committees
Finance

- DVC - Event Maximum Appeal: $13,478.41
  ◆ Appeal = $12,750
  ➢ PASSED
- UCSD KEEBS - Event Maximum Appeal - $11,892.25
  ◆ INFO
  ➢ Currently allocated $16,500
  ➢ Have used approximately $2,800
  ➢ Requesting $11,892.25 for Studio Keebi
  ◆ PASSED

F. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Spirit Week is week 3 and Spirit Night is Thursday, January 25!
     ➢ Monday (1/22): Poster Contest in Commuter Lounge 3:00-6:00pm
     ➢ Tuesday (1/23):
       ■ Chalk the Walk at the Revelle Plaza 12:00-2:30pm
       ■ Bingo Night in conference rooms 5:30pm
     ➢ Wednesday (1/24): Trivia Night at Dirty Birds 5:00pm
     ➢ Thursday (1/25):
       ■ Tailgate at the Revelle Plaza 4:30-5:30pm1
       ■ UCSD vs. UCR Spirit Night game at LionTree Arena 7:00pm
   ❖ MANDATORY: Fill in shirt size and sign up for Spirit Night shifts:
     ☀️ Spirit Week/Night 2024
   ❖ Need more people for the Trivia Night team. Golsa will be doing halftime musical chairs!
   ❖ Shirts and stickers arrived!
   ❖ Spirit Night graphic will be posted tomorrow on @allthingsrevelle Instagram. Like it or else.

G. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ I apologize for my absence, I have an interview presently. See you all at Spirit week!

H. Class Representatives
   - Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
     ❖ If you are able to help out Wednesday, January 31st anytime between 10:00am-2:30pm please sign-up on the Google Sheet! <3333
   - Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
     ❖ Please fill out the Sheet ^^^ Thanks!
   - Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
     ❖ Nothing to report
   - First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
     ❖ As a collaborative event between the First Year Representatives and First Gen Representatives, we have decided to work together on having a resource fair
     ❖ We have spoken to Isabel for her advice on our event as we already have an outline for how the event will proceed where hopefully it will be finalized soon to present to the finance committee
     ❖ We would like to have your input on any organizations you have found useful or students should be more aware of.
     ❖ Name of organizations
       - OASIS MSTP workshops
       - Student Advising
       - CAPS
       - Undocumented Student Services
       - SPACES
- Career Center
  - Name of incentives
  - Boba

I. Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]
  - Nothing to report.

J. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
  - Revelle Creative Art show hope to see you guys there :D

K. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
  - Nothing to report (First transfer advisory committee meeting next week)

L. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
  - FINALLY I have something to report, more like help :)
  - Kindly fill out this form to help me plan for my event. The form is anonymous and won’t take more than 2 minutes to complete.
    ➢ https://forms.gle/arUhg8qyZW1aM6Xy8

M. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
  - Happy Week 2 😭
  - First-Gen & Finest Committee Meeting:
    ➢ Thinking about adopting a new first-gen definition to broaden accessibility of first-gen resources and events.
      ■ Muir’s Definition: “UC San Diego and the University of California Office of the President define first-generation college students as students with neither parent having a four-year college degree. This is the definition UC San Diego uses to identify students who are able to access support and services coordinated by Triton Firsts Initiatives. At Muir, we recognize that even if one or both of a student's parents have a four-year college degree, other circumstances may lead them to self-identify as a first generation college student. We welcome any of our students that identify with the first generation college student experience.”
  - First-Gen Friday Post (1/26):
    ➢ Want to switch to a video-format Student Spotlight for rest of quarter to increase engagement and interest
    ➢ In talks with Janet to further break down logistics
      ■ i.e. changing the spotlight form, advertising that form, etc.
    ➢ For these posts, can RCC Instagram be added as a collaborator? If so, what information do we relay to VP External?
  - First Year X First Gen Resource Fair
    ➢ Event is currently in the works, will provide updates as things are finalized

N. Out of State Representative [-]

O. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]

P. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
  - Nothing to report.

Q. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
  - Looking forward to getting together and playing board games
  - We are still looking for people to sign up for our Talent show
R. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
  ❖ Join Student Affairs staff tomorrow from 10:30-11:30am for Spill the Coffee (or Tea)
    in front of BCB (Big City Bagels) Cafe in Revelle Plaza
  ❖ Tomorrow (1/19) is Revelle Creative’s 2nd Annual Art Show, 4:30-6:30pm in Revelle
    Res Life Conference Rooms A, B, C
  ❖ Isabel and I are close to having RCC budget numbers to share out, we’re just waiting
    on an update from the Undergraduate Colleges Business Office

S. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]
  ❖ Monday 01/22: Student Initiated Programs is hosting Mental Health Mondays:
    Coloring and Hot Chocolate, happening in the Commuter Lounge 12:00 - 1:30pm

T. Campus-Wide Representatives
  ● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
    ❖ Nothing to report Rip :(;
  ● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
    ❖ Nothing to Report
  ● UCAB Representative [Pablo Shimizu (proxy)]
    ❖ Nothing to report.
  ● SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
    ❖ Nothing to report.
  ● RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
    ❖ Student Experience Referendum: Talked about a New Student Experience Fee
      ➢ Draft of the proposal is linked above, feel free to check out the proposal.
      ➢ Starting Fall 2024 the fee would be $55.30, Starting Fall 2029 (with new rec
        facilities) fee will be $189.20.
      ➢ $55.30 would support all programs and services not related to construction
        of new facilities. $189.20 would begin when all the new facilities are
        complete and opened for student use.
      ➢ We have not voted for this yet, so if anyone has any questions feel free to let
        me know or message me. RFAB will talk more about this at our next
        meeting.
    ❖ Men’s basketball has been doing well this season, we are currently second in the Big
      West
  ● LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
    ❖ Nothing to Report
  ● Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
    ❖ Sixth College civic engagement representative reached out to all of the civic
      engagement representatives about an event they are planning for February 19th to
      help bring attention to upcoming primary and local elections
      - Reached out to Samuel Helvig recently about my willingness to help plan
        the event, participate, and help represent Revelle College Council
      - Will keep everyone updated with how that proceeds
CONGRESSMAN PETERS TOWN HALL: JANUARY 25th at 2 PM
- Will be hosted from 2 PM to 3:10 PM
- Will have prepared questions
- Will include an open Q and A session where student attendees can ask their questions
- Will also have the opportunity to get a signature and/or picture with the Congressman
- First 35 people RSVP get free pizza! Spots are filling up fast!!
- RSVP HERE

● Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  ❖ Big Waste Event Recap
  ❖ Plant Protein Event
    ➢ Mon Jan 22 in front of RIMAC from 3-5

● EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  ❖ I had a meeting with the AVP of EDI about connecting with the other college council EDI advocates. There is a slack channel for the advocates so hopefully we can set up communication and meetings
  ❖ I also connected with her about an event for the Persian new year. The event is being planned currently to be on Wednesday, March 13th at night hopefully in Revelle plaza. I am planning it with an RA, the AS office of EDI, and PASA, the Persian club.

● Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  ❖ The $100 from AVP is up for RCC members to use as the plans for the pantry are still being discussed and programmed - it would be amazing to do something food/housing related - if anyone has any ideas I would love to collaborate!

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business
X. Announcement
  A. Passing of the gavel
  ● Passed to R

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Alex, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley
EXCUSED: Josef, Hang, Dean Sherry
UNEXCUSED:
ADJOURNED: 5:55pm
I. **Call to Order:** 5:04 PM

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Christopher, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Nic, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Jacob,

**EXCUSED:** Pablo, Shriya, Josef, Hang, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

**UNEXCUSED:** Caren, Rafael

III. **Approval of Minutes**

A. 13-0-0

IV. **Announcements:**

A. Please do not edit reports that are not yours or move names on Roll Call- Kathleen will do it.

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

A. Triton CORE

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**

   - Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - RCC Bingo 2.0
     - $41.90
     - Move to approve - from GU
     - 15-0-1
     - **PASSED**
   - CHAHARSHANBE SURI (PERSIAN NEW YEAR CELEBRATION)
     - $358.25
     - Move to approve - from GU
     - 16-0-0
     - **PASSED**
   - J Board Carnival
     - $147.54
     - Move to approve - from J board line item
     - 15-0-1
     - **PASSED**

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**

   - Bylaws Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 17: remove Subsection 17. Student Care and Accountability Specialist line item
     - 16-0-0
     - **PASSED.**
   - Constitution Article II, Section 1: Remove Director of Student Involvement
     - 15-0-0
     - **PASSED.**
   - Bylaws and Constitution Replace all mentions of “Revelle Standing Committee” with “Revelle Organization”
     - 15-0-0
     - **PASSED.**
   - Bylaws Article 3, Section 8, Subsection 2: Remove Director of Student Involvement
     - 15-0-0
     - **PASSED.**
   - Bylaws Article V, Section 2, Subsection 3: Remove item D “Receive verified election results, which include the total number of votes cast for each candidate and/or referenda, and ensure the deliverance of said results to RCC and the Revelle Dean of Student Affairs.”
     - 15-0-0
     - **PASSED.**
Bylaws Article V, Section 5, Subsection 1: Remove item D “Candidates shall be responsible for providing proof of eligibility”
- 15-0-0
  ▪ PASSED.

Bylaws Article V, Section 5, Subsection 2, item B: replace “They” with “Candidates”
- 15-0-0
  ▪ PASSED.

Bylaws Article V, Section 5, Subsection 2, item G: Replace “Election Manager” with “RCC Advisor”
- 15-0-0
  ▪ PASSED.

Bylaws Article V, Section 5, Subsection 4, item B: replace “printed on” with “added to”
- 15-0-0
  ▪ PASSED.

Bylaws Article V, Section 6, Subsection 2, item D: Remove item D “Slate managers need to contact the Revelle Dean of Student Affairs with the same information as Article V Section 6.2 Subsection A by the end of the filing period.”
- 15-0-0
  ▪ PASSED.

Bylaws Article V, Section 7, Subsection 1: replace “Administration building” with “Dean of Students Office in Galbraith Hall 350”
- 14-0-1
  ▪ PASSED.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
- Appoint Rafael to Finance Committee
- 12-0-3
  ▪ PASSED

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
- Reminder that we have a meeting this Sunday, February 4th from 6:30-7:30pm

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
- Our Winter Involvement Fair was a success!
  ▶️ Thank you to everyone who volunteered to help out, tabled, and stopped by
- We will be meeting tomorrow 2:45-3:15pm as usual on Zoom. It is the same link but I will email/put it in the discord tomorrow.
  ▶️ If you cannot attend, please let me know by tomorrow morning at the latest.

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
- Saturday at 2pm > Zoom. Creative projects coming soon

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
- Nothing to report.

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
- CCP
  ▶️ All Council Retreat date changed to February 25th from 1pm-4pm (From Feb 24th)- it is mandatory for RCC members
  ▶️ Please fill out this google form so the AVP of OCA can get an approximate head count
    https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe-agFrGQAocVs8n1YlJbKSrHjjO1rFWCk9xukB9tUuALg/viewform
  ▶️ Revelle Elections Committee Representative
  ▶️ College Council formal?
    ▶️ Grace, sam, Isaac, Golsa, Kyli (maybe), Chris
  ▶️ AS Elections Manager application extended to 2/2 at 11:59
- Revelle Elections manager
- Link to Revelle events calendar- please keep this in mind as you’re planning your event dates
  ▶️ https://tockify.com/revellecollege/pinboard
- Exec office hours- some exec members will be hosting these for people on Council, if you have any questions, comments, or just want to chat outside of RCC meetings
  ▶️ Mine will be Thursdays 3-5 in the College Center
- Pool social interest
- Those of you who have an event requirement but not met with Isabel or communicated with Exec that you are planning an event have received an email from
me to discuss why you are not fulfilling your duties

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   - Fee Referendum
   - Fee Breakdown Calculations from Dean Sherry
   - 1-on-1 Meetings: Scheduling Link
     - Still Missing a 1-on-1
       - Josef
       - Chris
       - Shriya
       - Elan
     - Tyler* due to my scheduling conflict
   - Merch is being worked on with TritonOutfitters but no updates otherwise
   - Not able to do exec office hours this quarter but next quarter I will reevaluate my schedule, but if you would like to talk anybody is welcome to schedule a meeting on my Calendly

C. **Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]**
   - I have a report now!
   - Finance updates will be given here along with other positional updates including putting Revelle Finances on our website
   - Exec office hours: Tuesdays (and most Thursday) 2-4 at the Sustainability Resource Center
     - This will start next Thursday
     - If you have questions about your budget you want to ask me before Finance committee this is a great place to do so
   - Finance committee will be having a guest host next week
   - RCC Budget 2023-2024

D. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   - Name Plates
   - Committee attendance: Communicate absences in advance (24 hrs); each meeting counts as 1/2

E. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   - Advocates are now meeting with me! Schedule a meeting with me now until the end of the quarter. Same rules apply: schedule 48hrs in advance and all meetings are held on zoom. [https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one](https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one)
   - Campus reps you’ll start scheduling your second meeting as soon as I finish the first round with two more people.
   - Instagram updates: Everyone loved Wilson! If you happen to be creative and want to give your event a mascot too, it might get more visibility.
   - Flyers > once again another announcement. The flyer must be in a week before you want it posted. Spirit week showed that rule when things got hectic and I was posting maybe two a day to get all the events in.
   - Exec office hours will be released for week 6

F. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   - SPECIAL PRESENTATION
     - [AS Lecture Notes powered by EVT.ai](https://evt.ai)
       - Only up to 15 classes will be a part of this pilot program. Classes will be prioritized if…
         - The requesting student identifies as a person with a disability
         - There are numerous requests for the same course
         - The number of students in the course
         - Determines if the professor complies
       - There will be an evaluation form to evaluate usefulness
     - [UC Student Association President](https://www.ucwvote.org)
       - Increase “accessibility, affordability, and quality of UC system”
       - Campaigns: ACQUIRE, SEED, UCWEVOTE, RJN, FundTheUC
     - NEW BUSINESS
       - Legislative Action Item: [Revision to Title II, IV, and VIII of the ASUCSD](https://www.asucsd.ucsd.edu/about/new-business)
**Standing Rules (Reform of the College Affairs).**

- Establish responsibilities and increase checks and balances for the AVP of College Affairs
- PASSED

- Legislative Action Item: Revisions to Title IV of the ASUCSD Standing Rules 9 Section 5, Travel Code of Conduct.
  - Rules for when students in AS travel
  - PASSED

- Finance Action Item: Allocation of $9,000 from Mandate Reserves to the EVT.ai Lecture Notes Pilot Program.
  - PASSED

- HANNAH’S DISABILITY JUSTICE SLACK
  - Big Brain Energy
  - Disability Students Commission
  - Emerging Leaders Program
  - AS Academic Affairs Office
  - A few other AS senators
  - Please include your email here if you’d like to be added!

G. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**

- WE WON THE CUP OF CHEER!! WOOOOOOO!!
- Nothing to report.

H. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**

- If anyone is aware where the blue carts (not the wagon) are from the leadership space after we returned them, please let me and/or Janet know.

I. **Class Representatives**

- **Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]**
  - Be A Kid Day is moved to NEXT Wednesday, February 7th from 12:00pm-1:30pm
  - We might and most likely will have to move the event location
  - Reminder that you can still sign up to help out (link is on discord)
  - Thank you to those who already signed up to help <333

- **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
  - Be a Kid Day is now NEXT week
  - Thanks to everyone who signed up!
  - It also might rain so hopefully, it doesn’t

- **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
  - Nothing to Report

- **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
  - Everything is going well as we have confirmed our spaces.
  - Go to Boba Flavors please write below.
  - Matcha
  - Thai tea
  - Peach tea
  - Taro
  - Jasmine Milk Tea
  - Strawberry green tea
  - Milk tea
  - Brown Sugar boba <3
  - Strawberry milk tea

J. **Commuter Representative [Pablo Shimizu]**

- Nothing to Report

K. **Residential Representative [Chris Anjanel]**

- I had a WIP event that I was planning (Sprout into Spring) that may have to change due to new plant rules. RIPPP

L. **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**

- Nothing to Report

M. **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**

- Nothing to Report

N. **First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]**

- hey everyone, another week :///
- Video posted last week had a successful outreach!
  - Have scheduled filming dates w/ three different first-gen students in Revelle
  - First two are scheduled for tomorrow, hope it goes well
No longer have to beg our friends to do it so yippee.

Out of State Representative

Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]

Thank you for approving the budget. As stated we are holding an event Monday of week 8 February 26 from 4-6 pm, so come out if you can.

Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]

Revelle’s Got Talent!
- Thursday, February 15th from 7-9pm
- Several acts from within Revelle, bands, rap duo, comedy, and possible drag queens!
- Would love it to have RCC members there after Council!
- Let us know if you want to help judge the competition!

Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]

Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]

Campus-Wide Representatives
- UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
  - Dining Updates - Link to PPT: ![Dining Updates for UHAC 1.24.24.pptx](Dining Updates for UHAC 1.24.24.pptx)
- Some new sweet options coming at restaurants like waffle irons and info available in the app yuhhhh 🍌
- Soft serve (finally) coming at the 64 Degrees Triton Grill <3
- Fresh cookies and fresh fruit coming for all locations as well!
- Special Events - flyers coming!
  - Coup d’eTOTs on February 2nd @ 64 Degrees, Pines and Canyon Vista for National Tater Tot Day
  - Lunar New Year February 7th 4-9pm @ 64 Degrees
Mardi Gras February 13th 4-9pm @ Sixth

- Dine with Dining events
  - Tuesday February 20th 6-7pm @Pines Restaurant at Muir
  - Wednesday March 6th 6-7pm @Canyon Vista at Warren

- Ways to get in touch with Dining for any needs: on the App under Home & Support - the Dining Support Form

- Triton Cash Vendors:
  [https://hdhtcas.ucsd.edu/accounts/triton-cash/discounts.html](https://hdhtcas.ucsd.edu/accounts/triton-cash/discounts.html)

- Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns you want me to report to my UHAC meeting about housing concerns/dining concerns!

- Keeling gym both treadmills not working, when being used the machine jerks and at moments doesn't start right away :(

- SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
  - Funding requests are in, and we will be going over them in sub-committees
    ➢ Interviews will take place in the coming weeks
  - AS Senator Projects can request funding from SFAC
    ➢ @Maddie & Hannah, let us know if you want our Chair, Gina Scott’s email

- UCAB Representative [-]
  - Nothing to Report

- SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
  - UC SHIP has requested for the copay for ER visits to be increased from $125 to $150 for the 24-25 school year
    ➢ Goal is to encourage students to use SHS appointments and urgent care to minimize visits to the ER which have been over-crowded.

- RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
  - Talked more about the Student Experience Referendum
    ➢ Voting for this fee will take place in Spring (around april 8th - april 12th)
  - Spring sports start in February
  - Men's Basketball is currently tied for first in Big West

- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  - Nothing to Report

- Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]
  - Had a great turn out for the Congressman Scott Peters Town Hall! A lot of interesting, engaged questions ranging from education policy to social media regulation, etc.
  - Currently working the GenUP and the AS Office of External Affairs for a GOTV event in February
  - Will be tabling on behalf of the Triton Lobby Corps for the academic orgs event on library walk on February
    ➢ Particular emphasis will be on the Lobby Corp's
  - Also, there will not be a revamped version of SOVAC – any further collaboration by the civic engagement reps will be with the Director of Civic Engagement for the AS Office of External Affairs

- Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  - [Currents!](#)
    ➢ Saturday, Feb 3rd 2024 6:30-10 pm
  - [Love Your Wetlands Day](#)
    ➢ Saturday Feb 3rd 9am-3pm
    ➢ Activities at the Marsh
      ■ Guided marsh and kayak clean-ups
      ■ Guided birding
      ■ Booths from environmental organizations (I will be in one booth!)
      ■ Educational presentations by local scientists
      ■ Speeches by elected officials, and cultural activities with Indigenous leaders
      ■ Native planting
      ■ Fish seeing
  - [Triton Leaders Conference](#)
    ➢ Embracing Equity: Perspectives on Environmental Justice
      ■ Friday, Feb. 2
      ■ 12:30-5:30 p.m.
      ➢ Virtual Only
 sábado, feb. 3

- 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
  - Hybrid
  - Birch Aquarium
  - San Diego, CA

分钟左右

- San Diego Storm Resources
  - https://www.sandiego.gov/storm
  - Currently not at the meeting because the roads are flooded (not as bad as last week’s storm yay but also my power went out?)
  - Reminder to reach out to your commuter friends/peers especially outside of La Jolla! These storms have revealed areas with inadequate infrastructure and caused a lot of damage
    - OPINION: The federal government is failing San Diego County residents on cross-border sewage issue
      - Here is more information about Southbay residents of San Diego County’s feelings/experiences facing more pollution as climate change increases the severity of weather events

- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - Last last Friday I had my Academic Senate on EDI meeting
    - We covered a scholarship program for professors at UCSD to get paid time off to do research, and tomorrow we will be having another meeting to choose the people although I #don’t get a vote it’s still cool
    - We also talked about Qualcomm and reviewed their progress over the past 5 years and how they can present their projects and initiatives better. We talked about how Qualcomm has a lot of initiatives towards improving diversity and inclusion, but they’re not as good about marketing these initiatives so a lot of times they get overlooked.
    - It was also my first meeting with everyone so I was a little confused about everything and didn’t catch half of the things:)
  - If you passed my budget, thank you so much 🙏🏼
    - I will be having a meeting with the AVP of EDI tomorrow to finalize the budget for catering and then request the tap form
    - I will need volunteers for the event so I will be making sheets, but I will also be contacting Revforce for them to help too. Shifts will include set-up, making sure people check in, handing out food, handing out the goods, working on a raffle towards the end of the event, and finally cleaning up.
  - A person named Oleg Lougheed reached out to me over email. He said he found my email on the UCSD website, I have no idea how so if you know let me know. He is the executive director of Overcoming Odds, which you can learn more about here. He is interested in hosting a 90 minute workshop to reshape the power of personal and professional narratives. Basically empowering the individual. He said there’s a $1,500 budget per workshop, so I’m thinking about setting up a zoom with him if possible to see what exactly he’s talking about, why Revelle College, and also how he found me. Let me know if you know about this program or received an email too.
  - Finally, if anyone has any ideas or initiatives let me know, I want to collaborate with other college councils and use the fund to promote cultural events so if there’s any you haven’t seen or would like to see more of please HIT ME UP

- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  - Last Thursday I attended the collegewide Basic Needs monthly meeting, here are the updates:

**FOOD SECURITY PROGRAM / Calfresh**

- 802 filled out a form to apply for CalFresh
- 445 have scheduled for appointment services
- CalFresh has begun to host in-person support - **Tuesdays and Thursdays** - hours are posted on their website (I don’t have access to the website yet as soon as I do I will link it here)
- CalFresh has now begun to partner with UCSD Financial Aid → so that students can receive the Calgrant food grant
- CalFresh is hosting an event at the cross-cultural center on Feb 8 → helps students aid for CalFresh
and reapply if the grant for some reason (there was issues with this in the past) denied

TRITON FOOD PANTRY
- Work on diversifying vendors and food choices
- Pantry has been fully stocked all of fall quarter
- Progress on destigmatizing idea of getting food
- Return to 15 points for quite some time (used to be 10 point limit for a little bit) food and housing security team
- 25 000 pounds of food diverted or recovered

EMERGENCY HOUSING (2023)
- Fall 2023 Emergency Housing Services Recap
  ○ Total EHS Cases: 46 (The most cases we’ve seen since EHS has been established
  ○ Need Trends
    ■ Transitional - 21
    ■ Unhoused - 7 (larger last fall than this fall)
    ■ Unexpected Displacement - 2
    ■ Safety - 8 (compared to previous quarters, there was an increase)
    ■ Environment - 8
  ○ Outcome Trends
    ■ On-Campus - 9 (MUCH ADVOCACY ON THIS PART BUT IT IS DOABLE)
    ■ Off-Campus - 17
    ■ Returned Home - 15
    ■ Graduated - 1
    ■ Unknown - 2
    ■ On-Going - 2

LAPTOP LOAN PROGRAM → now in collaboration with basic needs
- 206 out on loan currently
- loan now extended for the full academic year
- 91 devices still in stock
- basic needs has provided funding to buy further devices for next year

SMART GOALS FOR BASIC NEEDS + COLLABORATIONS MOVING FORWARD
- **Smart Goal 1**: Develop community assessment to evaluate food security resources and locations on campus and distribute to campus partners by the end of the winter quarter.

- **Smart Goal 2**: Increase participation/support outreach in the Cost of Attendance Survey that helps determine adjusting cost of attendance or find out what does determine and if this survey is the most impactful (parked until 2025)

- **Smart Goal 3**: Access to data highlighting relationship of food/housing/financial insecurity to anxiety and depression

- **Smart Goal 4**: Expand Grocery Shuttle, assess student input for what shuttle currently goes to and gap areas that students would like addressed.

- We have split into groups to tackle each of these smart goals and I have opted to become further involved in smart goal 3 / More information to come when future meetings take place / If anyone is interested in getting involved please reach out!

❖

VIII. **New Business**
A. **Special Presentation: AS Constitutional Amendment on Standardizing Appointments**
   ● Roll Call Vote
     ❖ Yes: 0
     ❖ No: 13
Abstain: 0

a. NOT PASSED

B. **Revelle Student Activity Fee Referendum**
   - Introduced by Vice President Internal Gage
   - Fee Referendum
   - Fee Breakdown Calculations from Dean Sherry
   - Discussion
     ❖ Gg
     - Straw Poll: Change $4.50 increase to $2.50 increase
       ❖ 16-1-2
       a. PASSED
     - Move to call for a roll call vote
       ❖ Yes: 12
       ❖ No: 2
       ❖ Abstain: 0
       a. PASSED

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**

A.

B. * Passing of the gavel*

XI. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Alex Gilden, Christopher, Emily, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Dean Sherry, Hannah

**EXCUSED:** Pablo, Shriya, Hang, Josef, CSA Wesley, Alex Gonzalez,

**UNEXCUSED:** Chris, Elan, Rafael, Nic, Caren, Jacob

**ADJOURNED:** 7:40
I. Call to Order: 5:07

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Maddie, Sharlene, Tyler, Kyli, Issac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Christopher, Rafael, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Jimmy, Golsa, Caren, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Gage, Alyssa, Sammy, Hang, Sophia

UNEXCUSED: Hannah

III. Approval of Minutes: 15-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantin]
   - Outside Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - Outside Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests - Google Sheets
   - Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - RCC Budget 2023-2024
   - Muir Musical
     ➢ $500 total budget
     ➢ $200 covered by Muir Musical Line item
     ➢ Currently have spent $0 in outside group funding (we have a max of $1000 per quarter to spend on outside group funding)
     ➢ Move to approve $200 from the Muir Musical Line item and - from GU for the Muir Musical Budget
       ■ 15-0-2
       ■ PASSED
   - Persian New Year
     ➢ Move to Approve $346.66 for Persian New Year from GU
       ■ 16-0-1
       ■ PASSED

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   - Bylaws Article III, Section 6, Subsection 3: remove RCC Weeks of Welcome
     ➢ Does not exist anymore
     ➢ 17-0-0
     ➢ PASSED
   - Bylaws Article II, Section 3, Subsection 2 “Add Shall have quarterly one-on-ones with the voting members of Council”
     ➢ 17-0-0
     ➢ PASSED

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   - Appoint Chris to Finance Committee
     ➢ 15-0-2
     ➢ PASSED
   - Will be meeting soon to discuss our two applicants so far
   - Look out for a lettucemeet next week

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   - Nothing to report

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   - No live/Zoom meeting tomorrow - meeting time inconsistency thus I will send an email with our plan and responsibilities
     ➢ Shift to meetings every other week
As I missed the last RCC meeting, thank you to everyone who volunteered at the Involvement Fair!

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   - We’re working on creative projects for the ‘gram. Thank you to my committee for working with me last week and being responsive to the projects! We’ll chat again Saturday on discord so please keep notifications on for our channel.
   - If you’re interested in being creative in our projects talk to Gage or me to join my committee!

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   - Meeting next week on Monday, February 12 from 4:00-5:00pm!

VII. Reports
   A. President [Anna McSorley]
      - Headshots next week! 2/15 at the beginning of meeting. Please show up on time and in revelle merch. If you don’t have anything revelle (you all should though from spirit night) anything UCSD or blue/gold will work!
      - Bingo on Tuesdays
      - Reminder that my exec hours are Thursdays from 3-5 in the College Center
   B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
      - 1:1 Scheduling: https://calendly.com/gmowrey-2024/30min
      - Will be planning an RCC social for this quarter and two for next quarter, drop your ideas of what you would want to do or see for team bonding activities here:
         - ideas
         - Hide and seek
         - Escape room
   C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
      - If you are having a meeting with Isabel please feel free to CC the vpfinance@ucsd.edu on that email so I know what budgets to expect
      - If you have any questions about event planning or budget making my exec hours are 2-4 every Tuesday and Thursday at the Sustainability Resource Center
         - I also have a good number of events for the Women’s Center (where I have a budget of $100) if you want some help
         - Thanks Sharlene for coming to my Exec hours today
      - Please make sure to fill out the Mach form after your event
      - Please check RIGHT NOW that you can access and edit this spreadsheet
         - https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1D77uWg_wN-boqFFW9BPkpOL6ljyfHm_cuA5cWq4/edit?usp=sharing
   D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
      - All Council Absence: https://forms.gle/ExsCWzUmsiT9WRB9
      - Spend time with me! : https://calendly.com/katmeet7/kat-s-1v1
   E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
      - Thank you to the first round of one to ones! There is one advocate that still needs to meet with me (I won’t name drop because you know who you are - I’ll name drop next week).
      - Next round for campus reps will be available to schedule next week.
      - Bringing back some event ideas from last year’s survey from my lovely predecessor - if you haven’t planned an event make one of these your own:
         - Carnival
         - RCC Exec Dunk Tank
         - Movie nights
         - Craft events
         - Picnics (boba, Korean fried chicken, mochi donuts….)
         - More commuter events during the middle of the day
         - Tie dye event
         - Destress events
         - Study sessions
         - RCC Olympics
      - Thank you Anna for being my voice today <3
   F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
      - ACTION ITEM: Resolution Condemning the UC Regents Decision opposing Regents Policy 4407
         - PASSED
- **FINANCE ACTION ITEM**: Allocation of $120,000 from the Mandate Reserves to the Basic Needs Initiative Fund. Sponsored by Senator Ramirez and Chief Financial Officer Krishna.
  - Tabled to week 7
  - Would love to get Emma's thoughts on this

- **[LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM]** Revision to the Standing Rule (Title V), Communication Procedures and Policies. Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
  - PASSED

- **[LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM]** Revision to the Standing Rule (Title IV, Section 7), Operational Procedures. Sponsored by Senator Ramirez.
  - PASSED

  - PASSED

- **AS OFFICE REPORTS**
  - **Office of External Affairs**
    - Meeting with President Drake
      - Opportunity for All Campaign (employment opportunity for everyone)
      - Peoples Park, Concerns of Police Surveillance, and collaboration of UCPS and local police departments
      - Collegiate Recovery Programs standardization across the Ucs
    - Student Lobby Conference Applications are open now until Feb 9th
    - The [Black Student Success Survey](#) is available
    - Triton Lobby Core is currently developing stances on legislation at the state level as the introduction of bills at the State level come to a close
    - Beginning a campaign to educate students on the UC Student Association Fee
  - **Office of Academics Affairs**
    - Feb 16th: Know Your Rights Collaboration
      - 12-3 PM @ the Red Shoe Room
  - **Office of Communications**
    - Elections Application Workshop
      - Feb 12: College Council Specific Elections
        - PC Theatre from 5 - 7 PM (Hybrid)
      - Feb 13: Campus Wide Elections
        - PC Theatre from 5 - 7 PM (Hybrid)
    - Feb 13: Transfer Talks
      - 7 PM @ Governance Chambers
  - **AVP of Health and Well-Being**
    - Events
      - Sexual Health Awareness Week (February 12th- February 14th 11:30-4:30 @ Library Walk)
      - Tabling with RISE Ambassadors (1/24, 2/7, 2/21 12:00-1:00 @ RIMAC Patio)
      - Mental Health Speaker Event (February 24th 11-2 pm at the Forum)
      - Healthy Hearts (February 14th 11:00-3:00 pm @ Town Square)
      - Palentines (February 15th 11 am-3 pm @ Sun God Lawn
  - **AVP of Local Affairs**
    - Finishing letter-writing to local officials this week on revolving loan fund, more house money
    - Supervisor Lawson-Remer's office tabling scheduled for Feb 23
    - "Bus-t out the vote" event on Feb 13, local outreach + voter registration
  - **AVP of Student Advocacy**
    - Fill out their [survey](#) on expanding Student Advocacy services to extend to Financial Aid procedures
  - **AVP of Enterprises and Services**
Triton Photography Studio now hiring!!
- Opening soon at PC for Senior Portraits and Professional Headshots

AVP of Concerts and Events
- Feb 8th: Sun God Festival GBM: How it’s Planned and How to Get Involved
  - Governance Chambers from 3-4 PM
  - Sun God Committees
    - Get involved in one aspect of the festival!
- Feb 16-17: Horizon Festival at the Epstein Family Amphitheatre
  - Will be a walk-up line (if you weren’t able to get tickets!)
- Feb 23: Bear Garden: Star Bears
  - Town Square from 5-8 PM

UPDATES
Hannah’s Disability Project:
- Map for ramps and elevators in collaboration with AVP of Transportation and Transformation (Sevan)
- Disability Community Center and OSD Advisory Group with various student orgs and the Disabled Students Commission Director (Daniel)
- Sponsored and passed a AI Notetaker Pilot Program and will be working to make this more than just a pilot
- Let me know if you want to join the Disability Justice Team slack for updates!
- Upcoming HUM Resource Workshop in the works…
- New Office Hours for Winter Quarter!

Anyone wanna be Hannah’s proxy for 2/14?

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
- Planning Week 10 BBQ!

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
- Nothing additional to report.

I. Class Representatives
- Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
  - Nothing to report
- Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
  - Thank you to those who helped with/attended Be A Kid Day!
    - Shout out to Sharlene for leading the event!
- Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
  - Met with Isabel today
  - Event on Friday March 8th (week 9)
  - Sending budget to finance for next meeting
- First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
  - Sending our budget to finance

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
- Revelle Monday 2/26: Commuter Edition
  - 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. in the Commuter Lounge
  - Triton Commuter Club

K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
- Met with Isabel today for help with Sprout into Spring
- In the Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests (Sprout into Spring)
- Need to have meeting with finance
L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   ❖ Nothing to report. / there was a pretty rainbow above sungod an hour ago

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   ❖ Attended the first International Student Advisory Council (ISAC) meeting last week
   ❖ As long as one member of college council attends the ISAC meetings, any member of
     the council can request for funding from ISAC for college events

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   ❖ First-Gen Friday is tomorrow!
     ➢ Our first filmed Student Spotlight is scheduled to post!! (yippee)

O. Out of State Representative [-]

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   ❖ Addressed issue concerning the treadmills at Keeling Mini gym. Pro Staff suggests
     you to report issues to UCSD REC, as they are responsible for the equipment!
   ❖ Triton CORE Slideshow presentation request.

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   ❖ Sunset with Sunny D’s on Monday, 2/12, from 5:00pm - 6:00pm at Keeling Lawn!
   ❖ Revelle’s Got Talent is on Thursday, 2/15, from 7:00pm - 9:00pm at Revelle Plaza!
     Come by and see some fun acts (including rapping and singing)
   ❖ Looking into the future: Roger Revelle’s Birthday is March 7th! Mark your calendars
     for some cookie decorations.

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   ❖ New furniture for the commuter lounge has been ordered; I’ll share out the design at
     a future meeting and update you once I know when it will arrive
   ❖ A few reminders:
     ➢ If a budget for an event involves food delivery, please make sure to include
       the delivery fee and tip in the budget that’s being submitted to council
     ➢ If you’re planning an event, you need to create your own QR code for the
       Liability Waiver and email Isabel at i1lopez@ucsd.edu so she can add the
       event to the waiver. The waiver can be found here:
       https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSseeQaYeSTaEjcSmUg--rfTaTz4h4YUAN31iqGle8FQSwCrA6SQ/viewform?usp=sf_link

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
   ❖ Introducing: Important Links for Programmers google doc (located RCC Drive
     Faceplate)
   ❖ Looking ahead: Triton Day - April 13th, There may be an ask for RCC support
   ❖ Starting transition and meeting with Programmers - Email wpalau@ucsd.edu.
     Please Schedule a meeting: https://calendly.com/wesleypalau

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   ● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]
     ❖ Room Selection is coming! Make sure you check your emails for information and
       check out the website for information (see below). Room Selection Webinar on
       Thursday February 22nd, 3-4pm on Zoom. Register now! (only for continuing
       student housing guarantees sorry second year gang <,3 )
Facilities & Maintenance - Annual Lighting & Safety Walk on campus - please submit your needs, questions, concerns! More information in the link below:

Spring Break Dining Hours Flyer: Dining Spring Break Hours 2024.pdf

HDH & Recreation Outback Adventures Trips Flyer:
OutbackAdventures_Trips_Winter2024.pdf

The moment everyone’s been waiting for… FAFSA :0!
FAFSA is out and there is a new application. Check out the FAQ that was shared:
https://fas.ucsd.edu/forms-and-resources/faq/

➢ Priority filing deadline is March 4th, 2024!
■ 2024-25 FAFSAs now arriving at schools during the first half of March and into April (vs end of January).
➢ Continuing students:
• Should continue to file the 2024-25 FAFSA or CADAA
• Current 2024-25 FAFSA/CADAA Priority filing deadline for Institutional grant is still 3/4/24, and UCSD Continuing Scholarship deadline is 3/3/24
Note: the FAFSA and CADAA no longer ask for Housing status (On campus, off campus or Living with Parent) which impacts the amount of financial aid. Based on data and working with HDH we are finalizing the default Housing status we will use for initial offers and will publish information soon at Housing and Your Aid (ucsd.edu)

SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
 Reviewed Funding Requests
 Presentation on Student Fee Referendum by Assistant VCSA John Hughes

UCAB Representative [-]
 AS Triton Photography Studio Passed
 ➢ Application to be an AS Triton Photographer is on Handshake, or here.
 Hiring Commuter-at-Large

SHWABAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
 Upcoming HPS events:
 ➢ National condom week: 2/12-2/16
 ➢ Mocktail making @ the Zone: 2/14
 ➢ Health Sciences’ Well-Being Resource Fair: 2/28

RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
 Nothing to report

LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
 De-Stress with Pups events for students will be held in Classroom 1 (Geisel, main floor) on February 7 and March 13 from 2:30-4:00 pm. Drop in anytime during the event, but the lines do get long, so come early to be sure to get in!
 Join UCSD Recreation on Geisel’s forum level for weekly yoga on Tuesdays from 12:30-1:30pm throughout Winter term. The activity is free for students and those with a Recreation Membership. Bring your own mat and a light jacket (it gets chilly up there!).
 Visit Geisel Library (in both its main gallery and The Nest) for a new exhibit: Ebb and Flow: Giant Kelp Forests through Art, Science and the Archives. All works in the exhibit explore how San Diego’s giant kelp forests have been observed and documented over the past 134 years.
 Need assistance locating a book or troubleshooting a printer or scanner in the Library? Look for a nearby “Help Now” QR code to contact library staff for assistance and we’ll come to you. The service is available from Monday to Thursday noon to 5 p.m. and Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
 Nothing to report.

Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
 Nothing to report

EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahhari]
 Set up a meeting with Oleg, the person I brought up last week who wants to do a workshop so I’ll update on that.
 In terms of the event, working through ordering catering this week and should be one next week!
Trying to organize an event to bring board directors from each of the writing programs from each college.

- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - Complications with the pantry building for Revelle, if we were to build something it would be a space very specific for Revelle students for something that we are lacking
  - If I were to present this idea again, I would love to hear from the first year / second / third / fourth year reps and the EDI advocate to know if there is something Revelle students would like to see in terms of Basic Needs

**VIII. New Business**

**IX. Unfinished Business**


- Roll Call Vote on Constitutional Change under Article II-B: Cabinet; Section 3: Appointments & Nominations
  - 0 - 15 - 0
  - **Not Passed**

- Roll Call Vote on Constitutional Change under Article III: Senate; Section 3: Vacancies
  - 15 - 0 - 0
  - **Passed**

- Roll Call Vote on Constitutional Change under Article IV: Judicial Board; Section 2: Appointments and Nominations
  - 0 - 15 - 0
  - **Not Passed**

**X. Announcement**

A. Event giveaways - EDI Advocate Golsa
B. Straw poll: date for RCC Pool social
   - 0 - 0 - 0
   - Date: 26th Feb: 11
   - **Date: 22nd Feb: Yes**
C. Passing of the gavel
   - **Ichiro!**

**XI. Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Grace, Vickie, Josef, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Issac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** Gage, Alyssa, Elan, Hannah, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia

**UNEXCUSED:** Kathleen

**ADJOURNED:**

[Anchor image]
I. Call to Order: 5:45

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Vickie, Josef, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Kathleen, Shriya, Tyler, Hannah, Hang

UNEXCUSED: Caren

III. Approval of Minutes: Passed: 16-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   - RCC Bingo 3.0
     - $420.06
     - Move to approve - from GU for the RCC Bingo 3.0 event
     - Passed: 15-0-1
   - Sprout into Spring
     - $423.77
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Sprout into Spring event
     - Passed: 14-0-2
   - Hum Workshop
     - $128.22
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Hum Workshop event
     - Passed: 14-0-2
   - Persian New Year
     - $358.48
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Persian New Year event
     - Passed: 15-0-1

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   - Nothing to report

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   - Appointments will meet soon, we have had 2 applicants!
   - Will be sending lettuce meet for interview times

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   - Meeting this Sunday, Feb 18th 6:30-7:30pm

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   - Meetings resumed - Friday, tomorrow very briefly, from 3:00pm - 3:30pm. Zoom
     - No meeting 2/23, 3/1 as I will be out of town - remote activities/tasks to follow
   - If you would like to plan more events to provide outreach, services, and support to our student body, consider joining the committee!

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Nothing to report.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   - Nothing to report.

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   - Pool Social Thursday 2/29 at the Exchange after council
   - Snack sign up sheet RCC Snack
   - Appoint Kathleen as Revelle Election Committee Representative
Passed: 16-0-0
❖ Appoint Kathleen as Revelle Elections Manager

Passed: 16-0-0
❖ Reminder to start planning events for the beginning of next quarter or we’ll end up with no events for the first half of the quarter
❖ Reminder that All Council Retreat is 2/25 (next weekend) from 1-4pm on campus!

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Merch is delayed due to logistical issues, I apologize everyone :( 

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
❖ If you have a budget please email me at rccfinance@ucsd.edu
  ➢ If you text me, discord me, email me with a different email I will consider that budget not sent to me in the future
❖ When planning an event please check the other budgets to see if there is anyone has planned for their event to happen during the same week as yours
  ➢ We do not want to have 9 events during week 9
❖ Please come to my exec hours or email me if you’d like me to also look at your budget before Finance Committee
  ➢ 2-4 pm tuesday and thursday at the Sustainability Resource Center (by jamba juice)
  ➢ This weeks attendees: Sharlene, Jimmy, Caren, Anna

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
❖ Nothing to report

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
❖ https://calendly.com/alyssamart/one2one
  A lot of events coming up so it’s really crucial to post your flyers a week before you want it posted to fit all of them in to the feed with equal visibility.
❖ As of right now, Instagram is focused on RCC events and/or announcements - not reposting outside stories if it doesn’t explicitly have RCC within it or collabed on.

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
❖ COMMITTEE REPORTS
  ➢ Legislative Committee
    ■ Legislative Action Item: Revisions to Article II of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Office of Enterprises and Services Reform).
      ● PASSED
    ■ Legislative Action Item: Revisions to Article VI of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Financial Policies and Procedures).
      ● DISCHARGED TO SENATE
    ■ Legislative Action Item: Amendment to Article II-B of the ASUCSD Constitution (Reform of the College Affairs).
      ● DISCHARGED TO SENATE
  ➢ Finance Committee
      ● PASSED

❖ OFFICE REPORTS
  ➢ Office of External Affairs
    ■ Hosting the UC Student Association Board meeting this weekend
    ■ Launching informational campaign on UCSA fee to raise awareness of the importance of funding the UC Student Association
    ■ Triton Advocacy Grant has launched
      ● Reach out if interested in advocacy
    ■ Scott Peters visit, spoke in support of:
      ● H.R.6199 - Build More Housing Near Transit Act of 2023
      ● H.R.6948 - Strengthening Housing Supply Act of 2024

❖ SENATOR REPORTS
  ➢ TMCSC
    ■ Approved all 3 Constitutional Amendments
  ➢ Campus-wide
    ■ Butterfly crewnecks on Triton Outfitters are back!
      ● Go support for AS Period Poverty Program
  ➢ HUM Workshop
    ■ Thank you for passing!
    ■ Info and flyer to come

❖ NEW BUSINESS
Rejection of 2 JBoard Nominations
Tabling of 3 JBoard Nominations
Rejection of Election Manager

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reminder to not use position to elevate your chances in upcoming election
   • Cannot advertise yourself in any way through your position (goes for meetings, tabling, events, etc)

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
   • Nothing to report.

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   • Nothing further to report.

I. Class Representatives
   • Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
     • Nothing to report
   • Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
     • Nothing to Report
   • Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
     • Hi all, sorry I can't be there today. This past Sunday, my best friend (a junior at UCSD) passed away in a car accident. If you see me around, chances are I could use a hug. I will be back next week, but I've been taking this week to try and grieve and figure myself out. Thanks for your understanding.
   • First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
     • Nothing to report!

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
   • 2/26 event. Be there. Even if you aren't a die hard commuter.

K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
   • Went to AS it was actually pretty cool ngl.
   • Thanks for approving the budget will meet with Isabel.

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   • Nothing to report

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   • Nothing to Report

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   • Nothing to report.

O. Out of State Representative [-]
   •

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   • Nothing to report.

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   • Nothing to Report

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   • Revelle's Got Talent: 7pm-9pm! See student performers and win prizes!
   • Roger Revelle's Birthday Week
     ➢ Week 9, March 5th from 11:30-1:00: Chalk Day
     ➢ Week 9, March 6th from 2:00-4:00: Scavenger Day/Game Day
     ➢ Week 9, March 7th (Roger's BDay) from 12:00-2:00: Decorate Cookies for Roger!

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   • Straw Poll on discussion of Fee Referendum:
     ➢ Revisit discussion for increase or maintain the current proposed increase
     ➢ 11-17-0: maintain the current proposed increase

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
   • If you have not met with Isabel, please schedule a meeting with me!
   • Chat with Wesley - Email wpalau@ucsd.edu. Schedule a meeting: https://calendly.com/wesleypalau

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   • UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
     • Nothing to report :
   • SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
     • Nothing to report.
   • UCAB Representative [Ichiro Shimizu*]
     • Nothing to report.
   • SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
Nothing to report

- **RFAB Representative [Jimmie Choy]**
  - Nothing to report

- **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
  - Nothing to report

- **Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]**
  - The Office of External Affairs civic engagement event with GenUP went very well! Many people turned out and registered to vote for the first time!

- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - I am at the Seventh College Council meeting!
    - Trying to do some waste sorting stuff to reduce plastic waste in HDH services
  - **COMPOST YOUR VALENTINES DAY FLOWERS**
    - Please I beg you

  - **Commonly Purchased Items Suggestions:**
    - **Cups**
      - Paper cups with wax lining are my mortal enemy as they are usually 50% of the waste
      - If your event needs cups and you are going to purchase it, please look to buying compostable/biodegradable items

- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
  - I had a meeting with Oleg, the person who reached out to me for a workshop and he was actually really cool, so I will be trying to see how we can support his idea.
  - Next, I just wanted to say this as a general thing, we have a LOT of events planned for week 9, and I don’t think that is fair for students because now they have to choose what event to go to. So please please plan your events in advance and make sure you bring them up to council and plan in advance so everything isn’t in one week.

- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - **Follow up on Che Café:**
    - Food recovery network occasionally donates food to the fridges
    - There is no direct collaboration / affiliation between Che Café and Food Recovery Network / Basic Needs
    - If Che Café were to address this issue of empty fridges → they can apply to the innovation grant which would then give them funding in regards to food security
      - Che Café would have to apply for this grant independently

- **Basic Needs Monthly Meeting Update:**
  - There is a Basic Needs assistance form that you can fill out → it can be for ANYTHING Basic Needs related, meaning food, hygiene, housing
    - over the summer there were 595 referrals, now over fall quarter this went down to 270, essentially showing that efforts are being responded to and so there is no necessity to have to reach out again
    - there has recently been a push for menstrual equality - providing menstrual products outside all of the higher usage bathrooms, and now Basic Needs has begun collaborating with HDH on this matter
  - Charts and Data of Fall Quarter Basic Needs Interaction
    → Triton Food Pantry is the most used Basic Needs service, with 16,604 students utilizing it, ⅓ of the students interacting with it over the fall
quarter for the first time, and the average use per person being 3x a quarter

→ on average the Triton Food Pantry hands out 18,000 meals - meaning that it is essential to keep it stocked as so many of those that are part of the UCSD community utilize it

→ data shows that the most interaction with Basic Needs comes from BIPOC students and international students (that can evidently also fall into the BIPOC category)

→ international students do not have access to CalFresh and so often face hardship when adjusting to the housing and food costs of San Diego and the United States overall

→ by the Food Network Recovery program 10,700 meals have been recovered this past year

- **CalFresh:**
  → students are able to directly apply to CalFresh

  → there is the opportunity to have direct contact to speaking with county workers in regards to application status or about CalFresh in general

  → the maximum award for a student applying to CalFresh on their own is $291 a month

  → approximately 800 students reached out and applied for CalFresh over the fall quarter

  → the *Live Well on Wheels* was CalFresh's most popular event - it allowed students to apply to CalFresh in that moment and it was found that a higher percentage of freshman and sophomore students applied because of the tabling

- **Budget:**
  → talks of a new budget increase (petition) because of needs increase that has occurred recently

  → there was major housing issues this year and so Basic Needs offered a lot of off-campus housing for students, causing a lot of money

  → the majority of the budget comes from the state currently - it is finite, meaning that it will remain constant for at least the next year - no decrease
VIII. **New Business**  
IX. **Unfinished Business**  
X. **Announcement**  
  A. Merchandise Requirement: Must have the “UC San Diego” and “Revelle College” somewhere on the sweatshirt
  * It is an absolute requirement for our merchandise
  * [https://brand.ucsd.edu/](https://brand.ucsd.edu/)
  * Trademarks and Licensing for Merchandise
  B. Passing of the gavel
  * Passed to...... Samantha

XI. **Roll Call**  
**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Vickie, Josef, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex, Elan, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry  
**EXCUSED:** Kathleen, Shriya, Tyler, Hannah, Alex, Hang  
**UNEXCUSED:** Caren,  
**ADJOURNED:**
REVELLE COLLEGE COUNCIL

Thursday, February 22, 2024
Meeting #21

I. Call to Order: 5:03

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Golsa, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Josef, Sammy, Emma, Caren, Vickie, CSA Wesley, Hang

UNEXCUSED: Nic

III. Approval of Minutes: 17:0:0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   ❖ RCC Winter Week 10 BBQ
     ➢ $2747.02
     ➢ Move to approve - from the Week 10 Event line item
       ■ 16-0-1
       ■ PASSED
   ❖ RCC Resource Fair
     ➢ $549.11
     ➢ Move to approve - from GU
       ■ 11-0-5
       ■ PASSED

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Meeting on Sunday on Zoom at 7pm!

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Appoint Jimmy to Appointments
     ➢ 16-0-1
     ➢ PASSED
   ❖ Appointments LettuceMeet
     ➢ https://lettucemeet.com/l/Go1V2

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ Thank you to those who attended Grad Committee last week
     ➢ For those who could not attend, please make sure to respond to my email with your input
   ❖ Next meeting will be on March 3rd!

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ No meeting this week.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ All Council Retreat this Sunday 1-4pm in Multipurpose Room at Student Services Center
   ❖ College Councils have been invited to table at the AS strawberry event Feb 27th from 2-4:30pm on Sun God Lawn - does anyone in council want to do that?
   ❖ College Council Liaison MOU
     ➢ Office of College Affairs MOU (Memorandum of Understanding)
➢ Straw Poll
   ■ Unanimous NO

❖ Pool social pushed to another date :(

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   ❖ Nothing to report
   ❖ [https://calendly.com/gmowrey-2024/30min](https://calendly.com/gmowrey-2024/30min)

C. **Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]**
   ❖ Office Hour Attendees
      ➢ Jimmy 2x
      ➢ Alex Gilden
      ➢ Golsa
      ➢ Isaac
      ➢ Ichiro
      ➢ Anna
      ➢ Hang
   ❖ Office hours are every Tuesday and Thursday from 2-4 at the sustainability resource center (by jamba juice in price theater)
   ❖ Next Tuesday's finance exec hours are canceled

D. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   ❖ All Council Absence: [https://forms.gle/AnNod3HWLZyJyE9](https://forms.gle/AnNod3HWLZyJyE9)

E. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   ❖ Instagram posts to highlight our members have been drafted - awaiting Revelle Creative headshots
      ➢ [https://forms.gle/a7vyUiddvS9tqf3Kt8](https://forms.gle/a7vyUiddvS9tqf3Kt8)

F. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   ❖ **PRESENTATIONS**
      ➢ **Student Experience Referendum**
         ■ Draft [Doc](#)
         ■ Creates new resources for EDI campus community centers that support equity, diversity and inclusion to meet the growing and ongoing needs of our students
         ■ Develops a disability justice and education program
         ■ Provides additional and year-round transportation solutions to, from, and around campus
         ■ Expands student organization support services and increases event funding
         ■ Expands access to health and wellbeing programming, including support for sports clubs
         ■ Builds new facilities to support campus community centers, student organizations, and recreation
         ■ Will follow 2 phases:
            ● Programs and service in Fall 2024
            ● Facilities in 2029
      ➢ **Allocation of $35k from Mandate Reserves to APIMEDA Program and Service**
         ■ Currently granted $1k per year (30-40 events)
         ■ Fund Breakdown
            ● General Programming and Services - $25k
               ◆ Conferences
               ◆ Identity Series
               ◆ Orientations and mixers
               ◆ Community healing spaces
               ◆ Culturally-sensitive basic needs
            ● Academic Program and Services - $10k
               ◆ Professional Development Workshops
               ◆ Booklending Center
               ◆ Mentorship Programs

❖ **BUSINESS ITEMS**
   ➢ **ACTION ITEM:** [Endorsement of Lighting Letter to Vice Chancellor](#)
      ■ PASSED
   ➢ **ACTION ITEM:** Appointment of Madeline Pitkin as Elections Manager
      ■ PASSED
LEG ACTION ITEM: Revision to Title II of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Section 4, Office of Enterprises & Services Reform)  ■ PASSED

LEG ACTION ITEM: Revision to Title VI of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Financial Procedures & Policies: Section 1, Establishment)  ■ PASSED

LEG ACTION ITEM: Revision to Title VI of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Financial Procedures & Policies: Section 2, Executive Budget)  ■ PASSED

LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revision to Title VI of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Financial Procedures & Policies: Section 7, Facilities and Equipment)  ■ PASSED

LEG ACTION ITEM: Amendment to Article II-B of the ASUCSD Constitution (Reform of the College Affairs)  ■ OPEN ROLL CALL VOTE (due Fri 10:10 PM)

OTHER UPDATES

HUM Workshop next Tuesday (2/27)
■ Offering resources, free tutoring, a space to collaborate with other students and a yummy study snack while supplies last

OTHER UPDATES

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ If my budget passes, thank you!
   ❖ Week 10 BBQ will be on Thursday, March 14 from 12:00 – 3:00pm
     ➢ Vendor is Taquitos Jose: a small catering/food truck business in San Diego that serves tacos
     ➢ Reminder: Week 10 BBQ is mandatory for all RCC members

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

I. Class Representatives
   ● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
     ❖ Nothing to report.
   ● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
     ❖ Nothing to Report
   ● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
     ❖ Apologies for leaving early, I have to run a health and safety panel in price forum (feel free to attend when meeting is over!)
     ❖ I got some input regarding my event from finance, plan on incorporating that into my event for next quarter, and hopefully doing another on top of that
   ● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
     ❖ Nothing to report, but thank you for approving our budget

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
   ❖ Event on Monday! 10-11 am, even if you aren’t a commuter there will be free breakfast…
   ❖ Not commuter related but:
     ➢ I know there are a lot of events coming up so please make sure that you submit the college promotions request form to get them advertised on @allthingsrevelle and infolink!
       ■ Shoutout to Anna, Golsa, and Maddie, they’ve already submitted their CPR (and Anna is really consistent with bingo!)
     ➢ Deadline is Thursdays at 12:00 p.m. but if you forgot this one time because
it's your first time hosting an event, text me and we'll make a deal. 😜

❖ Tockify submission link.

K. Residential Representative [Chris Anjanel]
❖ Hola Chicos stuff is ordered, had to make a few changes to amount ordered
❖ Other than that might change possible event date not sure -> week 10 todovia no se

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
❖ We are in progress of making new and fun transfer events for next quarter! Please look out for them cause they will be super fun

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
❖ Nothing to report

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
❖ First-Gen Friday
➢ New student spotlight vid dropping tomorrow !! 🎉
■ Make sure to like, share, and subscribe

O. Out of State Representative [-]

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
❖ Week 9 (3/8/2024) LSP: “Express Yourself”
❖ Students with Housing Guarantee - Submit application 2/21-28 and follow all other steps
❖ Students without Housing Guarantee - Submit Interest for 2/21 - 28 and follow all steps but this is NOT a guarantee

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
❖ Our event has to be moved to 4-6 pm Monday of week 9, which is March. 4th, due to some issues with delivery.

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
❖ Revelle’s Got Talent went great, thank you to everyone who showed up.
❖ Mental Health Mondays is having Mindful Yoga on Monday, February 26th from 12:00-1:30pm at Revelle Plaza
➢ Water bottles will be provides, BYO Yoga Mat

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
❖ Our request for a referendum to increase Revelle’s college activity fee has been forwarded to the VC-SACL, for approval and routing to the Chancellor and UC Office of the President

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
❖ Nothing to Report

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
 ● UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
❖ Presentation on Room Selection
❖ The interest form is open 21-28
❖ It is not guaranteed that you will receive a housing contract for 2024-2025
 ➢ Room Selection Info One Pager
 ➢ Room Selection Website
 ➢ Room Selection
 https://hdhughousing.ucsd.edu/living-on-campus/room-selection/index.html
❖ On March 3rd, Dining will be extending hours to midnight in our Amazon Just Walk Out Locations!!! This is for the Sixth, Seventh, and Roger’s Market locations. Announcement to come on social media - hot off the press!
→If you are planning to live off campus, UC San Diego offers a variety of services and information through the Off-Campus Housing Website and the Basic Needs Center to assist students in achieving housing stability.
→Through the Basic Needs Assistance Form, students can schedule a housing consultation to:
● Review off-campus housing options.
● Receive general first-time lease signing information; and
● Learn about move-in and move-out resources.

 ● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
❖ University of California Budget Cuts - presentation by Assistant VCSA John Hughes
 ➢ Due to Governor Newsom’s new budget:
 ➢ Impact to UCSD:
$921,000 budget cut from Student Affairs
~3% budget cut to each department (including the Colleges)
Will not impact Financial Aid for students

❖ SFAC + UCAB potential campus project (not certain)
➤ Iris Photo Booth
   ■ Website
   ■ Example: UC Berkeley Iris Booth
       ● Instagram Post
➤ Total Costs:
   ■ $34,000 for Iris Photo Booth – SFAC
   ■ $6,000 Annual Service Fee – UCAB*
       ● *UCAB has not yet verified if they will cover the annual fees
➤ Location: not finalized
➤ Goal: provide equitable access to professional photographs for UCSD undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, and staff
➤ Concerns
   ■ Ownership? Iris, UCSD, or individual?

● UCAB Representative [-]
   ❖ Nothing to report.
● SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
   ❖ Upcoming events:
       ➤ College Mental Health Talk w/ Dr. Louie Limas on 2/26 from 12-1pm in the Forum
       ■ Register here for free Cali Banh Mi: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeQRKemj9rMBWMBDAggSGWBSynk1QwKg51fEXCP1EovdaxloA/viewform
       ■ Sober Game Day (board games w/ Tritons in Recovery and Collegiate Recovery Program) on 2/27 from 12-3pm in Green Table Room → RSVP here
● RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
   ❖ Talked with LPA (Architecture Firm for RIMAC Expansion)
       ➤ Talked through pre-design of expansion
           ■ Planning fitness, weight, cardio; specialized training; climbing; wellness; social/fun; and environmental features
       ➤ Expansion was voted on by RFAB last year
● LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
   ❖ Nothing to report
● Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
   ❖ Nothing to Report
● Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
   ❖ Nothing to Report
● EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
   ❖ For my event I will need volunteers to help with set-up, serving food, handing out giveaways, and cleaning up. YALL WHEN I SAY I NEED VOLUNTEERS I MEAN IT I LEGIT CANNOT RUN THE EVENT ALONE!!!!
       ➤ PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE SIGN UP PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
       ➤ I already contacted RevForce for help but there will only be so many people, so I made a sheet for y’all to sign up.
       ➤ If you have friends who might be interested lmk and we can add them onto the sheet too, I just need to know who they are first
       ➤ If you help out you get persian catering woo!!! And you can still enter to win prizes woo!!!!
       ➤ Here is the sheets to sign up for shifts (totally didn't steal this from Mena's RevForce sheet….)
   ❖ RCC merch design
       ➤ I REALLY had no time this week but I wanted to show an idea I worked on and BEG Gage for more time
       ➤ The design is here if you wanna see it, but it would only go on either the back or front and then a different design on the back/front
● Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcement
   A. Passing of the gavel
      ● Passed to Sophia!

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Pablo, Chris, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Emily, Sophia, Jimmy, Golsa, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Alex, Josef, Vickie, Emma, Caren, Tyler, CSA Wesley, Alex, Hang, Sammy
UNEXCUSED: Nic
ADJOURNED: 6:21
I. **Call to Order:** 5:04

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** Josef, Ichiro, Sammy, Samantha, Hang

**UNEXCUSED:** Tyler, Shriya, Alyssa

III. **Approval of Minutes:** 14:0:0

IV. **Announcements:**

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**

   - RCC Revelle Transfer Event
     - $60.31
     - Move to approve - from GU
     - 12-0-2
     - **PASSED**

   - SIP Service and Outreach Committee Event
     - $327.16
     - Move to approve - from the SIP line item for the SIP Service and Outreach Committee Event
     - 12-0-2
     - **PASSED**

   - Lego and Coloring Club
     - $195.51
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Lego and Coloring Club
     - 13-0-2
     - **PASSED**

   - Spill the coffee or tea
     - $521.25
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Spill the coffee or tea event
     - 14-0-1
     - **PASSED**

   - Senior Stoles
     - $2462.95 with a $3,500 underwrite
     - Move to approve - from the Revelle Grad Committee line item for Senior Stoles
     - 13-0-2
     - **PASSED**

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**

   - Straw poll on ability to pay for own merch.
     - Less: 15
     - More: 10

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**

   - 2 applicants applied, scheduling interviews now, appointment to council next week

D. **Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]**

   - Thank you for passing the budget <3
   - Next meeting is THIS Sunday, March 3rd 6:30-7:30pm
E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to report

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

VII. Reports
   A. President [Anna McSorley]
      ❖ CCP
         ➢ Thank you everyone for going to All Council Retreat!
         ➢ SJP presentation on AS Constitutional Amendment
         ❖ Creation of human rights board to reinforce ethical spending
         ➢ SJP Justice in Palestine week funding and support
         ➢ Lighting Survey
         ❖ Lighting Endorsement Letter
         ❖ Endorsement of Lighting Letter to Vice Chancellors
         ❖ Election filing open now!
         ❖ Please start planning your events for spring now so that we don't end up with all of our events weeks 9 and 10 again!
         ❖ Week 10 pool room reserved!!
         ➢ RCC Snack

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Merch ideas need to be submitted by Sunday March 3rd at 11:59pm if you would like to be considered for the final design
   ➢ Keep in mind that we are trying to do this in a cost-efficient manner, so avoid designs with lots of colors or overly complex designs

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Exec Hour Visitors
      ➢ Sharlene
      ➢ Jimmy
      ➢ Vickie
      ➢ Kathleen
      ➢ Kyli
      ➢ Caren
   ❖ My Exec Hours will be canceled on Tuesday next week because of a cool event that you can ask me about later
   ❖ Next week I will be having Exec Hours only on Thursday with a new limited edition button
   ❖ I will be reviewing the other college councils finance bylaws and connecting with a few of the VP Finances of these councils to discuss how we can streamline our processes
   ❖ Working on a way to standardize Finance Committee and create a rubric on how we rate budgets

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO SHOWED UP TO OUR EVENT
It was a success, we had people arriving early, and trying to stay late
➢ Extra shoutout to Jimmy and Hang for helping out with set up as well as Hannah for helping students out on their essays!
❖ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Amendment to Article II-B of the ASUCSD Constitution (Reform of the College Affairs). Sponsored by VP Academic Affairs Hwang, Senator Van Deloo, Senator Goraya, and Senator Ramirez.
➢ OPEN ROLL CALL VOTE
➢ 21 - 2 - 12
❖ LEG ACTION ITEM: SJP Constitutional Change
❖ AS therapy session
❖ Disability Justice Report Update
➢ Please fill this out and share to help students with disabilities get notetakers for our Pilot Program!
➢ Please fill this out to advocate for better lighting and accessibility!
➢ Working on map for elevators and ramps
➢ Daniel Soria, the AS Disabled Students Commission Executive Director, is hosting biweekly Disabled Students Alliance meetings every other Friday @ 5 PM. The next one is this Friday, March 1. Click here for the Disabled Students Alliance meeting Zoom link.
➢ Please look at the referendum and let me know your thoughts so I can voice them with the AVC of Student Affairs

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Nothing to report.
H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
❖ Nothing to Report
I. Class Representatives
● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
❖ Nothing to report
● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
❖ Nothing to report
● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
❖ Nothing to report
● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
❖ Nothing to report, but if you’d like to give last-second advice it would be great
❖ isr005@ucsd.edu & lbartels@ucsd.edu

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
❖ Nothing to Report
K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
❖ Succulents have arrived moved to Week 10
❖ Am working on my flyer
L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
❖ Nothing to Report
M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
❖ Nothing to Report
N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
❖
O. Out of State Representative [-]
P. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**
   - Fleet’s LSP: “Express Yourself!”
   - **RA selections interviews are over!**

Q. **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]**
   - Nothing to Report

R. **Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]**
   - Sorry for not being able to come, I am sick. See you next week!
   - **Events this Next Week:**
     ➢ March 5th, 11:30-1:00pm @ Revelle Plaza: Chalk Day
     ➢ March 6th, 2:00-4:00pm @ Revelle Plaza: Scavenger Hunt/Game Day
     ➢ March 7th, 12:00-2:00pm @ Revelle Plaza: Rogers Revelle Birthday
     ■ Will be having Cookie Decorating, and Musical Chairs with Prizes!

S. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
   - Special shout out to Rafael and Topher for your First-Gen Friday IG posts.
   - Congrats to everyone who’s done events so far this quarter. You’ve been doing a great job!

T. **Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]**
   - If you have not met with Isabel/if you have not checked in recently, please schedule a meeting with me!
   - Please send me your availability over email: wpalau@ucsd.edu. OR schedule a meeting: https://calendly.com/wesleypalau
   - **Events coming up:**
     ○ Recreation & Revelle Present: College Bowl on Monday, March 4th 5:00 - 7:00pm, Commuter Lounge (Sign up to play: http://tinyurl.com/collegebowl2024)
     ○ SIP Presents: Roger Revelle’s Birthday: Chalk Day! Tuesday 3/5/24 from 11:30am - 1pm, Revelle Plaza
     ○ RCC Presents: Resource Fair on Tuesday, 3/5/24 from 12:30 - 2:30 pm, Conference Rooms (A-C)
     ○ SIP Presents: Roger Revelle’s Birthday: Scavenger Hunt & Game Day! on Wednesday, 3/6/2024 2:00 - 4:00pm, Revelle Plaza
     ○ SIP Presents: Roger Revelle’s Birthday on Thursday 3/7/24 from 12:00 - 2:00pm, Revelle Plaza
     ○ RCC Presents: Sprout into Spring Wednesday 3/8/34 from 2:00pm- 4:00pm, Revelle Plaza
     ○ RCC and AS Present: Chaharshanbe Suri on Wednesday 3/13/24 from 6:00 - 9:00pm, Revelle Plaza
     ○ RCC Presents: Week 10 BBQ on Thursday 3/14/24 from 12:00 - 3:00 pm, Revelle Plaza

U. **Campus-Wide Representatives**
   - **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]**
     - Nothing to report
   - **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
     - Nothing to Report
   - **UCAB Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
   - **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
Period Project Update
➢ Period Products have arrived, currently making plans for an announcement and a grand opening
➢ Talked more about the Student Experience Referendum
   ➢ GPSA will vote if it should go to the General Student Body
   ➢ If they vote yes, it will go to AS on Wednesday

- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  ❖ Nothing to Report
- Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
  ❖ Nothing to report.
- Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  ❖ Flood Relief Volunteers NEEDED
    ➢ Need to do orientation first, next orientation is Thursday 3/7/24 6-8 pm
    ➢ Southeast 42nd Street Rebuild is Rescheduled due to weather. Please stay tuned for more info from our Southeast Disaster Team partners @harveyfamilyfoundation. Skilled tradesmen and construction workers are needed. All Volunteers Welcome.
    ➢ Instagram Post
- Student Sustainability Collective & Celebrating Muir College Week presents: THRIFT TRADE AND REPAIR FAIRE
  ➢ Muir Quad from 3-6 PM Wednesday, March 6th.
  ➢ Instagram Post
- Call for Art Supplies
  ➢ Instagram Post
- Waste Sorting at Week 10 BBQ
- Working on a "pre-made sustainability bulletin board" for RAs
  ➢ Piloting in Seventh but would love to get Revelle RAs on this!
  ➢ Included in the bulletin board are:
    ■ Waste sorting guide, waste reduction tips for residents, composting program flyer, flyer about different waste orgs

- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  ◾ Event volunteer sign up sheet
  ◾ PLEASE PLEASE HELP ME PLEASE
  ◾ Merch design here
    ➢ Straw poll for the front design:
      ■ First: 0
      ■ Second: 22
    ➢ Straw poll for the back design:
      ■ Oval: 21
      ■ Circle: 1
- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  ❖ Nothing to report
  ❖ Meeting with all the basic needs advocates next week - more to come then!

VIII. **New Business**
MSU Cultural Dance/Music Spring Event and collaboration opportunity
- [https://wwwk.instagram.com/ucsd_msu?igsh=MzRlODBiNWFlZA,==](https://wwwk.instagram.com/ucsd_msu?igsh=MzRlODBiNWFlZA,==)

IX. **Unfinished Business**
X. Announcement
B. The last safety walk of this month is happening TONIGHT. We’re meeting right next to froyo at 6:00 pm :) I think there is also free pizza/coffee

C. Passing of the gavel
   a. Passed to Kathleen

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Maddie, Hannah, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Chris, Alex, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy,, Emma, Caren, Carter, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Josef, Samantha, Ichiro, Elan Hang
UNEXCUSED: Alyssa, Golsa
ADJOURNED:
I. Call to Order: 5:03pm

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Maddie, Hannah, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley

EXCUSED: Tyler, Dean Sherry

UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes: 18-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:
   A. SJP
   B. Melissa from Affinity Spaces

VI. Committee Reports
   A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
      ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
      ❖ RCC Budget 2023-2024
         ➢ Look at Monie Tab, has amount in GU
         ➢ Currently about $34,000
      ❖ Watermelon Drop
         ➢ $3401.09
         ➢ $3000 from Watermelon drop line item
         ➢ $401.09 from GU
         ■ Move to approve $3000 from the Watermelon drop line item and - from GU for the Watermelon Drop Event
         ■ 17-0-1
         ■ PASSED
      ❖ SIP Socials and Traditions
         ➢ $389.09
         ➢ Move to approve - from the Sip line item for the Sip Socials and Traditions event
         ■ 18-0-1
         ■ PASSED
      ❖ Affinity Spaces
         ➢ $236.64
         ➢ Move to approve - from GU for the affinity space event
         ■ 17-0-2
         ■ PASSED
   B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
      ❖ Change to absence policy from 4 excused absences to 2
         ➢ Bylaws Article II, Subsection 2,
         ■ CURRENT LANGUAGE: Each Council member is allowed one (1) unexcused absence or four (4) total excused absences per quarter. Council members whose terms conclude at week five are allowed one half (0.5) unexcused or two (2) total excused absences.
         ■ 14-1-3
         ■ PASSED
   C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
      ❖ Appointments Summary
         ➢ Applicant #1: Failed to pass, 0-9-0
         ➢ Applicant #2: Passed, 8-0-1
      ❖ Appoint Michelle Pham to UCAB Representative
         ➢ 15-0-2
D. **Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]**
   - No meeting for the rest of the quarter since the next meeting would be during finals week
   - BUTTT keep posted and check your emails for updates
   - We are planning Senior Sunrise for Spring quarter
   - I met with ERC, Seventh, and Sixth for Senior Birch Aquarium Night

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
   - Brief planning meeting tomorrow on Zoom
   - Usual time - 3:00pm - 3:30pm

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
   - Last meeting this quarter on Saturday w/ cohost madam president

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]**
   - Nothing to report.

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
   - CCP
     - Elections
     - Pool social week 10
   - Rcc snack

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
   - Civic Engagement Event:
     - On the Budget Sheet
     - not met with advisor yet, meeting next week
     - Two tabling events, one poster making event for RCC
   - Planning a couple socials for next quarter and a civic engagement event, so watch out for those!
   - I have a class next quarter that conflicts with Council, so next week will be my second to last meeting. (I’ll come back for Week 5, our last meeting in Spring 😙)

C. **Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]**
   - I apologize for last minute canceling of my exec hours. If you need to meet with me for any support on event planning or budgets feel free to text me. I would love to see some budgets next week for the Spring Quarter
   - If I told you that I would give you a limited edition button I will be giving these out next week (there will be multiple options) I will try to bring some choco chip banana bread too ( bananas permitting)

D. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
   - Nothing to Report

E. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
   - I have the headshots now! If you would like to submit a picture regardless if you liked your headshot, please resubmit the form. Posts start going up on Monday so please submit the form by Sunday 3/10. If no form is submitted, I will use info in the drive and your headshot if available :)  
     - [https://forms.gle/NvXY7V1DHFY5tMfY6](https://forms.gle/NvXY7V1DHFY5tMfY6)

F. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
   - ACTION ITEMS
     - FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Allocation of $72k from AS Mandate Reserves to Basic Needs Initiative Fund
       - Reduction from $120,000 to $72,000
       - Funds would be overseen by AVP of College Affairs
       - PASSED
     - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Amendment to the Article VI of the ASUCSD Constitution (Commitment of ASUCSD Funds)
       - Corresponding Special Presentation: Establishment of ASUCSD Human Rights Advisory Board and Policy on Ethical Spending
       - PASSED
     - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revision to the ASUCSD Standing Rules Title XI Special Committees
       - PASSED
     - ACTION ITEM: Endorsement of the UCSD Student Experience Referendum #2 for ballot placement in the 2024 Student Government Election in
accordance with Article V of the ASUCSD Constitution

DENIED

➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title II of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Committee Standardization)
  ▪ PASSED

➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title VII of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (Personnel Procedures and Policies)
  ▪ PASSED

➢ LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Revisions to Title I and Title X of the ASUCSD Standing Rules (General Provisions)
  ▪ PASSED

➢ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: iTable Program Funding Request for $24,200 from Mandate Reserves
  ▪ Gift card program for groceries and housing support targeted at international students
  ▪ PASSED

❖ UPDATES

➢ Senate-College Interest Committee
  ▪ Standardization of Constitutional Amendment Process for College Councils
    ● College Presidents have discretion of whether or Senators present legislation or students who originally presented it to Senate
      ◆ Having Amendments presented to LCC first
    ● Standardization of Presentations, so everyone has same information per College Council
    ● Create legislation tracker, to track if certain Colleges have approved or not approved amendments
  ▪ College Liaisons
    ● Access to liaison reports
    ● Conversation on what this position will look like next year

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
  ❖ Week 10 BBQ on Thursday, March 14 from 12:00-3:00pm (next week!)
    ➢ Set up at 11am
    ➢ Reminder: Attendance is mandatory for all RCC members
    ➢ Vendor will be dropping off food already cooked

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
  ❖ brief delay in events - will be moving Book Drive to Week 2

I. Class Representatives
  ● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
    ❖ Nothing to report
  ● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
    ❖ Nothing to Report
  ● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
  ❖
    ● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
      ❖ Everything went amazing and Thank you

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
  ❖ Message me or Madison Plotkin if you are interested.
K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
   ❖ Sprout Into Spring March 11th 🌿🌿🌿🌙
      ➢ Plaza Reserved
      ➢ College Promotion Form Submitted
   ❖ Volunteer Sign Up
      https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_Rs_2azb3shol7s1ZwigGQdKcmcJwBeRvdU9be06go/edit?usp=sharing
      ➢ Thank You REVFORCE

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   ❖ Huge THANK YOU to all who showed up to the RCC Resource Fair, your presence and help was very much appreciated!
   ❖ Filmed last first-gen student spotlight of the quarter, scheduled to be posted tomorrow!
      ➢ Please like, share and subscribe!!!
         ■ Sponsored by Raid Shadow Legends
         ● (use promo code: “firstgenftw” in item shop)

O. Out of State Representative [-]
   ❖

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   ❖ RHA Burnout Week event, Week 10: Pie your RA 3/14, Meditation, Painting, Krispy Kreme and Scream 3/16
   ❖ ResLife is interested in the Sustainability Bulletin Board Packet (Caren)
   ❖

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   ❖ Thank you to everyone who came to our event. We are currently working on debriefing and planning our next event, which will take place before Sun God next quarter.

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   ❖ The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life has endorsed RCC’s Fee Referendum, and is advancing it to the next step of the approval process

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]
   ❖ Thu 3/07, Majiang of UC San Diego Presents: Culture Fair, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m., Revelle Plaza
   ❖ Fri 3/08, Spill the Coffee (or Tea) with Revelle Staff, 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. In front of BCB Cafe
- Fri 3/08, Revelle Residence Life Presents: Express Yourself, 4:00 - 6:00p.m., Revelle Residence Life Conference Rooms (A-C)
- Mon 3/11, Revelle Residence Life Presents: Meditation Monday, 10:00 - 1:00p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Mon 3/11, RCC Presents: Sprout into Spring, 2:00 - 4:00p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Tue 3/12, RHA Presents: Paint the Pain away, 4:00 - 6:00p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Wed 3/13, RCC Presents: Chaharshanbe Suri, 6:30 - 8:30p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Thu 3/14, RCC Presents: Week 10 BBQ, 12:00 - 3:00p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Thu 3/14, RHA Presents: PI your RA, 5:00-7:00p.m., Revelle Plaza
- Do you recognize these water bottles?

U. Campus-Wide Representatives

- **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]**
  - Updates -
    - Upcoming Dining Events:
      - Ramadan Options for students to break their fast
      - Ramadan2024-flyer.pdf
      - Holi celebration coming - March 14th 4-9pm
      - Destress Brunch Coming up for St. Patrick’s Day March 17th 10am - 2pm
      - Wishing everyone luck on any midterms/projects, spring break is almost here y’all 😏

- **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
  - Transfer First-Gen Professional Development Funds:
    - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lXFcRh8KyG8ZOGVyalIHeLsGldMrSDkAlTbP3iAeSBeo/edit?usp=sharing
    - Please tell us what you think!
    - Fill out this form:
      - https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScnaUfmNLdLYugNMasxGulg8t47OMZzRSpQyP0W7HxgGRxxDw/viewform

- **UCAB Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
  - Nothing to report.

- **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawaii]**
  - At our last meeting, SHWAB voted to increase the Student Mental Health Fee by 4% to $37.14 (currently $35.71) for both undergrad and graduate students to take effect in Fall 2024.
    - Purpose of the fee increase is to provide professional staff within CAPS and HPS (who are funded by the fee) with cost-of-living adjustments to their salaries.
    - Benefits of the fee: Through the fee, Student Health has decreased the ratio of students per mental health provider and brought more mental health services to campus. The fee increase will allow the cluster to maintain current staffing and sustain these service improvements.
    - Next steps: SHWAB will send the recommendation for the fee increase to the Chancellor for approval.

- **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
  - Nothing to report

- **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
  - Nothing to report

- **Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]**
Working with VP Internal Gage Mowrey on a GOTV initiative for the upcoming college council and AS elections
- Will be held in Revelle Plaza on April 2nd and 4th
- Will update the council on additional developments, etc.

- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - Flood Relief
    - This weekend!
    - Even if you haven't had orientation they can give you a quick training
  - **Break Bread Information**
    - In partnership with the Youth Advisory Council + Center for Community Health at UC San Diego, local students will examine the forces negatively affecting people and communities and discuss solutions for how we can collectively build a future that prioritizes access to hashtag#foodforall.
    - Energy Consumption Updates at UCSD
      - UCSD is taking significant steps towards reducing Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 90% by 2045
      - Decarbonization UCSD living lab

- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
  - Fill out the Revelle College Student Leadership Nomination Form here.
    - Due April 1st
    - Date for event itself not yet determined but highly encourage to go
  - As I have been mentioning the last 5 weeks hehehehehe
    - PLEASE PLEASE SIGN UP FOR MY EVENT
    - 🔗 SIGN UP FOR CHARSHANBE SURI

  - Me if you don’t come or tell your friends to come
  - The yellow lines are the ones still open for you to sign up for

- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - Had my first basic needs advocate specific meeting earlier today
  - I got to better understand how the basic needs pantry functions + now know who to contact in the future
  - They confirmed with me that in the end the pantry specific for Revelle is now an opportunity + I will be working with specific basic needs workers in order to make this happen
Question - what is the budget allotted to Basic Needs from this college council?
I will be creating + sending out a google form to see what Revelle College specifically needs in order to get proper data to then ask for funding from the innovation grant — can I send this to you Jacob to pass on to the other RAs?

VIII. New Business
A. DISCUSSION ITEM: Amendment to the Article VI of the ASUCSD Constitution (Commitment of ASUCSD Funds
   ● Straw poll to see who is ready to vote
     ❖ 31-0-0
     ❖ PASSED

B. ACTION ITEM: Amendment to the Article VI of the ASUCSD Constitution (Commitment of ASUCSD Funds
   ● Vote or table
     ❖ 18-0-0
     ❖ PASSED

IX. Unfinished Business
A. VPE: I will send out your headshot by Saturday so you can have it and decide your fate.

X. Announcement
A. RCC Instagram Reel
B. First Mandatory Candidate Meeting TONIGHT @8
C. Google Drive Storage is full rn please dont worry- in the process of getting it fixed
D. Attendance at Break Bread - Caren
E. Gavel
   ● Passed to Isaac!

XI. Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Shriya, Rafael, Nic, Emily, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Carter, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Tyler, Elan, Alex
UNEXCUSED: Christopher
ADJOURNED: 6:45 PM
I. Call to Order: 5:08 PM

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gildén, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Michelle, Jimmy, Golsa, Carter, Samantha, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Jacob, Hang, Caren, Sammy, Sophia

UNEXCUSED: Emma,

III. Approval of Minutes: 17-1-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   ➢ Reveille Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   ➢ RCC Budget 2023-2024
   ➢ Spring J Board Event
     ➢ $155.14
     ➢ Move to approve - from the J board line item for the Spring J board event
       ■ 17-0-1
       ■ PASSED
   ➢ RCC Civic Engagement Event
     ➢ $458.30
     ➢ Move to approve - from GU for the RCC Civic Engagement Event
       ■ 17-0-2
       ■ PASSED
   ➢ Head Shots and Donuts
     ➢ $178.66
     ➢ Move to approve - from GU for the Head Shots and Donuts Event
       ■ 18-0-2
       ■ PASSED

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Nothing to report

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ Make sure to reply to my email about when you want to have the Birch Aquarium night if you haven’t yet!

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ No meeting tomorrow - We will resume Week 1 of Spring Quarter
     ➢ Please fill out the availability poll - to come - over spring break to determine if we keep/change our meeting time

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ New time next qtr… see you then!

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
VII. Reports

A. President [Anna McSorley]
   - Amendment to Article VI of the ASUCSD Constitution was ratified by 5 other colleges which meets the ¾ threshold to change the Constitution
   - Leadership space RCC shelves have been somewhat organized
     ➢ Please keep it that way
   - Pool today!

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   - If it passes, thank you for passing my budget!
   - Tentative dates and ideas for RCC socials
     ➢ Karaoke party: 4.17.24
       ■ Conference rooms
       ■ Snacks from RCC members
     ➢ RCC picnic: 4.20.24
       ■ Sungod Lawn
       ■ Snacks from RCC members
   - No updates on merch yet from CBO

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
   - Nothing the report

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   - Nothing to Report

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Posts released during finals and spring break.

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   - NEW BUSINESS
     ➢ SPECIAL PRESENTATION: The Poverty Project: Uprooting Class & Racial Discrimination
       ■ $5k Undergraduate Research Scholarship
         ● Due April 5th @ 11:59 PM
         ● Scholar will commit to urban challenges and homelessness in SD

   ➢ Basic Needs Hub Backpack Drive
● Thurs, April 18th 12-2:30 PM @ Old Student Center Courtyard
● Putting together backpacks w/ hygiene and feminine item, food, first aid kits, poverty project merch, housing informational pamphlet, etc

■ Humanize the Unhoused Campaign
● Provide resources and databases for people to reference and share

➢ SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Introduction to Teaching and Learning Commons & Co-Curricular Record
➢ SPECIAL PRESENTATION: AS Senate Rules Reform
■ Greater amount of framework on Senate procedures
➢ ACTION ITEM: CALPIRG Student 100% Energy Campaign
■ Calls on the University of California, San Diego to commit to 100% Renewable Energy by 2035
■ Host a 100% renewable energy town hall inviting campus administration and elected officials to discuss the priorities of committing to 100% renewable energy at UC San Diego
■ PASSED
➢ ACTION ITEM: Resolution on ASUCSD Freedom of Assembly
■ Senate was moved last minute to zoom only last week, hybrid option was not made available despite multiple Senator's attempts
■ Asking for more transparency from admin regarding last minute changes, to consult senators, and notify the public 1 week in advance
■ PASSED
➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: Request for Data Regarding Lighting Walk
■ Getting support from Exec to help senators get access to Lighting Walks data
➢ DISCUSSION ITEM: OSD Concerns
■ Disabled Students Alliance meet every other Friday on Zoom. We are meeting tomorrow March 15 @5pm on zoom.
■ Ask me if you want to join slack for updates!

❖ SENATOR UPDATES
➢ Hannah went to the Student Lobby Conference! We lobbied for Cal Grant, housing, staff disability training, and more. Thanks Nic and the Office of External Affairs!
➢ Please fill out this form and share with others for notetaking accommodations!
■ Check out this article from the Guardian for more info!

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Thanks for coming to Week 10 BBQ!
H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
❖ Nothing to report
I. Class Representatives
• Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
❖ Nothing to report BUT go support RHA today!!!
➢ You can pie me between 6:20-6:40pm

- **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
  - Nothing to Report
- **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
  - Nothing to report
- **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
  - Nothing to Report

J. **Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
  - Nothing to report

K. **Residential Representative [Chris Anjel]**

L. **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**
  - Yoga Event happening next Monday March 18, 1-2pm in conference rooms! PLEASE COME!!

M. **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**
  - Nothing to report

N. **First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]**
  - Nothing to report.

O. **Out of State Representative [-]**

P. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**

Q. **Revelle Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]**
  - Thank you for approving the budget, we look forward to seeing you all there. Good luck on finals and have a wonderful spring break.

R. **Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]**
  - Nothing to Report

S. **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
  - Best wishes with the end of the quarter and finals. You've got this!
  - The WOW Festival will be taking place in/around Revelle on April 4-7. It's free and open to the public. Check out the schedule (you can filter by Revelle) and RSVP for any events you're interested in at https://lajollaplayhouse.org/wowfestival/
  - If you're in town for spring break, you can see free programs and activities (including a free Padres game vs the Giants) offered by UCSD Student Affairs at https://vcsa.ucsd.edu/news/spring-break-2024.html

T. **Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]**
  - Program shout-outs!
  - Reminder: Program Advising and Approval is required before your budget goes to Finance Committee
  - Please: make sure you CC your co-advisor (Wes), this is required to move forward.
  - For Finance Committee: If Budgets have not received Advisor Approval and Initials, (Column A. Row 5) please do not approve.
  - New prizes for Bingo Night (Nalgene Water bottles)

U. **Campus-Wide Representatives**
- **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfar]**
  - Nothing to report, but I am proud of each and every one of you! Good luck on finals, make sure to eat and drink water and please enjoy spring break! <3

  - Croquette Pickle^^(Pickle gang 4ever)

- **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
  - Student Success Programs (SSP) - Innovation Grant Submissions
  - Google Doc here with info on both of them, follow along please
  - [SFAC - SSP Innovation Grant Information]
If not here is a short summary:

1. **SSP - Triton Firsts**
   - Requesting $20,500 to uplift first-gen/transfer students, as they are an underserved group at UCSD
   - Build community
   - Build student-faculty connections
   - (6) $1,000 scholarships
   - The rest is for programming

2. **SSP - Student Success Coaching Program**
   - Requesting $30,000 for faculty training in Gallup CliftonStrengths certification program
   - Will help 24 faculty members coach students using a positive psychology approach to master their unique talents and skills
   - Faculty will be permanent UCSD, student-facing staff to provide more access to students across campus
     - ex/: Cross Cultural Center, the Colleges, Advising, Career Center, etc.

**PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM. THESE ARE YOUR STUDENT FEES. IT WILL HELP US MAKE BETTER DECISIONS THAT REPRESENT ALL STUDENTS better.**

- **SFAC - SSP Innovation Grant Affiliation Form**
- Please fill this out by Friday, March 13 at 2:00 PM
- We will be discussing this tomorrow, so we appreciate your help :) 
  - Ask for the total number of students served by SSCP

**OASIS proposal**
- [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sgGM2w1_j0NIBxkPjhe6cCvptgZ_08HcMOZsedOzd9w/edit?usp=sharing](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sgGM2w1_j0NIBxkPjhe6cCvptgZ_08HcMOZsedOzd9w/edit?usp=sharing)
- Please provide your thoughts on this proposal and I will bring them up to the next SFAC meeting tomorrow
- Feedback form: [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdZiDDy0AyfH4KVk6_kO2URQw-nDuAZ_wfTPetIIDEV2exyg/viewform?usp=sf_link](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdZiDDy0AyfH4KVk6_kO2URQw-nDuAZ_wfTPetIIDEV2exyg/viewform?usp=sf_link)

- UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
- SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
  - Nothing to report.
- RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
  - Nothing to report.
- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
- Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
  - Good luck on finals and take care of yourselves!
- Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  - Waste sorting went great
    - Connected Facilities Management and Wesley so excited to get these two departments together to divert waste more easily!!
    - ALL FOOD WASTE WAS COMPOSTED, W
  - If you are in town next Saturday!
    - [Wander your wetlands](#)
    - I am an intern at these so I will be there!
  - Go touch grass :)

- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - Thank you to everyone who helped out last night, hope you enjoyed the event <3
  - 230 out of 150 estimated attendance woo!
  - Thank you to Vickie, Maddie, Hannah, Ichiro, Chris, Isaac, Rafa, Emily, Jimmy, Kyli, Sam, Sophia, Grace and Anna especially for all the hard work, couldn’t do it without you

- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]

---

**VIII. New Business**

**IX. Unfinished Business**

**X. Announcement**

A. Final Elections Candidates List
B. Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony award nominations
   https://revelle.ucsd.edu/student-life/resources/leadership-nomination.html
C. Fill out the Post Event Report Form if you have recently hosted an event.
D. Passing of the gavel
   ● Passed to grace!

XI. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Kylí, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Sophia, Michelle, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Emma, Carter, Samantha, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Alex, Sharlene, Alex, Hang, Jacob, Caren

UNEXCUSED: Emma

ADJOURNED: 6:00
I. Call to Order: 5:04

II. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry, Samantha

EXCUSED: Gage, Josef, Hannah, Caren, Carter

UNEXCUSED:

III. Approval of Minutes: 17-0-0

IV. Announcements:

V. Public Input and Introduction:

VI. Committee Reports

A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   ❖ Revelle Senior Sunrise
     ➢ $135.29
     ➢ Revelle Grad committee line item: $8537.05 left
     ➢ Move to approve - for the Revelle Senior Sunrise Event from the Revelle Grad committee line item
       ■ 15-0-2
       ■ PASSED
   ❖ Notebook and Goal Setting
     ➢ $151.65
     ➢ Move to approve - for the Notebook and Goal Setting Event from GU
       ■ 14-0-3
       ■ PASSED
   ❖ Revelle Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony
     ➢ $2620.69
     ➢ Move to approve - for the Revelle Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony event from GU
       ■ 16-0-1
       ■ PASSED
   ❖ SIP Culture Events
     ➢ $6204.04
     ➢ SIP line item: 8055.06 left
     ➢ Move to approve - for the SIP Culture events from the SIP line item
       ■ 16-0-1
       ■ PASSED

B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ Meeting this Sunday on Zoom at 7pm!

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Nothing to report

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ We are currently in the works of planning 3 more events
   ❖ The next committee meeting will be on Sunday, April 14th

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Nothing to Report

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ New Committee Time
     ❖ https://www.when2meet.com/?24475702-eQ8tQ
G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Fill in new When2Meet by Wednesday, April 10 for a new meeting time this quarter.
➢ https://www.when2meet.com/?24462354-u3plw

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
❖ CCP
➢ Sun God Kit Satellite Event
   ■ April 19th 6pm-9:30pm
   ■ RCC will be tabling- asked J Board to partner with us to spread info on student rights at Sun God (MAPS), etc.
   ■ Sun God kits paid for by Office of College Affairs
➢ Voting on whether or not to fund 140 Grad Packs next week, input from Council would be helpful
   ■ $59 per pack, using CCEF to fund
❖ Google Drive storage for Council was fixed!
❖ Bingo is still happening every Tuesday at 5:30 (although was canceled this week), but is now in the Revelle Plaza
❖ Old rcc polos
❖ Reminder that budgets need to be submitted to Finance a while before your event, so start planning now!
❖ Also so proud of you all for the great programming and events last quarter!!

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Hi everyone, I’m sorry I can’t join y’all for RCC this quarter 😞 I have a few things to update y’all on:
❖ RCC Picnic interest:
❖ Straw Poll: Yay or Nay
➢ April 27th, 2024, time: whenever
➢ Sun God Lawn
➢ BYO blankets and snacks to share
➢ If you have any field games, like spikeball, frisbees, etc. bring em!
➢ 22-2
❖ RCC Banquet
➢ May 11th, 2024
➢ 4pm-7/8pm
➢ La Jolla Shores
➢ Drinks provided, food will be pot-luck style
   ■ Sign-ups will be released soon
➢ If you live off campus and need a ride, we will coordinate that closer to the day of
➢ 22-5
❖ Merch
➢ I’ve decided to set up our own storefront without the CBO, meaning you will have to pay for your own merch if you would like a shirt or crewneck
➢ Will have a T-Shirt and a Crewneck
   ■ T-Shirt will be about $10-$15
   ■ Crewneck will be about $30-$35
➢ Will be set-up hopefully by next week with a delivery date around 4.30.24

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
❖ I will be meeting with the other VP Finances tomorrow to discuss all things finance with them
❖ Is there anything you all want me to ask?
❖ Exec hours will be determined soon and announced on discord

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
❖ Reminder about Attendance

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
❖ Member highlights are going up! Please hype each other up and like it :)
❖ HUM pins are being communicated with AS graphics
F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]

- Legislative Action Item: Revisions to the Standing Rules of the Associated Students of UC San Diego Title VII Personnel Procedures & Policies Section 6 Code of Ethics and Section 7 Impeachment & Removal.
  - PASSED
- Legislative Action Item: Revision to the Special Rules of Order of the Associated Students of UC San Diego Rule 9 Closed Session.
  - PASSED
- Poverty Project
  - Summer research $5,000 Scholarship Application
    - Deadline extended to April 12 @ 11:59PM
  - Poverty Project Launch Day: Friday, April 26th @ 11AM - 1:30PM

- Office of the President
  - Banana Day
    - April 17th, 2-4:30PM @ Sun God Lawn
    - Looking for volunteers
Office of External Affairs
- Will be attending Hill Day April 13-17
- State Senator Blakespear visited campus March 22
  - Focused on housing and need for funding developments like the Pepper Canyon West project

AVP of College Affairs
- Office of College Affairs Quarterly Report
  - College Council Liaisons
  - Leadership of College Council Meetings
  - SCI-COM
  - College Council Event Fund

AVP of Health and Well-being
- Sexual Health tabling April 9th

AVP of Local Affairs
- Tentative May 23rd Supervisor Lawson-Remer campus visit
  - Give away E-bikes an engage with students

AVP of Student Orgs
- Funding Maximum appeal integration into the AS Finance Portal will hopefully be completed mid-April

AVP of Enterprises & Services
- Working on booking system for AS Photo Studio

AVP of Concerts & Events
- Spring Quarter Movie Screening: The Hunger Games: The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes
  - Thursday, April 11th, 7pm @ PC Theater
- Sun God Festival
  - Saturday, May 4th, 12-6 pm @ RIMAC Field
  - Registration opens Wednesday, April 10th
  - Line-up dropping soon

Muir Musical
- Tickets are live and are FREE for UCSD undergraduate students
- Shows April 6-7 and April 11-3 in Mandeville Auditorium
- How to Get Your Tickets:
  1. Go to UC San Diego ArtPower page here https://artpower.ucsd.edu/
  2. Click login (top right)
  3. Log in to SSO (students/faculty) or create an account (general public)
  4. Search Something Rotten! Muir Musical
  5. You will be able to see all 6 Muir Musical events - choose your preferred show and check out!
- If you're an undergrad and are having difficulty accessing your free ticket use the promo code: EGGS

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
- Currently planning a crafts event for week 4 or 5.
- If anyone would like to collaborate on an event, let me know! (: 

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
- Nothing to report.

I. Class Representatives
  - Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
    - Nothing to report
  - Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
    - Nothing to report
- **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
  - Nothing to Report

- **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
  - Met with Rafa, and Travis Henry (Muir - First Year Rep)
    - Talked about having a - end of yr - Muir x Revelle event
  - Sport and Fun Competitions at the Sun God Lawn?
    - Muir vs. Revelle - Decide a winner
  - Still need to decide:
    - DATE - Tentative Week 7 Fri/Sat?
    - Prizes/Incentives - Colleges post opposite colleges content?/ Students get ice bucketed? (maybe writing sequence profs?) / Revelle anchor/flag in Muir meadow? - Travis is talking with his board today as well for these options. – Money..?
  - Eighth joining?

- **Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
  - Potential Padres game event

- **Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]**
  - Was at AS yesterday and voted 🐱(sequence)
  - Planning an event

- **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**
  - Transfer Advisory Committee meetings are starting up again for this Spring
  - Thank you all for passing the budget!
  - We are planning a couple cool events coming up this quarter, so please keep a lookout for them!
  - Thank you to all those who came to the yoga event during finals!!

- **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**
  - Nothing to report

- **First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]**
  - Welcome back!! 😊😢
  - Short First-Gen Friday vid dropping tomorrow!!
  - Planning a First-Gen end-of-the-year celebration with the Revelle First-Gen Staff!
    - Planned for Week 8: May 23rd (highly subject to change)

- **Out of State Representative [-]**
  - Nothing to report

- **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**
  - Nothing to report.

- **Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]**
  - Nothing to report.

- **Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]**
  - Nothing to Report

- **Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]**
  - New furniture for the Revelle Commuter Lounge will be installed on Wednesday, April 10! (the old furniture was picked up on Tuesday, so the lounge is temporarily closed)
  - Encourage all of your Revelle friends to vote next week via TritonLink! We need 20% of Revelle students to participate in the election in order for our fee referendum to be considered valid (if it’s approved, which requires simple majority vote)

- **Coordinator of Student Activities [CSA Wesley Palau]**
  - A huge Congratulations to RCC members who have led events last quarter and this quarter! Absolutely Stellar!
  - Thank you to everyone who has met with me!
    - If you haven't had a chance to schedule a meeting with me, please do!
      - schedule here: [https://calendly.com/wesleypalau](https://calendly.com/wesleypalau) OR send me your availability through email: (wpalau@ucsd.edu)
  - Looking for volunteers (Transfer Students) for Triton Day, Saturday, April 13th.
    - First shift: 9:00am - 11:30am
    - Second shift: 11:30am - 3:00pm
    - If you are available and interested please let me know, in person or over email: (wpalau@ucsd.edu)
  - New staff run ongoing program ‘Queer Crafternoon’ (Every Monday 2:00-3:00pm, starting April 22nd)

- **Campus-Wide Representatives**
  - **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]**
National Burrito Day - TODAY - specials from 4pm to close at 64, Ventanas, Pines and Sixth - order on the app!
Dining is Hiring - check out Handshake to look at Dining Ambassador positions
Feedback requested: what info would you have wanted about Dining plans?
  ➢ Curious about what students get and ways to help them budget their meals
  ➢ Average meal per day per plan
  ➢ Which places accept dining dollars and how much they typically spend
  ➢ What does average student need
  ➢ Average meal plan and average cost per meal
  ➢ Like website with menu and photos of food
  ➢ Options for those with dietary restrictions or food needs
  ➢ Something that may help students estimate their needs
  ➢ Curious about international students and visiting students info about dining dollars
Just a quick update on the 2024-25 FAFSA/CADAA side. I am happy(and lowkey relieved) to share a recent update that the priority deadline is now extended to May 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2024 for State and Institutional financial aid. In addition, the 2024-25 Continuing student Scholarship application deadline is also extended until May 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2024. The Financial Aid and Scholarships office should be sending out emails to students but please feel free to spread the word!
● SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
  ➢ Nothing to Report
● UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
  ➢ Nothing to report.
● SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
  ➢ Nothing to report.
● RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
  ➢ Nothing to report
● LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  Applications for next year’s LSAC are open now through May 4 at lib.ucsd.edu/lsac2024.
● Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
  ➢ The Student Elections GOTV event on Tuesday and Thursday went very well!
  ➢ Discussed turnout for AS elections, RCC elections, and the fee referendum – a lot of interest around the fee referendum
  ➢ We got high student interaction and interest in the elections with a handful of people interested in joining RCC next year
  ➢ Went really well!
● Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  ➢ Week 10 BBQ Recap!
    ➢ 100% of food waste is diverted!
  ➢ Having a meeting with Wes and Facilities Management about implementing more waste prevention and sorting into events
● EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  ➢ Elections are happening and we have our fee referendum so please let people know about it so that we can see Revelle representation and votes on the fee as well as in
general AS and RCC. There is a presidential debate tonight at 8 at the loft and there will be free food, so attend in case you’re interested to know about the candidates!

- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - Meeting with Triton Pantry members this week to move forward with pantry planning
  - Will be sending out the google forms to the RAs asap
  - More to report once I have my basic needs monthly meeting

VIII. **New Business**

IX. **Unfinished Business**

X. **Announcement**

A. Voting for elections starts next week!
B. If you want a polo now, come to the leadership space after council to get it.
C. Froyo!!!
D. Passing of the gavel
   - Passed to Alex Gilden

XI. **Roll Call**

PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Michelle, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry, Rafael

EXCUSED: Gage, Josef, Hannah, Caren, Carter

UNEXCUSED:

ADJOURNED:
I. **Call to Order:** 5:04

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Isaac, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Michelle, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** Gage, Caren, Carter

**UNEXCUSED:** Ludwig, Shriya, Tyler

III. **Approval of Minutes**

IV. **Announcements:**

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**
   - RCC Budget 2023-2024
   - Outside Groups 2022-23 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - Nigerian Student Association
     - $150
     - Finance committee recommends funding between $100-$250
     - Move to approve - from GU for the Nigerian Student Association Event
     - 11-4-1
     - **PASSED**
   - Hum Book Drive
     - $160.89
     - Move to approve - for the Hum Book Drive from GU
     - 14-0-2
     - **PASSED**
   - Grad Committee
     - $4,070.43
     - $8401.76 left in line item
     - Move to approve - for the Grad Committee shirts from the Grad Committee line item
     - 14-0-2
     - **PASSED**

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   - Formatted (11/2023): RCC Bylaws
   - Bylaws Article 3 Section 1 - add Subsection 7: Appointments Process: Interviews
     - 17-0-0
     - **PASSED**
   - Bylaws Article 3 Section 1 - add Subsection 8: Appointments Process: Equity Practices
     - 17-0-0
     - **PASSED**
   - Bylaws Article 3 Section 1 Subsection 6 - add “: General” to “Subsection 6. Application Process”
     - 17-0-0
     - **PASSED**
   - Rules discussed ethical spending and whether to amend bylaws to reflect changes similar to the ones AS are making
     - Since AS’s ethical spending board and list have not yet been created, decided to wait until next term to implement changes
   - Will not be meeting on Sunday!

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**
D. **Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]**
- Nothing to report
- The meeting time has changed to 6:00pm-7:00pm
- There is a meeting this Sunday!
- Sunrise event happening NEXT week:

   ![Sunrise Event Poster]

   **Graduating Class**

   **Friday, April 19th**
   6:00pm-7:00pm
   Keelings Rooftop (6th Floor)

- Do Seniors want stoles this year?
  - Last year stoles: RCC Stoles
  - Each one was $121 (we can make a design that is less than $121) but RCC subsidized the stoles so each senior had to pay $65 out of pocket
  - If RCC does subsidize it, we will have to give the Bookstore the first right of refusal
    - Note Bookstore will probably upcharge the stoles
  - If RCC does not want to subsidize the stole, we can make our own stoles
    - 6-0-1
- Straw poll for graduating members if they want the stoles?

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
- HUM Book drive coming up - volunteer form to come
- Meetings will resume next Friday
  - Time poll delayed due to my absence - please expect it this weekend

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
- Monday at 4pm!

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]**
- Nothing to report.

**VII. Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**

   - CCP
     - CCEF Funding requests
       - Energy and Waste Campaign Funding Request $2000 (APPROVED)
       - Senior Formal at Birch Aquarium Request $24,710.28 (TABLED)
       - Muir Destress Art Event Request $659 (TABLED)
       - Senior Cap and Gown Request $8000
     - Many councils opening their applications now
     - SunGod Kit Satellite Event April 19th 5:30-9:30pm (won't be tabling the whole time)
       - College Councils will be giving away sungod kits, there will also be free shirts, tote bags, and a battle of the bands performance
       - Asked J Board to collaborate with the RCC booth, need 3-5 people total, so if 1-2 people from RCC could help table please let me know
     - ASOP Banana Day - anyone want to table for RCC?
Transition documents- if you feel there are things it would be helpful for your successor to know about your position (how things work, issues they may run into, helpful links or documents, helpful/relevant people to reach out to) please make a google doc with that information and drop it in the drive!

- For larger positions (exec, directors, senators, etc) I will be reaching out to you and discussing creating comprehensive transition documents in the next few weeks and scheduling a meeting with your successor to ease the transition.

Bingo every tuesday in the Plaza at 5:30
- Huge shoutout to Isaac for taking over and running bingo for me last week!!

Thanks to everyone who came to my office hours today (Kyli, Maddie, Kat, Shar, Isaac, Jimmy, Gage)

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]

Constitutional Reminders:
- As we start to wrap up the term, if your position is not filled after the elections this week, you are allowed to remain in your position through Week 10 of Spring Quarter as opposed to exiting Council Week 5
- First Year, Transfer, Out-of-State and International shall also serve until the appointment of their successors on Council but shall not fill more than one position at a time
  - i.e. if you are voted into another position, you shall serve as such until Week 5 and then begin your new term/position Week 6
  - if not you stay until we find another Representative or until you graduate from UCSD
- Feel free to ask me any questions on any of this or take a look at the Constitution if you wanna see what it says directly
  - Constitution: Article II, Section 4. Tenure

Merch Choice
- This will be a final choice: I will be opening the storefront Monday hopefully for any orders and will send the link in Discord

Hat Interest: dad/trucker hat with design we choose to go for

Straw Polls
- White Design v Black Design:
- Dad/trucker Hat Interest:
- Crewneck
- Shirt
- Shirt smaller design

Designs & Prices
- White Design: 15
- Black Design: 11
- Hat: 10
- Crew: 15
- Shirt: 2
- Abstain: 5
- Big Design: 2
- Little Design: 16
- Small Design Front: 6
- Big Design Back: 13
White Design Crewneck, Big Back: 16

Info for Banquet: (little shuffle from last week)
- Date: Saturday, April 27th, 2024 (Saturday Week 4)
- Time: 4:00pm
- Location: La Jolla Shores
- BYO food, drinks provided (unless you have a drink you want to bring that’s not coke/sprite/water)
- I’ll be baking a couple different cookies 🍰
- Make sure to bring
  - enough for everyone to share!
  - tupperware to bring home anything you want at the end!

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
- Exec hours will be 11-1:30 on Wednesday at the sustainability resource center
- Online exec hours will be available from 4:30-7:30 on Tuesdays as well but you have to notify me that you’d like to meet first.
- If you are unable to attend any of these times let me know and we can figure out a different time.
- Next week the wednesday office hours will be canceled but the online ones are still on

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
- Exec hours 3:30-4:30 on Tuesdays/Thurs at Price ;)

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
- Nothing to report.

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
- SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Sustainability Action Plan of ASUCSD
  - Collaboration with AVP of Environmental Justice Affairs and Concerts and Events as well as the Student Sustainability Collective
  - Goal: permanently reduce waste and carbon footprint of ASUCSD through a Special Committee on Sustainability & Environmental Justice
    - Aims to commit ASUCSD to calculate its Greenhouse Gas Emissions every year
    - Will recommend what mitigation targets AS should implement to counteract the emissions
    - Establish:
      - Waste Reduction Protocols that all AS funded events must follow
      - Unsustainable Products List that AS funds should not be directed towards

- LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Senate Rules reform (Revision to the Special Rules of Order of the Associated Students of UC San Diego)
  - PASSED

- LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Senate Rules Reforms (Revisions to the Standing Rules of the Associated Students of UC San Diego).
  - PASSED

- FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Triton Television (TTV) allocation of $20,510.83 from the AS Mandate Reserves,
  - Upgraded equipment to keep up with demand across campus org’s
  - PASSED

- ACTION ITEM: Performance Standards.
  - PASSED

- SENATOR REPORTS:
  - Standardizing Constitutional Procedures at the College Council Level
    - Action items later in the agenda
  - Collaboration with CAPS on Mental Health Month
  - Hannah

  The Disabled Students Alliance meets every Friday @5 PM via zoom. We are a group that connects all disability student organizations and allies to discuss building a community resource center and other high priority concerns (see below) to collectively bring up to administration. We welcome any and all students to pitch their ideas to this conversation so we can represent your voice! Students can receive updates via Slack or email by letting me know at hdn002@ucsd.edu.
Current partners: DUSC, BBE, ELP, UCSA, GPSA, Student Veterans Center, college council representatives, various AS senators, AS Disabled Students Commission, AS Academic Affairs Office, AS AVP of Transportation & Transformation

- On March 21, I met with staff to see if they can release the data on the Lighting and Safety Review walks from this year and previous years. On April 12, Associated Students senators will meet with Vice Chancellors and staff to urge them to review a map of inaccessible and unsafe areas on campus. We are hoping to get accessibility features on maps.ucsd.edu as well.
- On April 8, I plan to meet with staff from the Cross Cultural Center to see if the disability community can use their space temporarily for a physical gathering place until we can acquire a permanent community center.
- Another meeting with Assistant Vice Chancellors and the graduate students is in progress to discuss funding for a community center.
- The Pilot EVT.ai Notetaker Program is going full steam ahead! We hope to collect data by the end of the quarter and assess its usefulness for next year.
- The Revelle Emerging Leaders Program is working on a survey to understand students with disabilities' experience (OSD, website, accommodations, etc.) and understand what they would want in a physical resource center. There may be potential collaboration and sponsorship by AS to increase outreach via an event.

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]
   - Nothing to report.

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]
   - Nothing further to report.

I. Class Representatives
   - Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
     - Nothing to report.
   - Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
     - Nothing to report.
   - Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
     - Nothing to report.
   - First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
     - Meeting with 8th Advisory Board members and Muir First Year representatives to discuss plans further next Tuesday.

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
   - Nothing to report.

K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
   - Thanks to ppl who came to the triton day video filming hopefully came out really nice.

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   - Notebooks and Goalkeeping event next week! 4/18 in formal lounge from 1:30-3:00.

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   - Nothing to report.

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   - Nothing to report.

O. Out of State Representative [-]
   - Nothing to report.

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
Quick Raise of Hands (9)
Could RCC supply partial funding for a ResLife LSP on Week 8?
Ode to the Avocado
- Join Revelle Residence Life to take a step “Into the Avocadoverse”! Come for this 21 year-old tradition and enjoy some guacamole and stay for “Avocado Mercado,” the ultimate farmers market (make sure to bring your own bag)! After devouring your guacamole, find out your fortune at “ASTROcado,” an avocado fortune telling station! And if you’re feeling adventurous, be sure to sign up for the guacamole competition to have your guac named as the Best Guac in Revelle! We look forward to welcoming you at the Revelle Plaza, April 25th at 6pm!

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
- Nothing to Report

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
- SIP is recruiting starting April 15th to May 5th!
- Events Coming Up:
  ➢ Tie Dye Shirts & Games: Week 4 - Monday, April 22nd 2:00–4:00PM
  ➢ Gaze into the future
    ■ Culture movie night 1 (Spirited Away): Week 5 - Thursday, May 2nd, 7:00pm
    ■ Culture movie night 2 (Parasite): Week 6 - Thursday, May 9th, 7:00pm
    ■ Culture movie night 3 (The Debut): Week 7 - Thursday, May 16th, 7:00pm
    ■ Culture movie night 4 (Lilo and Stitch): Week 8 - Thursday, May 23rd, 7:00pm
    ■ Cultural Student Film Fest (Films made by Students!): Week 9 - Friday, May 31st, 7:00pm
    ■ Watermelon Royalty Pageant: Week 8 - Monday, May 13, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. More info pending!

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
- A big THANK YOU to Anna, Ichiro, Sharlene, and Topher, who served as student panelists for last night’s Triton Day webinar for newly admitted first-year students
- New furniture was installed in the Revelle Commuter Lounge yesterday. We’re planning to reopen the space to the Revelle community on Monday morning, in time for the first Revelle Monday of the quarter! (Monday, 4/15, 10-11am)

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]
- Shout out to Jimmy, Ichiro, and Alex for volunteering your time this Saturday for Triton day!
- If you are have not started planning your program or still thinking about what you want to bring to life - Please - schedule here: https://calendly.com/wesleypalau OR send me your availability through email: (wpalau@ucsd.edu)
- If there are any specific crafts you would like to see, I’m taking student suggestions for ‘Queer Crafthernoon’, please let me know!
- Events coming up:
  ➢ Mon 4/15, 11:00 - 4:00pm, Revelle Student Assts. & Revelle Creative Present: Headshots & Donuts at Stonehenge
  ➢ Wed 4/17, 1:00 - 3:00 pm, ADSA Office Hours: LEGO & Coloring Club, GH 357
U. **Campus-Wide Representatives**

- **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]**
  - Nothing to report
- **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
  - Nothing to Report.
- **UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]**
  - Nothing to report.
  - First SHWAB meeting of the quarter tmr!:)
- **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
  - Nothing to report
- **LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]**
  - Nothing to report
- **Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]**
  - The meeting with Revelle Pro-Staff Advisors went well! They know about the waste sorting program so if you have an event coming up with food PLEASE MESSAGE ME so we can coordinate/create a waste management plan for your event
  - The printer hasn’t been working at the Sustainability Resource Center so sorry for the delay in the RA Sustainability Bulletin and I also recently took on a very big project
  - Very big project is the **Sustainability Action Plan of the Associated Students of UC San Diego**
    - I have been working closely with Senator Blackwell to implement my findings from my waste sorting program into waste management procedures AS members can follow (trickle down to college councils is the goal)
    - Zero Waste/ Waste Sorters Pilot Program
      - That’s a link to an overview of my program
    - I am currently writing the Waste Reduction Protocols and training material for new AS members to learn about sustainability and how to make zero-waste, eco-conscious events/implant the waste reduction protocols!
  - **Earth Day Event in May**
    - Working with Muir College Council, SSC, AVP EJ and ASCE on putting on an Earth Day festival in May
  - **Feedback on establishing a working group/action group for all sustainability/environmental justice representatives/advocates**
    - Chair: Director of Energy & Waste at the Student Sustainability Collective
      - They will keep running notes, sending out meeting links, etc.
    - This would be a way to implement the WRP,s, check in and have other sustainability initiatives like the compost bucket program move easily established campus wide
      - connections with muir and seventh have been made so i’d mostly be presenting this to the other college
    - Thoughts?
      - Golsa: I like this idea because every college sustainability advocate working alone is much harder than working together to make progress and setting goals. It can also become a potential set meeting for next year and a board that meets weekly/biweekly.
  - ALSO SSC IS HIRING!
    - [https://asmain.ucsd.edu/Applicant/ViewApplication/2921](https://asmain.ucsd.edu/Applicant/ViewApplication/2921)
    - so rewarding!
- **EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]**
  - Nothing to report.
- **Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]**
  - HDH has collaborated with Basic Needs to launch the new **Swipe Out Hunger Program** (this is very important to me as it was something I came up with when I first ran for BNA and seeing it come to life after much conversation)
  - **What**: students may Swipe Out Hunger on campus by donating excess Dining Dollars to the UCSD Basic Needs Center → all donations go directly to the Basic Needs Center to be used to provide to fellow Tritons facing food insecurity
How: visit this website to complete the Dining Dollar contribution online → https://hdh-web.ucsd.edu/sso/DDContribution (A student may contribute their Dining Dollars as long as the contribution does not place the cardholder’s balance below the minimum balance for that week)

When: the donation period will last from 4/8/24 - 6/8/24

Meeting with Basic Needs to talk about the pantry set-up + I’ve created the google form to send out to RAs but we will be reviewing it tomorrow before it is sent out

VIII. New Business
   A. Presentation of Constitutional Amendments. Sponsored by Senator Mercado.
      a. Presented by sponsor: 26
      b. Presented by senators: 0
      c. Abstain: 1
   B. Voting Timeline on Constitutional Amendments. Sponsored by Senator Mercado.
      a. Automatically: 1
      b. 1 week: 19
      c. Abstain: 6
   C. Voting Closes at 4 PM 4/12! Elections Results Tomorrow, 6:00 PM at Dirty Birds, Sponsored by VPA Kat (limited free pizza!)

IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcement
   A. Passing of the gavel
      ● Passed to Maddie

XI. Roll Call
   PRESENT: Anna, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Kyli, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Michelle, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry
   EXCUSED: Sharlene, Elan, Gage, Caren, Carter, Alex
   UNEXCUSED: Tyler, Shriya
   ADJOURNED: 6:06 PM
I. **Call to Order:** 5:10 PM

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Alyssa, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley

**EXCUSED:** Kathleen, Gage, Christopher, Rafael, Sammy, Michelle, Emma Emily, Grace, Dean Sherry

**UNEXCUSED:** Caren, Carter

III. **Approval of Minutes:**

A. 15-0-0 passes

IV. **Announcements:**

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**

   ❖ RCC Budget 2023-2024
   ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests - Google Sheets
   ❖ SIP Culture Revelle Creative Collab
      ➢ Presenter not able to attend
      ➢ Marketing materials for SIP movie nights
      ➢ $489.06
      ➢ Move to approve $489.06 from GU for the SIP Culture Revelle Creative Collab
         ■ 15-0-0
         ■ PASSED

   ❖ RCC Bead Bash
      ➢ Presented by Vickie
      ➢ $455.66
      ➢ Move to approve $455.66 from GU for the RCC Bead Bash Event
         ■ 14-0-1
         ■ PASSED

   ❖ Revelle J Board Event
      ➢ Presenter not able to attend
      ➢ Miscalculation on water bottle quantity and price and is asking for additional funds for event
      ➢ $184.24
      ➢ Move to approve an additional $184.24 from the J Board line item for the J board Spring Event
         ■ 15-0-0
         ■ PASSED

   ❖ RCC End of Year Banquet
      ➢ Presented by Gage
      ➢ $125.23
      ➢ Move to approve $125.23 from the Retreat line item for the RCC End of Year Banquet
         ■ 14-0-0
         ■ PASSED

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**

   ❖ Meeting on Sunday @ 7pm!

C. **Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]**

   ❖ Nothing to report

D. **Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]**

   ❖ We are currently holding auditions for our National Anthem Singer
      ➢ We may be meeting this Sunday or Monday depending on the LettuceMeet
Dean Sherry sent out (please fill it out if you have not yet)

- In the works of planning 3 events:
  - Grad Cap Decorating
  - Grad Picnic
  - Grad Sunset
- Reminder that the Sunrise event TOMORROW
  - Please come and bring your friends 😍
  - Quick disclaimer: This is during quiet hours so we will have to keep the noise levels down 😛
- Custom RCC stoles- I'll make a gc!

E. **Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]**
- New meeting time Friday, 3:00-3:30pm!
  - We will meet for around 5-10min tomorrow to review the plan for the HUM Book Drive!
  - Come support us Monday - donate your old HUM books and get a donut :) 

F. **Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]**
- No meeting next week.

G. **Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]**
- Nothing to report.

VII. **Reports**

A. **President [Anna McSorley]**
- CCP
  - Approved $270 for Muir Art and Destress Event
  - If you have a budget you’d like to request from the CCEF please let me know before our meeting each Monday!
  - Boom Bash tomorrow 6-9:30 at EFA
    - Free Sungod Kits (shirts, totes, etc) and Battle of the Bands
  - If you volunteered to help me table for Boom Bash, reminder that were supposed to be there at 5pm to help set up! If any one else wants to help table please let me know (we only have 3 as of rn, including me).
  - Bingo every Tuesday 5:30 in the Plaza!
  - Revelle Academic Program Review on Monday April 22 2:00pm- many of you were invited so please check your email and accept the calendar invitation if you’re going!
  - Please finish up transition documents, trying to have them finalized by next week (especially for Directors, Senators, and Exec).
  - 2 RCC Polos left

B. **Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]**
- Merch Updates:
  - 3 people have order, 2 hats ordered, 4 shirts and 4 crewnecks (don't know how that math mathed but that’s what they’re telling me)
  - Please include your name on the order so I know who has what size!
  - Merch link!
  - Prices were advertised differently to me when setting up the storefront, so that is why they are starting a little higher than originally planned, sorry about that everyone!
  - They will get cheaper if more people order and they are inclusive of shipping!
  - Everything will be shipped to me because of how the website was set up, but I will distribute everything if it all goes to plan Week 6
  - Storefront will be open until Wednesday April 24th

- **Banquet Updates**
  - Please fill this out if you are planning on bringing something by next Wednesday, April 24th on the first page of the google sheet
  - We are always in need of entrees at potlucks so if you can, bring a savory item!
  - Drinks and cutlery will be provided (coke, diet coke, sprite, water) unless you want to bring something else to drink to share with the group
  - Meeting Place: La Jolla Shores
Address for parking lot: 8300 Camino del Oro, San Diego, CA 92037

Ride Sign-Ups:

- If you are in need of a ride to La Jolla Shores, please put your name here:
  - Names Sophia, maybe Josef
- If you are able to drive anybody there, please put your name on the second page of the google sheet and if you know who you are giving a ride to

Have any questions about anything? Let me know via text or email!

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
   - Grace hours next Wednesday 12-2

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   - Nothing to Report

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   - Nothing to report.

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Senate Rules Reform (Amendment to the Constitution of the Associated Students of UC San Diego).
     - Consistent with current governing documents
     - Open roll call vote (Friday)
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Sustainability Action Plan.
     - Revised after student feedback
     - Sustainable alternatives list instead of products list
     - Committee can create own in-house decarbonization team to calculate how AS is emitting OR employ a consultant with approval of Senate
     - All have methods in which the Senate can revoke it
     - 3 -> 5 senators
     - Total of 9 members on the committee
     - Open roll call vote (Friday)
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Legislative Implementation of the Select Committee.
     - Establishing Assembly Town Halls (previously called GBMs)
     - Better planning guidelines to ensure all deadlines and marketing timeframes
     - Standardized onboarding procedure development policies to introduce a base level of vital knowledge for members joining AS
     - PASSED
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Standardizing Onboarding Procedures.
     - Draft of Standardized Onboarding Procedures for next year’s Association
     - Will require reapproval by the next Senate to ensure it is in-line with the needs and capacity of next year’s members
     - PASSED
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Appendices to the Standing Rules of the Associated Students.
     - Adds context to the Standing Rules and clarifies meanings for members of the ASUCSD not holding positions in AS
     - PASSED
   - LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEM: Amendment to the 2023-2024 ASUCSD Funding Guide.
     - Removes the distinction between weeks 0-5 of Fall and the rest of the year
     - Removes need for appeals
     - Default $8k for the whole year
     - Streamline system of process of how to appeal and how to approve these appeals
     - Has been overseen and approved by org’s
     - PASSED

SENATOR REPORTS

- Campus-wide
  - Black Resource Center: Unity Hour
    - Weekly Wednesdays discussions, 2-3pm
    - Poverty Project & exploring the student housing insecurity, and racial and justice forum
  - Poverty Project Launch
    - Next Friday, 11AM @ 4th floor PC
    - Scholarship ceremony & backpack drive
- Lunch by Buca di Beppo
- **RSVP**

- National Panhellenic Council Inaugural Yard Show
- Next Friday 6-9PM

% First-Year
- She Leads: Women’s Networking program
  - Collab w/ Women’s Networking Program and AS Academic Affairs
  - Monday, May 20th, 1-3PM
  - RSVP TBD

% Disabled Students Alliance
- We have funding now! Going to meet with AVC Patty to discuss a disabled student community center and how to staff it
- Let me know if you have any suggestions for what needs to go in it

❖ COMMITTEES
  ➢ Special Committee of Human Rights Advisory
  - Has begun meeting

G. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
  - Perler bead & bracelet-making event for Sun God
    - Week 6 - Wednesday, May 1 from 1:00pm to 6:00pm

H. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
  - Nothing to report.

I. **Class Representatives**
  - Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]
    - Nothing to report
  - Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]
    - Nothing to report
  - Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]
    - Nothing to report
  - First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]
    - Met with first year reps to plan event
      ➢ General timeline and draft for budget made
      ➢ Hoping to apply for AS intercollegiate fund
    - Originally planned for just three colleges but we’re at 5 colleges (missing Warren, 7, and 6).
      ➢ Now aiming to get all colleges - it’s a work in progress
    - Will meet with all college reps to work it out next Monday

J. **Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
  - Nothing to report but PLEASE submit Mach Forms for any upcoming events, [Machform link here](#).

K. **Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]**
  - Nothing to report

L. **Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]**
  - Nothing to report, but thank you so much to everyone who showed up and helped with our event today!

M. **International Representative [Shriya Gupta]**
  - Planning a collaborative event with a couple of RAs. It’s more like a de-stress and summer social send-off event, to be held in week-10. More details to come out soon :)

N. **First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]**
  - Nothing to report.

O. **Out of State Representative [-]**
  - Nothing to report.

P. **Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]**
“Join Revelle Residence Life to take a step “Into the Avocadoverse”! Come for this 21 year-old tradition and enjoy some guacamole and stay for “Avocado Mercado,” the ultimate farmers market (make sure to bring your own bag)! After devouring your guacamole, find out your fortune at “ASTROcado,” an avocado fortune telling station! And if you’re feeling adventurous, be sure to sign up for the guacamole competition to have your guac named as the Best Guac in Revelle! We look forward to welcoming you at the Revelle Plaza, April 25th at 6pm!”

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Nothing to report.

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - Tie-Dye T-Shirts and Games happening this upcoming Monday, 4/22, from 2pm-4pm at Revelle Plaza!

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Nothing to report.

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]
   - Event Check in QR - for events beyond this week.
   - Thank you to student leaders that have met with me!

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   - UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]
     - May 22nd - Dine with Directors - Rooftop is the next one! So bring any questions or concerns for them!
     - New Strawberry Matcha drink is out 🍓🍵 - try it out! Also other flavors to try for drinks and some new snacks to try at all market locations.
     - Swipe Out Hunger - donate any of your remaining funds to Basic Needs. Info in the app! [https://hdh-web.ucsd.edu/sso/DDContribution](https://hdh-web.ucsd.edu/sso/DDContribution)
     - Special menu items for Earth Month -
       - 24th special noodle dish 🍜
       - 25th and 26th - beyond burgers 🍔
     - Summer Housing Applications are Open! [https://hdhughousing.ucsd.edu/living-on-campus/summer/index.html](https://hdhughousing.ucsd.edu/living-on-campus/summer/index.html)
   - SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
     - Nothing to report.
   - UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
     - Nothing to report.
   - SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
     - Nothing to report,
   - RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
     - Nothing to report
   - LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
     - Nothing to report
   - Civic Engagement Advocate[Nic Tappin]
     - Vote in this week’s Presidential Runoff [HERE](#)
   - Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
     - Earth Day Events!
       - Water the Roots that Feed You
         - Outside basic needs
BAKE-OFF (vegan, not british) is happening APRIL 28 at the Che! Contestants are reimbursed and can compete for sustainable kitchen prizes.

Spectators can pull up just to eat. Register by APRIL 25TH! Savory and/or sweet bakes are welcome.

Looking for performers for “Down to Earth Block Party” on May 15th from 4:30-7:30 pm.

Register by APRIL 25TH! Savory and/or sweet bakes are welcome.

EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]

- Elections runoffs are happening for the AS presidential position, which is an important role and determines relationships between councils, AS, and the general student fund so please vote
- [https://students.ucsd.edu/](https://students.ucsd.edu/)

Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]

- Nothing to report.

VIII. New Business
IX. Unfinished Business
X. Announcement

A. Presidential Runoff Elections voting closes tomorrow, so send in your votes via TritonLink!
B. Froyo :)
C. Passing of the gavel!

- Passed to Elan

XI. Roll Call

**PRESENT:** Anna, Alyssa, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Nic, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley

**EXCUSED:** Kathleen, Gage, Christopher, Rafael, Sammy, Michelle, Emma, Emily, Grace, Dean Sherry

**UNEXCUSED:** Caren, Carter

**ADJOURNED:** 5:36 PM
I. **Call to Order:** 5:08

II. **Roll Call**

**PRESENT:** Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Josef, Vickie, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy, Golsa, Caren, Michelle, Carter, Samantha, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

**EXCUSED:** 

**UNEXCUSED:** Nic, Hang, Emma, Jacob

III. **Approval of Minutes:** 19-0-0

IV. **Announcements:**

V. **Public Input and Introduction:**

VI. **Committee Reports**

A. **Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]**
   - Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
   - RCC Budget 2023-2024
   - Summer Send Off
     - Presenter: Shriya
     - $469.20
     - Move to approve - for the Summer Send Off Event from GU
     - 17-0-2
     - **PASSED**

   - Humanities Pins
     - Presenter: Alyssa
     - $482.72
     - Move to approve - for the Humanities Pins from GU
     - 16-0-2
     - **PASSED**

   - RCC member graduation stoles
     - Presenter: Sharlene
     - $400.83 with an underwrite of $801.66
     - Move to approve - with an underwrite of - for the RCC member graduation stoles from GU
     - 14-0-4
     - **PASSED**

B. **Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]**
   - Many, many rules amendments this week and next week, soooo sorry!
   - Constitution
     - Article II Section 1
       - Add Civic Engagement Advocate
       - 19-0-0
   - Bylaws
     - Article II Section 3 Subsection 1
       - Remove “or Assistant Dean of Student Affairs”
       - 20-0-0
       - Add “Shall be Responsible for providing the gavel for Council meetings.”
       - 19-0-1
     - Article II Section 3 Subsection 2
       - Add “Shall serve on the Rules Committee”
Article II Section 3 Subsection 3
- Replace “Revelle Standing Committees” with “the Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle, the Revelle Judicial Board, and other relevant organizations” (every mention of it?)
- 19-0-0

Article II Section 3 Subsection 4
- Remove “Providing nameplates and gavel for Council meetings”
- 19-0-0

Article II Section 3 Subsection 5
- Add “including creating nameplates and bringing any relevant materials to Council meetings.” to point E
- 19-0-0

Article II Section 3 Subsection 16
- Add “Ex-Officio Members”

Article II Section 3 Subsection 20
- Replace “Assistant Dean of Student Affairs” with “Coordinator of Student Activities”

Article II Section 3 Subsection 21
- Remove “Associated Students Civic Engagement Office (ASCEO)”
- Remove “Shall attend all Student Organized Voter Access Committee meetings”
- Remove “Student Conduct Standards Group Representative”
- Remove “Shall attend all Student Conduct Standards Group meetings”

Article II Section 3 Subsection 22
- Rename Subsection 22 to “Advocates”
- A
  - Add “Shall attend “Campus Wide Sustainability Advocates” Working Groups organized by Student Sustainability Collective Director of Energy and Waste”
  - Add “D. Civic Engagement Advocate
    A. Shall advocate for student involvement in schoolwide, state and federal elections if they are eligible.
    B. Shall aim to bring awareness to any relevant referendum within Revelle.
    C. Shall encourage all Council members to actively participate in internal Council votes and schoolwide referendums.
    D. Shall serve on a committee.
    E. Shall be a non-voting member.

Article III Section 1 Subsection 1
- Replace “The Appointments Committee shall plan and oversee the appointment of Revelle Representatives to Campus-Wide Committees and fill new or vacant positions on RCC in a fair and unbiased manner” with “The Internal Committee shall act as an advisory board to the Vice President Internal by planning and overseeing the appointment of Revelle Representatives to Campus-Wide Committees, fill new or vacant positions on RCC in a fair and unbiased manner, and assisting the Vice President Internal in establishing and promoting the internal culture of Council.”

Article III Section 1 Subsection 3
- Remove “only”
- Add “or at the discretion of the committee chair.”

Article III Section 1 Subsection 4
- Add “Civic Engagement Advocate
- Remove “Commuter Representative”
  - No motion has been made. Proposal is not sponsored on the floor.

Article III Section 2 Subsection 3
Add “other”
Replace “Standing Committee with “organizations” (x4) (subsection 4 too)
Add “specific”

➢ Article III Section 2 Subsection 4
➢ Add “relevant”

➢ Article III Section 3 Subsection 2
➢ Add “The Vice President Internal”

➢ Motion to Suspend the Bylaws to approve all edits to the Bylaws except Article III Section 1 Subsection 4

■ 19-0-0
■ PASSED

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Nothing to report

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
❖ Meeting this Sunday @ 6:00pm
❖ The National Anthem Singer is Cae Acosta!
❖ Birch Aquarium is most likely not happen anymore </3

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
❖ HUM Book Drive was an incredible success!
➢ 58 books collected
➢ 20 additional donated throughout the year outside event
➢ 78 total to support the book lending program

❖ No committee meeting this Friday.

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
❖ No meeting this week.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
❖ Nothing to report.

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
❖ CCP
➢ CCEF: Intercollegiate Event approved
➢ Each Council is being given ~100 more Sungod kits to distribute
❖ Ours is going to J board for their pregod event.
❖ Thanks to everyone who helped table at the Sungod Satellite event last Friday!
❖ My last bingo is this upcoming Tuesday at 5:30 in the Plaza!
❖ One more polo!!

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
❖ Banquet Update / Finalized Details
➢ April 27th, 2024
➢ 4pm-7pm
➢ La Jolla Shores
❖ Grassys area with picnic tables
❖ Potluck Style
❖ Food Sign-ups

❖ we can always use more food!
❖ Plan for around 25-30 people
- I imagine a few people won't be able to make it due to work, etc.
- HOWEVER everyone should be at the banquet as this is one of our last RCC events!
  > If you are able to drive anybody, please let me know or list it on the Food sign-up sheet on the second page
  > If you need a ride, please list your name here so I can coordinate drivers!

❖ Merch update:
  > The order has failed as only 5 people placed an order
  > I will not be extending the deadline and am choosing to forego merch because of the lack of interest, (I know it was expensive but not much I could’ve done about that, went as cheap as I could)

C. **Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]**
  ❖ My last VP Finance Exec hours will be next Wednesday from 12-1:45 at the sustainability resource center, stop by if you want a super secret super special parting gift

D. **Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]**
  ❖ Nothing to Report

E. **Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]**
  ❖ Working on distributing last term's HUM pins to first years so that the leadership space isn’t filled with pins from every term.

F. **Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]**
  ❖ **ACTION ITEM:** AS Resolution Recommending Improvements to UHAC for the Room Selection Interest Form for Non-Guaranteed Students. Sponsored by Senator Lujan and Senator Elbanany.
    > Current system for students that have completed their 2 year guaranteed housing: fill out app to be put into a lottery system to possibly get housing
    > Establish priority status by making it an option to opt into a different list
      ■ More eligibility requirements
      ● Financial need, inability to afford off-campus housing
    > Establish committee to oversee this initiative
      ■ Made up of AS Office of Food and Housing, Housing and Dining, Dean of Student Affairs Office, Financial Aid Office, Office of the Vice Chancellor
      ● List goes to college dean of students (who has access to student information like financial need)
        ◆ Students will also have the ability to upload any other further documents as well
    ■ Establish process review to oversee applications

❖ SheLeads: Women’s Networking Event
  > Monday, May 20th from 1-3pm in the Price Center East Ballroom
  > This event will help students connect with female-identifying professionals and explore potential career fields
  > RSVP [here](https://example.com)

❖ Special Committee of Human Rights Advisory
➢ Growing Justice: Stories from the Underground

❖ Thank you Chris for being Hannah's proxy! :)
❖ Met with staff for the Revelle Undergraduate Review with Grace and Shriya. We had a productive conversation about HUM and accessibility!
❖ Disabled Students Alliance
  ➢ Meeting with AVC Patty Mahaffey - went alright, in progress to schedule another meeting
  ➢ Pilot EVT.ai Notetaker Program
  ➢ No meeting next week May 3. See you May 10!
➢ Terming out soon so if you’re interested in taking on my project, lmk!
➢ Please help the *Revelle Emerging Leaders Program out and complete this survey* for students with disabilities’ experience (OSD, website, accommodations, etc.) and understand what they would want in a physical resource center. The responses will be shared with professional staff.

**PLEASE FILL THIS OUT AND SHARE WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE!**

![Disability Resource Center](image)

G. **Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]**
   ❖ Nothing to report.

H. **Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]**
   ❖ Thank you to all the volunteers who helped set up and staff the book drive event!

I. **Class Representatives**
   ● **Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]**
     ❖ Nothing to report, but s/o Kyli and Maddie for coming to my office hours <3
   ● **Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]**
     ❖ Nothing to report
     ❖ Thank you to Maddie, Sharlene, Kat, Alex, and Grace for attending my office hours.
   ● **Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]**
     ❖ Maddie and I have been working on an event
       ➢ Will likely be on a Thursday night (after council)
       ➢ More information TBD
   ● **First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]**
     ❖ The intercollegiate plan is gradually being - budget approved!
       ➢ Finally all colleges are involved - 8th has asked for more info before committing so we’re hoping another representative run to go to present later today
       ➢ It’s been a hassle to get all reps in one place at one time
         ■ So reps from each colleges will plan their own activities and media engagement independently
     ❖ The plan for the event is attached here: [Intercollegiate Event Plan](#)
   ❖ A Field Day is planned on May 17th on Rimac Field 1-4pm
     ➢ Other activities and media engagement are planned to be held in the weeks before
       ■ Advertising is up to the first year rep(s) of the college and will be done independently
       ➢ General media engagement will also be done
       ➢ Meeting with all representatives on Monday to get it started
   ❖ A field day has been planned
     ➢ Another rep talked to RedBull to sponsor
       ■ Drinks will be provided in exchange for some symbolage
       ■ Will clarify
     ❖ The event will begin next week in earnest (hopefully)

J. **Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]**
Nothing to report.

K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
   - Event Planned for the 23rd of May
   - Had an event planed May 8th/9th dk if i can get it approved due to bylaws

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   - Nothing to report

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   - Thank you everyone for passing my budget :)

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   - Nothing to report.

O. Out of State Representative [-]

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   - “Ode to the Avocadoverse” Happening NOW TODAY from 6-8pm in Revelle Plaza.

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]
   - Our J-Board event is being held next Friday May 3 from 5-7 PM. We will be handing out giveaway bags to students while giving notices about Sun God rules for students on campus.

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - We merged Concert Committee and SIP-WOW to the Engagement and Entertainment Committee (EE)
   - Changed Culture committee to Culture and Community Committee (CC)
   - The first movie night is coming up on May 2nd from 8-10pm at Revelle Plaza, we are showing Parasite! Snacks will be provided.
   - Watermelon Drop Royalty Competition will be happening Monday, May 20th from 2-4pm at Revelle Plaza.
     ➢ If you would like to sign up to be Watermelon drop royalty, sign up here by May 12th: [Watermelon Drop Royalty Sign-Up](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uX1FAiLhlFA5D2jeuoY9e4Vz7kef93Sfo30JEih_rfQ/edit?usp=sharing)
   - Watermelon Drop is on June 7th from 12-1pm.
     ➢ If you would like to help out at the event, at any time between 9am-2pm, please sign up here: [Help Please <3](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQXwZKPL78b5jRcM0YbPY0KYcSSa6-mDRM3ZhY4sdjZgTQ/viewform)

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Save the date for Revelle Student Leadership Recognition Ceremony - Wednesday, May 29, 6-8pm in the Revelle Res Life Conference Rooms

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palau]
   - Next Monday 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. (GH 235) join us for Queer Crafternoon - We are going to be working/doing Plant cuttings to share!
   - If you are planning an event, please either schedule a time to meet with me on my calendly [https://calendly.com/wesleypalau](https://calendly.com/wesleypalau) or email me (wpalau@ucsd.edu) your availability for the week you want to meet.

U. Campus-Wide Representatives
   - **UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfaro]**
     - Nothing to report, just wishing everyone good luck on midterms <33
   - **SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]**
     - Campus Performances & Events Office(CPEO) Proposal
       ➢ [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uX1FAiLhlFA5D2jeuoY9e4Vz7kef93Sfo30JEih_rfQ/edit?usp=sharing](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uX1FAiLhlFA5D2jeuoY9e4Vz7kef93Sfo30JEih_rfQ/edit?usp=sharing)
     - Feedback form:
       ➢ [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQXwZKPL78b5jRcM0YbPY0KYcSSa6-mDRM3ZhY4sdjZgTQ/viewform](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQXwZKPL78b5jRcM0YbPY0KYcSSa6-mDRM3ZhY4sdjZgTQ/viewform)
   - **UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]**
     - Nothing to report.
   - **RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]**
     - RIMAC Expansion
       ➢ Possible outdoor fitness
         ■ Spin studio
         ■ Social area
         ■ Multi-activity virtual room
         ■ Rejuvenation
         ■ Fitness Lab
Level 3

- Climbing wall
- Social area
- Cardio
- Weight room

Possible RIMAC Fee increase
- Will vote on in Week 8

Pick up backpacks from Rich’s Office

- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
- Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
- Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  - Slowly pushing the Sustainability Action Plan
    - Jk it PASSED AW YEA
      - Coming to be ratified next council
      - My next task is reading the “Standing Rules” to find gaps where I can put the Waste Reduction Protocols

Event!!
- May 15th, 2024 “Down to Earth Block Party” at Sungod lawn

(unofficial flyer, more for the vibes)

- Funded partially by CCP thanks <3
- Collab between ASCE, AVP EJ, RCC (me), MCC, SSC
  - Book giveaway sponsored by AVP EJ
  - Ecocrafts
    - Screenprinting, button making, art collage making etc
  - Student Vendors
  - Student Performers
- No flyer bc I am waiting for AS Graphic Studios :(
  - If you know any performers send them my way!!

- Ode to Avo will have waste sorting so pls make sure u compost
- Vegan Bake off this sunday!!
  - Grace will be baking! Come thru and support
EDIAAdvocate [Golsa Rahbari]

- AS will have interviews for assistant vice presidents before the end of year which
  also play a pivotal role in your experience, AS concerts and events being one for
  example, who plans horizon sungod etc., so please attend those public interviews.

Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]

- Nothing to Report

VIII. New Business

IX. Unfinished Business

X. Announcement
   A. Passing of the gavel

XI. Roll Call

PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler,
Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Emily, Alex, Sophia, Sammy, Jimmy,
Golsa, Caren, Michelle, Carter, Samantha, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry

EXCUSED: Alex

UNEXCUSED: Nic, Hang, Emma, Jacob

ADJOURNED: 6:15
I. Call to Order: 5:11
II. Roll Call
   PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex Gilden, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex Gonzalez, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Emma, Caren, Michelle, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry
   EXCUSED: Sophia, Carter, Vickie
   UNEXCUSED:
III. Approval of Minutes: 20:0:0
IV. Announcements:
V. Public Input and Introduction:
VI. Committee Reports
   A. Finance Committee [Grace Constantian]
      ❖ Revelle Groups 2023-24 // Funding Allocation Requests
      ❖ RCC Budget 2023-2024
      ❖ Grad Committee Events
         ➢ $1,456.82
         ➢ Move to approve - from The Grad Committee line item
         ➢ 18-0-2
         ➢ PASSED
      ❖ Celebrating First Gen Success
         ➢ $1,002.60
         ➢ Move to approve - from GU for the Celebrating First Gen Success
         ➢ 17-0-3
         ➢ PASSED
      ❖ Revelle Residence Life "PRIDEducation"
         ➢ Revelle Residence Life "PRIDEducation" RCC Budget Request
         ➢ $465.03
         ➢ Move to approve - from GU for the Revelle Residence Life "PRIDEducation"
         ➢ 19-0-0
         ➢ PASSED
   B. Rules Committee [Anna McSorley]
      ❖ Journey through the bylaws
         ➢ Article V
            ■ Section 1, Subsection 5
               ● Replace RCC Election Committee with RCC Election Manager
            ■ Section 2 Subsection 3
               ● Remove “Secure Elections Committee appointments from RCC and hold two (2) election committee meetings no later than the ninth week of Winter Quarter.”
            ■ Section 3 - Delete
            ■ Section 4 Subsection 2
               ● Replace “seventh” with “fourth”
            ■ Section 4 Subsection 3
               ● Replace “polling location” with “election related events”
            ■ Section 5 Subsection 2
               ● Delete “sign a statement”
               ● Delete “and must acknowledge receipt of the Bylaws and those posting policies”
            ■ Section 6 Subsection 3
               ● Delete point E and point F
Section 8 Subsection 3
- Delete points J and M

Section 9
- Delete subsection 2 and 3

Section 11 Subsection 4
- Replace “available through” with “by contacting”
- Delete “be completed in full”
- “Delete “form”

➢ 20-0-0
➢ PASSED

C. Appointments Committee [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ Nothing to report from Appointments ‘23-’24 :

D. Graduation Committee [Sharlene Yang]
   ❖ If the budget passes, Grad Committee thanks y’all :33
   ❖ No meeting this week BUT keep an eye out for Revelle Student Speaker audition time

E. Student Services Committee [Josef Daniels]
   ❖ Nothing to report - no meeting Friday
   ❖ Thank you for everyone’s participation and contributions this year and last year!

F. Engagement Committee [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ Committee will turnover to the new term. Meet with Vickie for new times and ideas.

G. Spirit and Events Committee [Vickie Nguyen]
   ❖ Nothing to report.

VII. Reports
A. President [Anna McSorley]
   ❖ 5 College Council Presidents released a statement last night supporting students’ right to peacefully protest on campus and urging admin to not pursue student conduct violations against protesters.
      ➢ If you’d like to read it here’s the link to the statement, it’s also been posted on social media, in the Guardian, and on The Triton
      https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r4qoTgQ0p6806ehB0ijldA_F5ycxvDf04_dUjiEk0a0/edit
   ❖ Thanks for a great year everyone!

B. Vice President of Internal [Gage Mowrey]
   ❖ One last Constitutional reminder in my time as VPI;
      ➢ If a successor is not voted in then you may serve until Week 10 for our Campus-Wide Reps and voting members not listed below
      ➢ International Rep, First Year Reps, and Transfer Reps; you can stay until the appointment of your successor per our Constitution unless you are graduating or removed from Council, i.e. if you feel like serving until mid-Fall
   ❖ Wishing best of luck to everyone terming out and terming in and with the rest of your quarter. Thank you for an awesome year everyone!

C. Vice President of Finance [Grace Constantian]
   ❖ Thank you all for a great year. I have had the best time being your VPF this past year.

D. Vice President of Administration [Kathleen Nguyen]
   ❖ Nameplates/tags
   ❖ Thanks!

E. Vice President of External [Alyssa Martinez]
   ❖ All members are highlighted!
   ❖ Thank you for your flyers and the term. Be respectful and adaptable to new terms with Vickie. Have a great next term.

F. Associated Students Revelle College Senators [Hannah Nguyen, Maddie Mercado]
   ❖ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Approve $12,401.03 from AS Mandate Reserves for a Student Stage sponsored by AS Concerts and Events
      ➢ PASSED
   ❖ SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Tritons for Israel Funding Maximum.
      ➢ Culture week that exhibits Jewish student groups, speakers, and Kosher-friendly food
      ➢ Asking for a higher amount of money due to expanding the event as well as necessary security
         ■ Asking for $30,389.15
   ❖ FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Funding maximum appeal for Tritons for Israel to
FINANCE ACTION ITEM: Event Cap appeal of $16,776.26 for Tritons for Israel for Jewish Night Market
➢ PASSED

SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Gasoline Assistance Project Update
➢ 439 Students Eligible for cards (gasoline cards)
  ■ To receive the card, students must present their ID
  ■ Launch Day / Celebration TO BE DETERMINED
  ● Spring Week 8 - Week 10

Implementing Triton Resource Cards in College Orientation Programs for 2024
Basic Needs Initiative Fund is now active! Funding application here
The Poverty Project Backpack Google Form
➢ Students who were formerly, currently, or foresee themselves unhoused or in housing insecurity will fill out this form to pick up a FREE BACKPACK!
➢ Includes: First aid kits, hygiene products, food items, housing resources pamphlet, & merchandise

Draft of the 2023-2024 Advocacy Agenda. Fill out survey If possible!
➢ Airpod Max are being raffled off for those who fill it out!
$78,363.00 Reallocation of unused (unhired) Staff Stipends to the Office of the AVP of Student Organizations was passed last week during Finance Committee
Sun God Festival AS Safe Rides launching soon for undergraduate students living off campus
➢ Get your SGF merch before the festival and skip the lines at: to.ucsd.edu

Campus Safety AS Emergency Statement
Events
➢ Office of Personnel Affairs Fellowship Event - Fluffy's Chocolate Factory - Movie Night on May 12, 7pm @ Matthews Quad
➢ AVP of Health and Wellbeing
  ■ Mental Health Speaker Event 05/02/24 attendance form maxed out
  ■ Mother’s Day Tabling 5/10
  ■ Academic stress management Event 5/23 10 am- 1:00 pm
  ■ Reproductive Health Event 5/20 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
  ■ Reproductive Health Event 5/29 11:00- 4:00 pm

Student Advocacy Reminders
➢ UCSD Standards of Conduct
  ■ 102.4 - Theft/Damage
  Theft of, conversion of, destruction of, or damage to any property of the University, or any property of others while on University premises, or possession of any property when the student had knowledge or reasonably should have had knowledge that it was stolen.
  
  Theft means the intentional and unlawful taking of property. For a theft to occur, the Respondent must intend to deprive the owner of the property. Conversion means the Respondent recklessly or substantially interfered with the Complainant's property, the Complainant did not consent and suffered harm as a result of the interference, and the Respondent's conduct was a substantial factor in causing the harm.
  
  102.06 – Unauthorized Entry/Use (formerly Code Section VII, Letter E)
  Unauthorized entry to, possession of, receipt of, or use of any University services; equipment; resources; or properties, including the University’s name, insignia, or seal.

  102.08 – Physical Abuse/Threats/Health & Safety (formerly Code Section VII, Letters G, H, & I)
  Physical abuse including but not limited to physical assault; threats of violence; or other conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person.

  102.13 – Obstruction/Disruption (formerly Code Section VII, Letter M)
  Obstruction or disruption of teaching, research, administration, disciplinary procedures, or other University activities.
  Also read 102.13 – Obstruction/Disruption, 102.14 – Disorderly/Lewd Conduct, 102.15 – Disturbance of the Peace/Unlawful Assembly, 102.16 – Failure to Comply/Obstruction
Do not be afraid, be informed.

Student Legal Services: (858) 534-4374; sls@ucsd.edu
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program
ACLU Protesters Know Your Rights

Book a Student Advocate: asadvocacy.ucsd.edu

Disability Justice

➢ On April 29, I met with AVC Mahaffey to discuss the funding and how students can have more of a voice in where this funding is going, particularly for a resource center, by joining the OSD Steering Committee. Please see Slack’s previous message for notes. More meetings and info to come!

➢ On May 15, I am attending an OSD Focus Group to review their mission statement and values. I hope to represent you all and advocate for students to join their steering committee to ensure that we start steering towards a resource center. Please let me know if there’s anything you’d like me to mention regarding their mission statement and values.

➢ Regarding the EVT.ai Notetaker Program, Ivan will be sending me the emails of professors so I can follow up with them. We have unfortunately not received any emails from professors who would be willing to try this pilot program for their class yet :(.

➢ I am meeting with resource centers this week to collaborate and gain insight for how they started up their resource centers, how they get their funding, etc.

- May 3 - Meeting with UCSF Disabled Resource Center
- May 10 - Meeting with Women’s Center

➢ Please help the Revelle Emerging Leaders Program out and complete this survey for students with disabilities’ experience (OSD, website, accommodations, etc) and understand what they would want in a physical resource center. The responses will be shared with professional staff.

PLEASE FILL THIS OUT AND SHARE WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE!

➢ Wrapped work with the PPM 520-1 Section IX Workgroup

➢ UCSD Policy on Speech and Advocacy

➢ Sent in my final reports for standardized constitutional amendments

➢ Finished collaboration with CAPS and Active Minds

➢ Upcoming event for Mental Health Month

➢ Thank you guys for an amazing year, thank you for giving us a balance from AS and for always sitting through our reports (even when they are incredibly long like today’s)

G. Director of Spirit and Events [Vickie Nguyen]

➢ Bead Bash event went well!

H. Director of Student Services [Josef Daniels]

➢ Nothing additional to discuss or report.

I. Class Representatives

● Fourth Year Representative [Sharlene Yang]

➢ Nothing to Report

● Third Year Representative [Kyli Elise Joe]

➢ Nothing to report but,

- Thanks Maddie, Golsa, and Ichiro, for coming to my office hours today.
- Congratulations to everyone graduating!

● Second Year Representative [Tyler Porter]

➢ Event update:

- Contact with PC Tech for pricing and availability
- Finance request coming soon
- Gotten in contact with campus-wide student organizations to partake in the event
- Possibly will open it up to groups outside of student organizations
- Decided on a date (looking like week 9)

● First Year Representatives [Isaac Rodriguez, Ludwig Bartels]

➢ Working on the event!
Some hiccups but we’re working on it

J. Commuter Representative [Ichiro Shimizu]
   - Nothing to report.

K. Residential Representative [Chris Ajanel]
   - Have been meeting with Wes over my event
   - Planned to be taking place May 24th

L. Transfer Representatives [Alex Gilden, Elan Ortiz]
   - Nothing to report

M. International Representative [Shriya Gupta]
   - Launching a new program called “HearMe RCC” on May 14, 2024
     - HearMe RCC
       - HearMe RCC is designed to act as a vital link between the student body and the student government.
       - To kickstart this initiative, a pop-up booth will be set up at Revelle Anchor Lawn every Tuesday for the first three weeks.
       - At this booth, students are invited to pen down their current challenges and concerns regarding Revelle, as well as suggest potential solutions. These submissions will be collected in a ballot box, ensuring that every voice has the opportunity to be heard and considered.
       - The booth will also have some snacks, custom designed stickers and buttons
       - After the initial three-week period, we plan to transition ‘HearMe RCC’ into a more passive phase. A ballot box will be placed near Revelle Anchor Lawn on a weekly basis, allowing students to conveniently submit their concerns and suggestions. We are currently finalizing the logistics of this setup to ensure it is accessible and effective for gathering student input
       - Lastly, a big Thank you to Wes for all the help behind the scenes at such a short time notice

N. First Gen Student Representatives [Rafael Mejia-Ramos, Topher Huerta]
   - Thanks for passing our budget!! (no thanks to Ichiro 😇) (bro i literally seconded the budget)
     - Celebrating First-Gen Success
       - When: May 23rd, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
       - Where: Revelle Anchor
       - Come destress by making your own balloon animal while enjoying a Sprinkles Cupcake to celebrate the success of our first-gen students. ALL STUDENTS WELCOME.
   - First-Gen Friday post tomorrow!!

O. Out of State Representative [-]

P. Resident Advisor Ex-Officio [Jacob Hoang]
   - “Revellaissance Fair” Next Week!
   - “PRIDEducation” Week 8, Wednesday from 5-7PM in Revelle Plaza!
   - housingcontracts@ucsd.edu
   - Revelle Residents, please refer to an email titled: “*IMPORTANT* Sun God Festival 2024 Information”. Sent by Revelle Residence Life in compliance with HDH policy.

Q. Revelle Judicial Board Ex-Officio [Carter Slay]

R. Student Initiated Programs @ Revelle Ex-Officio [Samantha Parker]
   - Watermelon Drop Royalty Competition Sign-Up by May 12th
   - Watermelon Drop Volunteer Sign-Up
   - First movie night (showing parasite) happening TONIGHT from 8pm-10pm at Revelle Plaza. If you can help out that would be awesome!

S. Revelle College Dean of Student Affairs [Dean Sherry Mallory]
   - Thank you for all of your hard work this year on behalf of Revelle College students! A special shout out to Anna and Exec Committee for your leadership 😊
   - Thank you Elan and Josef for helping with Revelle’s Triton Days Transfer Info Session webinar last night!
   - Look out for one another this weekend, and use the Medical Amnesty Program (https://sage.ucsd.edu/_files/policies-process/other/medical-amnesty-program.pdf ) if needed

T. Coordinator of Student Activities [Wesley Palaú]
   - Congratulations to all our graduates!
   - Congratulate everyone here for all your hard work and dedication over the last year.
Shout out to our student programs and your investment in building and fostering community for Revelle students.

Please sign up to volunteer on June 7th: Watermelon Drop Volunteers

Campus-Wide Representatives
- UHAC Representative [Emily Pizarro-Alfarco]
  - Have a slay and safe sungod! :DD
- SFAC Representative and Shadow [Alex Gonzalez, Sophia Li]
  - Nothing to report.
- UCAB Representative [Michelle Pham]
  - Nothing to report.
- SHWAB Representative [Sammy Kawai]
  - Nothing to report.
- RFAB Representative [Jimmy Choy]
  - Nothing to report.
- LSAC Representative [Hang Liu]
  - Nothing to report.
- Civic Engagement Advocate [Nic Tappin]
  - Thank you everyone for an amazing year and term! Y'all are real ones!
- Sustainability Advocate [Caren Aguirre]
  - Nothing to report.
- EDI Advocate [Golsa Rahbari]
  - With protests happening in many campuses, please be safe and protect your rights. Please be kind to others and do not engage in actions that can harm another person.
  - Thank you for an amazing year, I learned so much through this term from everyone and I am thankful to have met all of you<3
- Basic Needs Advocate [Emma Luppi]
  - I sent the google form out to the Triton Pantry reps for feedback and since our meetings are biweekly I will get feedback from them tomorrow and hopefully proceed ASAP
  - I brought oreos for everyone : ) - feel free to take as many as you want!
  - To those who are terming out today, thank you all for your hard work, it is very much appreciated and best of luck for future projects or positions!

New Business
- Awards!!

Unfinished Business

Announcement
- 500 suite points per person when you go to “PRIDEducation” - Jacob
- Fro yo!!
- Passing of the gavel
  - Passed toooo ANNA!

Roll Call
PRESENT: Anna, Gage, Alyssa, Grace, Kathleen, Vickie, Josef, Hannah, Maddie, Sharlene, Kyli, Tyler, Isaac, Ludwig, Ichiro, Chris, Alex, Elan, Shriya, Rafael, Christopher, Nic, Emily, Alex, Sammy, Jimmy, Hang, Golsa, Caren, Michelle, Samantha, Jacob, CSA Wesley, Dean Sherry
EXCUSED: Sophia, Carter
UNEXCUSED:
ADJOURNED: 6;24 PM